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THE

UsE AND NECESSITY OF RECUEATION

GOD.
A Supreme Power and Wisdom governs the
Universe. The Supreme Mind is measureless, and
pervades endless space. The Supreme Wisdom,
Power and Intelligence is in everything that exists
from the atom to the planet.
The Supreme Power and Wisdom is more than
in everything. The Supreme Mind is everything.
The Supreme Mind is every atom of the mountain,
the sea, the tree, the bird, the animal, the man, the
woman. The Supreme Wisdom cannot be understood by man or by beings superior to man. But
man will gladl;y receive the Supreme thought anu
wisdom, and let it work for happiness through him,
caring not to fathom its mystery.
The Supreme Power has us in its charge, as it
has the suns and endless systems of worlds in space.
As we grow more to recognize this sublime and
exhaustless wisdom; we shall learn more and more
to demand that wisJom draw it to ourselves, make
it a part of ourselves, and thereby be ever making
ourselves newer and newer. This means ever perfecting health, greater and greater power to enjo)
all that exists, gradual transition into a higher

state of being and the development of powers we
do not now realize as belonging to us.
We are the limited yet ever growing parts and
expressions of the Supreme Never Ending Whole.
It is the destiny of all in time to see their relation
to the Supreme and also to see that the straight
and narrow path to ever-increasing happiness is a
perfect trust and dependence on the Supreme for
the all round symmetrical wisdom and idea which
we individually cannot originate. Let us then daily
demand faith, for faith is power to believe and
power to see that all things are parts of the Infinite Spirit of God, that all things have good or God
in them, :mel that all things when recognized by us
as partt of God must work for our good.

THE DRAWING POWER OF MIND.
CoPYIUGBT BY F.

J. NJCEDW.X, 18811.

We are through our mental conditions always
drawing things to ns good or bad, beneficial or injurious, pleasant or disagreeable.
There is possible a state of mind which, if permanently kept, will draw to you money, lands, possessions, luxuries, health and happiness. It is a
mental condition always serene, calm, determined,
decided, self-composed, and bent on some purpose
whose aim is lasting good, first to yourself, next to
others.
There is another state of mind which, if permanently kept in, will drive prosperity and health
from you.
It is only the very small part of what exists in
the universe that can be seen, touched or otherwise made evident to the physical senses.
The larger part of what exists and has form,
shape and color, cannot be seen, felt or be otherwise
made evident to the physical senses.
What we call space is filled with realities. There
is no such thing as" empty space." These realities
might be evident to our spiritual or finer senses
Calm demand brlnga all good things in time.
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were they developed. As these finer senses are
more and more opened, then more a~d more of these
things or realities will become evide1;1t to us.
Whatever you think you actually make. You are
making these unseen realities continually as you
think. If you think of anything but a second you
make that an unseen reality for a second. If you
think of it for homs, days and years, you wilJ in
some way bring that reality to you in the physical
world.
If you keep any idea good or ill in your
mind from month to month and year to year,
you make it a more enduring unseen reality,
and as it so becomes stronger and stronger, it must
at last take shape and appear in the seen and
physical.
Of whatever you think, you attract its like from
the unseen current of realities. Think or dwell on
any form of crime, and you attract and draw to you
criminal realities from the unseen side of life.
These the unseen are the forces for attracting to
you material agencies for crime on our side of existence.
When you read with interest in your morning's
paper of murders, burglaries, scandals and dreadful
accidents on sea and land, you are attracting to yon
unseen things of the same character. You connect
yourself with this a lower order of spiritual realities,
and being then in this current as yon so read with
interest, day after day, yon are the more likely to
Impatient dem.a.nd drivea them anr•
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brfng Bome form of these horrors and miseries to
you.
Tht:se of the unseen form a current of real element in the unseen world of realities. Yon connect your ~pirit with this current when you keep
these ghastly things Ro much in mind. That current then acts on you. You are borne along and
carried by it. It will then all the quicker bring to
you the elements of crime or evil. If you love to
read of the acts of burglars and thieves, you are
the more likely to have burglars and thieves about
you and in your house. You and they will be
brought together, because you and they are in the
same current of thought.
Neitheryou nor the thief is aware of the power
which brings you together. But no power is so irresistible as one of whose action upon us and of
whose very existence we are entirely ignorant.
If you think but for ten seconds of something
ghastly or horrible, something which causes pain of
body or dh1tress of mind to another, then you set in
motion a force to draw some form of this trouble to
you. If you think ten seconds of something pleasant, cheerful or beautiful-something which can
give pleasure to another, leaving no sting behindthen you set in motion a force to bring some of this
pleasure to you.
The longer you put your mind on any one thing,
be it evil or good, the stronger do you make it as
an unseen reality. It must at last, as you keep
Oalm. demand bringl all good things in time.
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it in mind or put your mind on it, make itself in the
seen and physical world an agency for pain or
pleasure.
The power to fix mind persistently on some definite purpose, or in a certain frame or mood-say
that of calm determination, or to keep mind from
being disturbed, is not now very common.
Look at many people about you. On what from
year to year is their thought or purpose fixed f On
getting their wages at the week's end. Beyond
this nothing. On getting a new bonnet, a new
dress, a pleasure trip. Beyond this nothing. On
living from day to day, or week to week. Beyond
this nothing. Many cannot fix their mind on any
useful purpose for two days in succession. It is
this thing earnestly desired to-day, something else
to-morrow.
Their mental forces pull a little while on this thing,
abandon it, then pull a little on the next whim or
fancy and abandon that. There is no steady pull
or exercise of drawing power on any one thing.
These are the people who accomplish very little,
who are always poor, and often in ill health.
These minds where fixed at all are often on the
useless, and injurious. 'fhey will read with avirlity
of horrors and hangings. The longer these are
spun out and the more minute are they in detail,
the more they like them. They love the drama
depicting violence or emotional torture.
A
vast amount of their force goes in this direction.
Impatient demand drivea them
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It is a force to draw to them some form of evil.
If turned in another direction it would draw to
them good.
The unseen world and upper currents of unseen
realities are full of bright and beautiful things-full
of the spiritual correspondences of all luxuries,
necessities and good things enjoyed here-full of
beautiful things as yet here never seen and enjoyed.
When minds here lt>arn, as in time they will, to
have faith in these existences, and faith in the
simple means of attracting them, they will fix their
thought persistently on the bright side of life.
They will co~e to know that the longer they
endeavor so to fix it on the brighter and healthier
side, 1he more power will they have, and the less
effort will it cost so to keep their thougbt in the
right direction and in connection with the right
current, until at last it will become " second
nature" for them to live in these l1igher realities,
and, as so living, health and prosperity will flow
toward them.
They will cease then to think so much and read
so much, and talk and live so much in the crude,
the horrible, the long-drawn recitals of crime, having lParned that these thoughts bring them evil
and injure their power for drawing to them that
whicll will result in permanent good.
" Set your affections on things abo\'e." This
upper current of thought contains tbe correspondences in unseen element of all that is good for us
Oa.!m demand brings all good things in time.
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to use and enjoy, and more still of joys we do not
yet realize. These are the" things above."
·Those of horror, ghastliness, crime, and misery
on which now so much of people's affections or
thought is set, are "things below."
Evil of any sort is only to he thought of and
dealt with long enough to remedy it. One remains
in a cesspool no longer than is necessary to bail out
its contents. You want to get yo!H' cold, your pain,
your last sprained ankle, or the last injustice done
you by another out of your mind as soon as you
can and not keep making it over and over again,
through ever thinking it, brooding over it, and telling it to others whenever you get ·a chance.
Such mood _of mind may become habitual " second nature," and a power for drawing poveaty and
ill health.
Constant contact .with crime, or misery with iJ1
of any kind, or even the thought of it, will at last beget an unnatural and unhealthy appetite for it. So
at last people bad rather at the breakfast table talk
of sickness and death-hed scenes than of health, or
of crime and hOJTors than of things cheerful, peaceable and pleasant.
All such talk ancl thought dwelling in misery injures your power for drawing good things to you.
It is a direct means for taking money fi'Om your
purse and health from your body.
!Jiving ever in the thought of sickness will surely
bring sickness to you.
Imvatient demand
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For such reason have those who made a. study of
insanity, gone themselves insane as did al'l eminent
physician a. few years ago. As did the superintendent of one of the largest insane asylums in this
country. As do very, very many of whom we
never hear.
The vast amount of matter printed and read by
millions concerning the diseases and death of such
prominent persons as General Grant, the late
Emperor Frederick, and some others, have put
millions of minds more or less in the thought
current of sickness, pain and misery.
Yon will be the more healthy for living as much
as you can in the thought and also surrounding of
healthy things. You will be the stronger for living
in the thought and being in the physical surrounding of strong things-strong animals-strong and
vigorous men and women. A circus with its skilled
riders, its acrobats and tumblers, and its audience
with care for a time off their minds and smiles in
their faces, is a far healthier place, and connects one with a healthier thought current than a
dissecting room or the poring over a book devoted
to the recital of any form of suffering or disease.
What we call the drawing power of mind is not
that of longing for things. Longing implies impatience, because they do not come so soon as we
desire. The impatient state of mind will eit!Jer
drive what you desire from you or delay its advance.
When your thought takes this form, "I want the
Oa.lm demand brings all good things in time.
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thing desired now-right now; I'm tired of waiting; I can't stand waiting any longer ; I'm sick and
tired of waiting," you are in the wrong mood.
You are then using your force in scolding or
grieving or finding fault, because what you desire
does not come. When you scold or complain or
grieve, because the things you desire do not come,
your force is set upon that scolding or grieving, and
is not working to bring them to you. It is analogous to the man who, in a fit of rage, should tear
his wagon to pieces, because it is stuck in a mire.
The force he used to tear it to pieces might have
drawn it out.
The force of mind you need to put out to draw
good things to you lies in that mood, which says,
continually and calmly: "I must have these things;
I am going to have them, provided that a Wisdom
greater than mine sees that it will not work me
injury to have them."
It must be a mental state of serenity and determination decided and positive, but never angered or
impatient, or anxious or worrying.
So that you keep your mind in ti.Je proper drawing
mood, you need not have in mind continually the
thing you desire. It is the state of mind that
draws money, and things desirable, and not the
constant recollection of the special thing desired.
Wllen you can put your mind in this mood and
keep it there, when for instance you say to yourself calmly and deliberately "I am going to travel
Impatient demand drives them 1nra7.
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and see the world abroad;" you can forget for a
time that _s{}OOial purpose, and employ and enjoy
yourself in the other efforts, without retarding at
all the power which will be working to send you
abroad.
You need only as your determination to travel or
any other aim recurs to your mind have the mood
of calm, unruflled determination and dooision connected with it.
You lessen this drawing power for good when
you get angry or irritable ; you increase it then
for evil. You lessen it for good through becoming
discouraged or despondent. You set it then the
wrong way and for evil. You lessen it for good
through hurried states of mind.
To covet the property of another person-to
cumber the mind with schemes to get property
through inheritance of another-to feel anxiety,
envy and jealousy of others who may share in
such property or who may seem likely to get the
whole of it-to set longing and envious eyes on another's lands, houses, carriages, horses and other evidences of material wealth-to commence calculating on being brought into any degree of association
with a rich man or woman, and how you may gain
or wheedle, or so become a favorite of such person
as to induce him or her to give you of their wealth,
all this brings on a state of mind retarding your
connection with the greatest drawing power. It
brings to you a current of low, groveling and narrow
Or.lm demand brings all good thinp in time.
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thought. It is loss also to allow yourself to drift
into the petty prejudices of people concemiug others
-to take sides even in thought in petty q narrels.
You Jose power by engaging with others in any
conversation on a plane of motive and sentiment
lower than your own, such as tattle, sarcastic
_ remark on the failings of others, fault finding with
affairs which do not concern you, and unwarrantable
inquiry and ferreting out other's private affairs.
You put out in so doing thought forces which
are opposed to and will destroy or retard the effect
of your higher and more powerful attitude of mind
toward all mankind-an outflow of thought which
deals only with the best in others ; sees as little as
possible of their thoughts ; speaks as little as possible concerning them, and sends them in thought
only good will from which you will fight off every
shade of malice, envy and jealousy-thoughts now
so dominant on our stratum of life and which will
thrust themselves in our minds at every opportunity.
You want power to gain the highest health, the
greatest success in business, and the growth of
your sph·it iuto possibilities not now to be realized.
Nothing so much weakens you in every way as descending in thought and talk to iU-natured and ferreting gossip. You descend then to the wor~d of
failure and ill health. You clothe yourself then in
an actual thought-robe or envelope of weaknesstho robes now worn by so many, who ascribe their
Im'{)&tilllt
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ill health or non-success to any and everything but

this the real cause.
Keep away as much as you can from despondent,
reckless and purposeless people, and you will keep
your drawing power at its best. You will then not
lessen it through adulteration by absorption of their
discouraged, undecided, purposeless thoughts.
If of necessity you are thrown in their company,
make up your mind beforehand that you wilJ not
absorb any of their thought. Then you put on a
positive protective armor against such absorption.
If you give a great deal of your sympathy io
those who d~ not believe in these ideas; if you
make their troubles your troubles and their cares
your cares, you lessen your drawing power for the
best and increase it for the worst. For then you
absorb these doubts and other defects of mind.
You mix up your faith with their lack of faith.
You cripple your decision with their possible indecision.
Speak of your purposes only to those of whose
friendship you are very sure-only to those who are
not envious and who really wish you to have your
desire.
Keeping your secrets adds vastly to your drawing power. Walls do have ears. In other words,
secrets can get into the air if you talk them out,
even when none with a physical body are near you.
If you want to keep a secret from others, keep it
as much as possible out of your own mind, save
Oalm dem&lld brings all good ihiDga in time.
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when it is absolutely necessary to recall it. For
what you think you make or put out in the air and
as put out in the air, when you are much of the
time thinking of it, it is all the more likely to fasten
on some mind about you, in the form of a surmise,
a passing thought, which at last, as you keep forcing it upon them by thinking of it, ripens into a
suspicion.
All great successes depend on secrecy. That if\
secrecy from all, save those you can trust and who
have an equal interest in the success with yourselfNo practical man of business reads his ledgers to th<'
public or confides his plans to every o11e.
To talk of your purpose to those who in their
secret thought are jealous of your possible success,
will lessen your force to draw the thing desired to
you. Then you do literally give yourself (i. e., your
thought or force) away. Thousands cripple their
fortunes in this way.
Temperance and moderation in tile use of all
things, and in the play of all emotion, is very neeessary to the attainment of the most powerful drawing frame of mind. But asceticism and extreme
self-denial in anything only lessens this drawing
power. For all asceticism creates unnatural longings. Then the force of mind is placed on what
nature is starved of and will long for, and sets its
thought or force upon.
Of anything which annoys you, make up your
mind that it shall not annoy you. This decision
Impatient demand drives tham •wa.7.
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will increase the drawing power of your mind. But
if in mind you give way to annoyances, and do not
resist them, you increase theh· power to annoy you.
You bring on also by this mental condition more
and more annoyances.
You lessen also your force for drct.wing things to
you. Or in other words you use that same force to
draw annoying thingR to you.
Resist the devil and he will flee from you.
A disagreeable habit in another person, and impertinence or rudeness in another, a creaking door,
anything in the working of the physical world about
us, if we do not not set our minds against its annoying us, will gi'Ow more and more upon us. It will
master us. All these things represent the devil to
be resisted.
When we allow ourselves to be annoyed by any
person we are ruled by that person. For if we
cannot abide their presence in a room, then that
pei'SOn drives us from that room. If we ca.nnot be
agreeable to others with that person in our presence,
then that person governs our speech and makes us
silent and sulky.
But when this resisting power is used, and we
endeavor to turn our mind from the annoyance, we
shall be carried at last beyond the reach of all
annoying things. That is the real power for driving
from us whatever annoys us.
I do not here imply that the habit of beiug easily
annoyed or of non-resistance to annoyanr.e. or the
O&lm demud brings a.ll good ~ in time.
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habit and love of reading and living mentally in
scenes of misery or any other mental habit which
lessens our power, can be immediately broken off.
That is all but impossible. No mental habit, the
growth of years, can be suddenly changed.
How, then, C.'tn it be changed f
By not trying too bard to change it. By not becoming impatient on finding yourself unconsciomdy
reverting to the state of mind you wish to get rid
of. For impatience at anything is force employed .
in anger, because matters do not change as quickly
as you wish, and that is so much force lost to your
drawing power. You can in this way hurt yourself
as much when the motive is good as when it is bad.
It will increase your drawing power to feel the
real need of the thing you !Wt your mhul upon.
There is a great difference between wanting things
and needing things. Some people want everything
they set their eyes on, when they need but few of
those things at a time. You may need warm garments for winter. You may want things which
may have no use during winter. Now the need
for . serviceable clothing is imperative. For other
things the need may not be imperative, though
they have their place and use in good time. If you
feel the need of the thing you set your mind upon,
you increase the force of your demaud for it. This
increases your drawing power, provided, as we must
say again, your demand is made in the mood of
decision and patience, and docs not use itself up in
Impatient demud drivea them away.
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the mood of impatience, because the thing demanded does not immediately come.
There are two ways of saying " I must have the
better things desired." To say "I must," or ''I
demand it," in the mood of ugliness or irascibility,
carries little or no power to bring the thing demanded. But a great deal of drawing power is set
upon the thing demanded when you say," I demand
this special thing because I need it ; because it is
right I should have it; because I feel that my
· ability to benefit first, myself, and next othe1-s will
be increased by it."
This is the mood to be permanently niantained
from month to month and year to year, until at last
it becomes a part of yourself, and you carry such
frame of mind whether conscious you carry it or not.
If you feel th;lt there is truth in my assertions,
then the seed of conviction is sown in your mind.
That seed, that idea, that force will do the work for
you. You need in a sense do but little. That
truth will take deeper and deeper root. It will
· grow and increase ; you will find yona~elf gradually
changing for the better. You will have less and
less inclination to live in the grim and ghastly as
you rea1ize more and more the danger of so doing.
Better still, you will turn away more and more
from the racks and slaughter pens of a lower life as
you realize more and more the power, the pleasure
and the profit of holding ever in your thought things
cheerful, bright, gay and innocent.
Calm demand brings all good thinga In time.
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When you acquire this power, or in other words
get your drawing force turned in the right direction
(it is always working in some direction), you will
know that it is all yours. No one can take it from
you. It must also be ever on the increase; as it
increases its force, it is increasing forever.
When it is working in the right direction to bring
you health, fortune and success in all you undertake you depend on no one but yourself and the
Supreme Power. You lean on no one. You will
feel that you have the power within to accomplish
all you undertake. You will no.t then seek fortune
by marrying merely for money. Or by waiting for
rich relatives to die. Or by pandering in any way
to the rich and powerful. Your body also will by
degrees grow more stronger, more healthy, more
attractive. For you are then in the current which
can carry you beyond the realm of disease.
Permanent peace and tranquility of mind is the
proof that this power is working in the right direction for you..
There ma3J be occasional intervals of mental disturbance. At times the force may return in its old
direction. This is the effort of the old habit, the
material mind to resume its sway. Such disturbances must become less and less violent and of
shorter and shorter duration, because your higher
promptings or spiritual mind is the greater power,
and must always subdue the lower.
The Oriental " Adept " or Fakir has this power
Impatient demand drlvea them r.way.
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to a limited extent, but places it on purposes which,
though wonderful from their novelty, are relatively
of little use to him or others.
The basis on which he acts lies in the holding of
forces in himself and gathering them also from outside sources by a permanently calm, unruffied, deliberate and undisturbed mental state of mind.
Can all attain to this drawing power T
Those who can have faith in it will reverse this
same force now, possibly bringing them poverty,
sickness and evil, and turn it in the direction of
bringing them good. All will not have faith. These
will go on as before, using their minds blindly to
attract the evil and suffer from it. All must have
this power in some existence. All may not reach
it iu this physical existence, but will iu some future
one.
If you are alone in the world and lack congenial
association, the mood of calm demand based for all
things demanded on a continual silent desire or
pray to be led by a higher and diviner wisdom than
onr own, will draw to yon in time that associaliion
which is the best for you.

NoTE.-It is in the power of some to have under their own
roof a chapel for silent demand or prayer. A room can be set
apart, furnished appropriately and held sacred as a placeforcommunion with the Infinite }rind. It should have no thought carried into it save that of an earnest desire to draw power to the

O&lm demand brings s.Il good things in time.
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spirit, see error more and more clearly, be led of higher wisdom In
the right way when we cannot see that way for OIU'Selves and gain
ever in faith, in health, in strength, in beauty, in grace, and
every desirable quality.
It would prove for the family their inner sanctuary, their holy
of holies, and a place which, when rightly kept, would be ever
filling with pure, healthy, life-giving and mind-clearing thought.
It would be also the portal for "ministering spirits" to enter,
who would add their beneficial thought and power to yours. n
would confer untold benefit to members of the family, who hav- in& lost their bodies, but still drawn by the irresistible bonds of
attraction, linger still harmless and lonesome about a former
home.
Its paintings and statuary should be suggestive only of nobility,
of character, of health, strength, vigor, grace and beauty-for
these representations in material element are great helps to lift
our minds above the thought of depreBBion and su1fering, and
draws to us the spiritual element they symbolize.
When the few make these physical conditions (as soon they
will}, in their homes, there will be closer bonds than ever between
the visible and invisible worlds. What is now deemed impoesible and visionary will be realized also in time ; but not to satisfy
aimless curiosity ; not to be trumpeted abroad as a show ; but
only to bring good to those who can believo and act up to a
hicher life.

lmll&tient demand drtvea them &ftJ•

THE USE OF SUNDAY.
Oopydpted by F • .J. NlmDII.Ul, 11!1!11.

Best for both mind and body is the great source
of strength and recuperation. If the mind rests,
the body is sure to rest.
There is a science of rest. A part of that science
consists in throwing oft cares and the turning of our
thonght from objects which engross much of our
time, in order to recuperate and give fresh force to
long nsed and possibly overtaxed departments of
mind.
All things seen of physical sense have their correspondences of spiritual elements. These (the spiritual) constitute their real power.
The sun has its spirit which affects us and our
earth. There is a sun unseen of the physical eye
and nnfelt of physical sense which bears the same
relation to the sun we see that our spirit bears to
our physical body.
The physical sun affects our physical body. But
the spiritual sun, or the spirit of the sun aftects our
spiritual being in proportion as that being is developed t-o recei'fe of that peculiar power. If you can
receive this truth, or eYen but entertain it, you will

2
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receive from the source we speak of a power greater
than can come to those wl10se belief is limited to the
idea that the sun or any other thing in the material
world has only those elements which are seen and
felt of physical sense.
Those who can believe only in material things
must physically decay, because through such belief
they attract to themselves only of material element.
There are many more " materialists" than those
who profess themselves such as atheists 9r "infidels."
Practical " materialists" often belong to the
church, profess religion, live in strict conformity to
all religious observance, yet really belieYe in uothing but the material.
This they cannot help.· Their material natures
master them. Their bodies will decay and die.
Their spirits in time will use other bodies.
Their former earth life will be a hlank to them.
They will gain in sphitnalization during their next
physical life, as tl1ey have really gained during all
previous physical lives. When through Rnccessive
reimbodiments tllat gain is e:ufficient to have taught
tllem the laws ot their spiritual beings tllcy will be
freed from all ills now affecting the physical being.
Neither fire, nor water, 1:or disease, nor violcuec ean
hurt them. They will not taste of death. The
truth will make them free. A few such lives have
been recorded in the Bible. Tllere is reason for the
belief that there were more. This is the ultimate
of all human life as our planet spiritualizes.
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The sun and the element it sends our earth are
not only full oflife, but full of intelligence. It is a
mental life or power. The sun is something more
than an or~ planet. It is a mighty mind-a
spirit. What we see of that spirit is its physical
covering or instrument of expression to physical
sense, exactly as what we see of ourselves. of the
physical body is but the r..oveting or instrument of
our spirit.
When we put our minds iu the attitude of a calm
demand for receiving power from this spirit which
warms our entire earth into life we shall receive of
that spiritual power or force of the sun.
A higher wisdom in ancient times, aware of this
law, set apa1t one day out of the se,·en so to draw
or attract through giving mind and body more rest,
additional force from the sun. Rene~ the name
Sunday.
Traces of this law and observance come down to
our own time in the sun worsllipers of tile East.
Understand we do not inculcate all of tlleir peculiar
faith or form. But we see iu tlleirs as in other
worship expressed as it is through many creeds and
faiths a gQlden thread of truth running through all.
Whoever studies 'tbe life aud practice of the bUD
worshipers or Pan;ees, their ablwrrence of taking
animal life, their distaste for war, tlleir honesty,
gentleness and bene,·olence, cannot but ackuowlege
that in those lives there is much worthy of our imitation.
The sun is, however, but one sow·ce of power to
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be drawn from. It is but one form or expression of
the Supreme Power. There are many-very many
other forms and methods. These we shall ever be
finding out as our spirits unfold. There is time
enough-eternity is before us.
There is a great difterence between true worship
and idolatry. Worship exalts, idolatry abases.
True worship admires and reverences the beauty
of a flower, the force of the ocean, ·the life and
force of the sun. Whatever it so admires and
reverences it draws power from. That admiration
and reverence constitute worship. Then you worship God fn spirit. Theu, also, as you so worship
you draw to you the spiritual force or quality of
that physical expression of God's spirit.
In such spirit you worship the sun. Your worship has then an intel1igent purpose. You will
know that in ceasing' from your usual employment
one day out of the seven, and on that day giving up
to the silent, warming, cheerful influence of the
sun element not only as coming from the orb, but
as expressed in flower, in leaf, in the verdure, in all
Jiving things which, drawing life from the sun, are
expressions, belongings and parts of it, you are
drawing more force to you, resting botll mind and
body and making yourself far better able to make·
eftort and do busincRs for the coming week.
But if anyone on reading this goes ostentatiously
and prays to the sun, they may commit a mockery
and a farce. True worship st•eks retirement and
privacy. It cares not to make known its inmost
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feelings to the crowd. It confides but in the fewthe few who FEEL, but do not babble.
True worship feels the sentiment, the influence,
the thought coming from every flower, every tree
and sun and star. Tlle true poet and painter so
worships. Thc-.:.sands of quiet natures feel and have
felt as much and even more than poet or painter..
But they lJad no power materially to express such
} jgh and pure thought.
And all tllus far in our llist<>ry have lived and
lied in ignorance that in the feeling of tlJis sentiment, this genuine love of nature, this going forth
of our own spirit to spirit expressed in other forms,
~hey were receiving of such spirit and of power.
.rhey received then an element not only giving
health and endurance of the pllysicallife, but one to
give powt·r in business, and power in art.
They did not realize in many cases health and
endurance of physical life, because after so receiving
tlley did not know bow to keep or expend with the
best result the tlling or element received.
Of such are fine emotional natures. Of such is
all true genius. Of such are tllose most thrilled at
sight of the beauty of sl{y and sea, of storm and varied landscape. Nature speaks to different mind:-;
with different tongues. To the coarse she says relatively little. To the fine she may say more in one
minute than tlley can express in a lifetime. To
such many a tllougllt cannot be put in words, or in
music, or iu color.
These emotions or tlJoughts are all powers and
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sources of power. 'Vhy, then, is genius or the
sentimentalist so often unsuccessful in business or
weak in body f
Because they do not know bow to hold tile power
they gather. Because the laws aftecting their beings are not tl10se affecting tile nature wholly material. Because they are more of the spiritual than
of tile material, yet in ignorance they are trying to
live wholly in and by the material. They are like
steamboats (supposing steamboMs to be intelligent
beings), who ignoring steam power and macllinery
should use only sails to compete with sailing vessels.
Sunday is the one day of the seven especia11y tQ
be used for the gathering or influx to you of spiritual force. Or, in otller words, for tile cultivation of
repose. The reposeful mind is the mind at peace
with all the world. The mind so at peace is the
mind of power. That inind can accomplisll gn•ater
and greater results, since in tile cultivation or
growtll of such peace or repose, it becomes more
and more as one with the divine mind or Supreme
Power. Such minds "walk with God" and can
work with God.
To secure to you the greater in flowing of spiritual
element tllere shoulu be on Sunday cessation from
tlle usual employments of tile week and as complete a rest as you are capable of making for yourself.
We say " as complete as yon arc capable of
making for yourself~" because " resting" is of itself
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an art. Capacity for throwing off all care, all
anxiety and all mental working or plans for business, is a most desirable quality, and one which can
constantly be increased.
Such cultivation brings the peace which in Scriptural phrase "passeth all understa.nding."
Such peace is no myth. It is not a religious
sentiment to be merely read and passed oYer as
something very sacred, but withal very impractical
and incapable of easy understanding. It is a real
thing. It is possible for all to gain who will pray
or demand that state of mind which learns to trust
for all things to the Supreme Power-which learns
so to trust more and more-to ftiug ourselves back
on that power when we llave exhausted for the present all our own resomce and effort.
It is a peace which can pervade tlJC mind when
the purse is low, when rent day is near alJ(l no
funds seem ready to meet it-when we are living
from ''hand to moutll.''
That peace will dispel gloom. It willl;:eep our
eyes turned to the bright side. lt will keep oft depression and discouragement. It brings health,
strength and vigor of mind and body. It will briug
in time such a faith in these laws that we shall be
absolutely certain that wuen ouce our minds are
turned in the right direction, we shall be freed from
sickness and poverty and gain lasting liCalth and
prosperity.
As the child looks aud trusts to its parents for
support, so is it possible in time and iu the same way
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for us to look and trust to tile Supreme Powe~~ to
which we are all linked as parts. As proof on
proof comes to us of it.s reality will our faith il'l its
living existence be measured, and "according "to
the faitil we have shall it be given us."
I do not say, however, that such falth and trust
and the good coming of them can be realized so soon
as you make your first effort in that direction.
Time is necessary for the growtil of such faith.
Time i:; necessary to root out meutal errors coming
of lifelong lack of such faith. '.rilne is necessary to
actually make for us a new mind and a new spirit.
Time is uecessary to make a mind whose power
shall draw gootl to us instead of drawing evil. Time
is necessary to create a firm belief in the power of
your spirit to effect results. Time is nccessai·y to
desi.roy that dangerous belief that it is only our
physical power or senses by which results are accomplished. Time is necessary to prevent our
minds through long habit from slipping back into
old and enoneous conditions, and thereby drawing
to us evil insteacl of goocl.
Spiritual growth means literally the making for
you of a new miml wllich not only believes differently, but whose workings will bring altogether different ancl better results as regards health and fortune than tile olcl mincl ancl tlw old self which must
be graclually rootecl out and destroyecl.
Many people through long mental habit are almost incapable of resting and reinforcing. They
cannot stop their minds from working. Their
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thoughts on Sunday, as un any other day, will stray
on their business, their plans, their cares in the
house, the shop, the office-whether at church or
the home. They are unable to turn their current
of thought in any other direction. Their minds are
as the steam engine without the "~overnor." They
run or work on and on until such force as they have
is exhausted. When they recuperate a little the
mental engine works as before, until at last the body,
their physical instrument, having so little ppportunity for self-repair, tumbles to pieces· as thousands
do tumble to pieces all about us.
The mind in repose draws spiritual element
and nourishment to recuperate the body. It· will
draw of this more and more as our capacity for repose increases.
For those who have begun to realize these errors,
Sunday, as a day of silent, earnest desire to be rid
of them, and to be for that one day in a closer communion with the Infinite SpiritofGood, will be most
profitable.
It is far more profitable, if you can do so, to turn
your mind on Sunday off the traek of business or
any planning, either in art or domestic life, for in
so doing you are gaining power to carry into the
business life and effort of the coming week.
By "silent earnest desire" I do not mean irksome
desire. I do not mean that you should force yourself to try and think such desire for a whole day.
No good comes of any forced effort. It is enough
that you commence Sunday with the simple demand
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or thought that you shall be taught and led how to
make it a day of rest and inflowing of force. So
commence the day with that thought, and that
thought or force will do tlle rest. It will not do all,
or possibly anything that you can realize for the first
Sunday, or tlte second, or even the fortieth. But
as months merge into years and years roll on, you
will be sensible tllat you arc acquiring and growing
into this most desirable capacity, not merely for
Sunday, but for all other days, and that sucll force
has not only eome to stay, but ever to Increase.
The commandment, "Thou shalt keep the Sabbath Day lloly," infers that one day in seven shall
be devoted " wltolly " to the inflowing to you of
spiritual elements.
The "holy man or woman " of the Bible is that
~an or woman whose body is acted on by their
"wllole " spirit.
A "whole" spirit or mind is one educated out of
all error. It is a spirit so llealtlty that it knows or
feels any manner of evil thought and knows how to
avoid it.
Ifyour mind on Sunday through long habit persists in dwelling on your week-uay occupations-will
busy itself at the store, the office, the workshop
(which for you is work tlw same as if yom body
was there), antl yon are sensible of' the injury
yon are thereby doing yOlli'Self, then demand of the
Infinite Spirit and source of all power the capacity
to get your Sunday rest.
Go into the fields and bask in the sun. \Valk
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about and walk reposefully. Don't make Sunday a
day of burry and drive for any purpose. Do not, if
living in the city, burry with crowds to pic-nics or
Sunday resorts if thereby you are far more exhausted than if you bad stayed at home. Go to the
church if the service rests you and you feel thereby
drawn nearer the Infinite. Amuse yourself with
any light effort in any direction, so long as it rests
you.
.All physical or mental eftort is not "work" in
the usual meaning of that word. A gentle reposeful outlay of force will often bring rest to a mind,
which without it will be restless. Our forces often
need some very light physical effort to concentrate
themselves upon and thereby prevent them from
spreading, wandering and expending themselves in
an exhausting beating of the air as it were. For this
reason the whittling of a stick rests a man's mind.
So does the ladies' knitting or embroidery. So
there is rest in a certain kind of reposeful effort.
Many a beautiful thought, a pleasant reposeful
·state of mind is drawn when tlJe material part of
our being is so employed. Such employment of
the material being gives our spiritual o1· higher self
a better opportunity to act and make itself felt.
Better on Sunday thus to divert and amuse our
physical self than to have it restless, uneasy and
roaming about in thouglJt.
There is in each one of us two beings : the material or physical and tlJe spiritual. The physical
being or body llas a mind and reason of its own.
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based on what the physical senses bring to it. Tho
sphitual being has another mind based on the use
of its other senses Ol' powers.
On Sunday, then, so much as possible, we want
to lay aside rest or divert our material part, and
through its repose allow our spiritual being the better opportunity to assert itself.
It is very beneficial to commence putting your
mind in the desirable attitude for Sunday, resting
on Saturday evening. Because then, as we endeavored to express iu "The Mys~.ery of Sleep," you are
giving your spiritua.lself during the body's sleep on
Saturday night the proper direction to draw to itself
that element of rest, which will make you the better able to rest on Sunday.
But to pass Saturday evening even in social excitement, and defer retiring until a htte hour with
no desire f<1r the morrow's repose, may send your
spirit into a similar realm of feverish excitement,
will draw only similar element to yon, will cause
such element to act on your body all night, so that
you awake in the morning unrefreslled and with all
the less capacity to bring to you tba spiritual nourh;hment and strength that otherwise Sunday can in
time give you.
I suggest, then, the following expression or prayer
for Saturday eveniug and Sunday morning, as a
means to shape our minds so as to get the most
r3st and strength on Sunday:·
H I demanu from the source of all goou power so
that I can turn my thoughts fi·om the channels in
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which they have run <luring the past week. I demand to realize more and more clearly the great
good I shall receive for bcxly and miud through such
diversion of thought for one day of the seven. 1\Iay
I see more anti more clearly that tbe culth·ation of
this peculiar Sabbath rest will giYo me force to resist
disease, to strengthen my body, to clear my mind,
to give me new idea, plan, energy and force for next
week's business, which to-day I demand to forget
entirely, sinre the banishing of business, plan and
care for to-day will allow entrance for that spiritual
force which sllall all the better push business to successful issue to-morrow I demand more and more
proof of the reality of these spiritual laws."
I demand that I may feel the spirit of that 1\"0nderful orb, the source of all life in this planet. I
demand that my spiritual sense be so cleared that I
may see in tile sun the greatest expression of the
divine and eternal mind as yet brought near me. I
demand to see and feel, and recei ,.e also force
from all forms of Nature, the tree, the plant, the
animal which like myself are warmed into life by
the sun's rays, an<l are·parts and expressions of the
life it sends them."
Do not, howe\·er, from what we have said infer
that rigid unvarying observance is suggested. Do
what your spirit prompts you to do, and when it
prompts you. \Ve lwse little faith in purely mechanical observances. Better is a spirit-prompted
prayer or the prayer of impulse once in six weeks
on a Sunday or Saturday night than a laboriously
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repeated prayer on every Sunday for those six
weeks. Nor do we insist even on the fonn ofwords
above given. We only desire and hope that you
feel the spirit which those words may convey to
you. The feeling is everything, the mere repetition
nothing. We suggest no religion of rule and routine. If ne!Xlssity or the system of life iu which you
live oblige you to work on Sunday, you can ~till even
in your work feel the spirit of the above demand.
That will do you good. It is the sphit and not the
letter that is life and brings life.

GRACE BEFORE MEAT: OR, THE
SCIENCE OF EATING.
Copyrighted by F. J. NUDIWI, 1889.

The frame or mood of mind in which you eat is of
far more importance than what food you eat, assuming of course, that your food is agreeable to your
palate. Because in eating you take and incorporate
into your spiritual self whatever thought occupies
your mind while eating. If your thought at such
time be irritable and peevish or gloomy, discouraged
and despondent, or dwelling on wrongs or grievances,
or you eat in hurry and impatience or anxiety, you
are actually assimilating such injurious thought,
element, and making it part of yourself. Your food
then becomes the material agency or medium for
conveying this injurious thought to you. It matters
not bow healthy or nutritious your food be, if yon
eat it such frames of mind you are making i~ only
the envelope for making these injurious elements a
part of yourself.
To eat in a calm, serene, reposeful mind, dwelling
in thought or conversation only on things pleasant,
healthy and strength giving, is to bring that cmrent
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of thought to you: Then you consume in a sense
such thought with your food and build it permanently into you.
There is a great and beneficial truth in the saying of " Grace before Meat." It is whether said
aloud or in thought the calling to you of that
thought current which will bring the mood of mind
best calculated to make your food do body a.nd
spirit the most good. You can always put out this
desire at any time or place, though you eat but a
mouthful.
To think while eating of disease or any form of
pain is to attract similar elements to you and build
them into you. You may not suffer from the particular disea.se, thought, spoken of, but if this is
your mental habit while eating, you will in time
suffer from it in some way.
You take in and assimilate during eating more
of thought element, good or bad, than at other
times, and for the following reason~
You are in a more negative or receptive state
when you eat than at other times during the waking hours. That is, your spirit puts itself and the
body with it in a condition to receive strength from
the food taken. Your whole self, your mind and
tlte body it uses is then as the open palm held out
to receive a gift. This does not involve the putting
out of so much force as the fist closed to st1ike or
lift a heavy weight. It is in these recepth·e or force
receiving states of mind and body that you receive
easiest of anything good or bad in the shape of
thought, and you may do this often unconsciously.
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While spirit and body are receiving strength from
any source they should not at the same time be
giving it out, no more than the horse should be
worked while eating. You give out strength if
while eating your mind is unpleasantly affected in
any manner, or if it is on a tension regarding any
matter.
For this reason to study, while eating, will prove
ultimately injurious to you.
A great deal of beneficial thought element may
be brought you when you eat in a serene, easy,
peaceful, undisturbed state of mind, a great deal of
injurious thought element can be brought you if
you eat in a hurried disturbed combative and uneasy state of mind. If yon have long been in the
habit of eating in the mental condition last spoken
of, you cannot break it off immediately. Any mental
habit which affects or rules us physically must be
changed by degrees.
It will be so gradually changed for the better by
the permanent desire or prayer for such change ;
you will be reminded from time to time, as you commence to eat, that a more reposeful mental condition
while eating is necessary, although you may not be
able at once to make your body conform to such repose. The body has had its way in this respect possibly many years. It bas been fashioned, so to speak,
through its habit to run in a rut. Tbe rut cannot
be reformed immediately. But your calm demand
for the coming of the desirable mental condi~ion to
bring body and spirit-the most good is the force
strong, slow moving, but sure, for reorganizing you,
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anti whattwe~· injm·ions hn.bit you nu1.y lmve. That
desire brings to yon :\now tlwnght cmTt.mt, anti tl.te
oont.inun.l arul growing aet.ion upon yon of this cur.
l'Nit must rt•torm you in this p:l.t'ticuln1·, n.s it will reform cn~ry otll<'r clotcct.
'rl~ere is a hmrit~d fhshion of eating which <'.nuses
ns often to swa.llow our food lmstily and in too largo
monththls, lwing possi\lly at thn time beset by an
unpleasant tlcsim to get thmugh the meal as quickly
ns possiblt~l. desb·t~ or mther nn influence whitlh
~:~omctimes brings on oftt•u afttll' part4\king of a fow
mouthfuls n. suddtm loss of appnt.it.e mul lallk of
rcli~:~h tin· the food, no matter how hungt·y yon were
wht•n yon s:1.t clown at thtl t:1.ble.
People who luwe long giwn w:\y ttl this habit
sonwtinws lose nearly 1\ll appetite. 'fho whole time
oel'npit•tl by t.lwm in tho tl:l.~''ll meals may bo emhmt•t•d insiclo of t.wenty minntt.•s. 'l'hey know Ytll'Y
litt.lt' of tlw plt1tl.Slll't' and l't1t:~t to mind nud body
<'oming of t•at.ing in a calm n•posetitl manner. They
t'C.•alize also very littlo of t.he strength which oomt.•.s
of t•at iu~ in t.his mood.
'l'his hmrit•cl t•ating is a nwy tlangemns habit.
By it, the body is t:~t4Ll'\'l\d of limd wlwn plenty may
bl\ bt>lilre it.. 'l'hcre i~:~ ~inm neit.lwr nnt.rinumt thr
hotly or ~pit·it. 8twh pt>t'~on wiil wa~St-t• away 1\1111
wt•akt•n ~mdnn.lly without st•art'.(•ly knowing it., until
at last the unt't•d hotly drops thnu Uw ~pil'it. Ho
may het•onw n martyr to dyspt•psia., ami attributt' the
ailnwut to t.his m· that n.rtiele tbd upon. 'l'he thod
hat:~ nwy lit.tit• to do with his tlistt·t•ss. The ~Stahl of
mind in whidt he eats it ha.s tWl'IJt.hing to tlo witl.t it.
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When we eat in the hurried and uneasy mental
condition, we are attracting to us forces and intelligences having no pleasure in our eating, and who
regard every meal an irksome process, wanting it
finished as soon as possible. It is through these
fon.-es often unconsciously attracted that the whole
organiz:1tion can be turned against eating, so that
it becomes, as is now the case _with a great many
people, a habit almost mechanical. This mechanical habit does the body great injury. .Any service
done the body needs to have taste liking life
and spirit put in its doing.
Otherwise it is a
dead service, and will pro,·e one cause bringing
death to the body.
If you become so absorbed in your art or busines..~ that you begrudge time for leism·ely eating
and hurry hack to your occupation after swallowing
a few mouthfuls, you will surely in time softer. We
cannot replenish spirit and body as quickly as a
locomotive may Llave its fuel slloveletl in it, and keep
ourselves in proper repair.
It is not a good sign for a person to say that he
or she doesn't care wllat they eat or tllat "one thing
is as good as another, so long as it fills up." It is
the spirit that demands varying dishes and flavors.
The spirit has reasons we cannot now explain for
such demands. When the palate becomes indifferent in these respects, and one flavor is counted as
good as another, it proves there is a lleadening or
blunting of the spirit. The bigher the spiritualization of any pt•rson the more vigorous and appreciative becomes the palate. It is the spirit that re-
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ceives the pleasure coming of eating through the
physical sense of taste.
Your spirit demands to live and have expression
in every department of your physical being. Of
this the palate is one. If one department is shut
up or closed by improper use, you are deprived of
that particular expression of life and plP.asure. You
are also injured.
This is not to be confounded with gluttony. The
glutton does not eat. He !!wallows. Proper eating dwells on every morsel with relish, and the
longer it can be so dwelt upon, the longer it serves
as the pllysical medium for the conveyance of life
to the spirit. The glutton gets very little, real good
from ltis food. It is as fuel put in t.he furnace at
once in too great quantity, which does not burn and
make force.
Half a dozen mouthfuls eaten in repose, chewed
deliberately, and, it may be added, tasted deliberately, will bring yon more good than ten times the
quantity eaten in a hmried fashion. You are taking in with that food far more than you see with tlte
physical eye. You are then taking in elements of
health, strength and repose. 'rite more we grow
into this habit, the more will our power increase to
bring these desirable elements to us.
Therefore, when at meal times, you llave for
company bright., cheerful people, not hurried or full
of anxiety, or in a wra.ngliug mood, or pre-occupied witll business cares, who can eat and chat
pleasantly or mirthfully, and whose talk has not
tlle least flavor of rancor, ill-will or biting sarcasm
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toward others, you have most valuable mental aids
for making your food of the greatest good to body
and spirit.
The entire company then concentrate on drawing
to them a thought current of great power for good.
It is the stronger in proportion to the number of
minds wllich are pulling together in this mood.
A meal eaten in the proper mental condition of
leisure and cheerfulness, though it last an hour, is
a great rest for an hour. When you rest yon are
filling up with streugth. Your spiritual force when
you eat in the proper mind is working on others,
possibly far from your body, as much and even
more than at som~ other times. So no time is
''lost" while we are engaged in any pleasure, so
that we rightly use that pleasure.
Every eflort, mental or physical, should give
pleasure in the doing. Permanent pleasure, coming of our eating, onr sleeping, our walking, our every
daily effort, is the proof that life is rightly lived.
To eat and wrangle or engage in heated or angry
argumentation is to draw a thought current on all
so engaged 'Yhich injures and tears the body to
pieces instead of building it up. Every mouthful
swallowed in this mood serves as a conveyance to
body and spirit of this injurious force.
Do not before and during n1eals keep yonr mind
in a fret and wony as to whether this or that food
will agree with you. Do not in thought keep saying, " I expect this dish will disagree with me. I
shall have to pay ten times over for the pleasure it
gives me."
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Yon are, in so tllinkiug, making the proper conditions to have your food tlisagree with you. You are
using your force persistently in the wroug direction
to make exactly such a stomach as you are then
figm·iug in mind.
Say or think instead and without irritation this:
"My food will agree with me. It will give me
nourishment and strength. The cheerful thought I
now llave, I am puttiug into myself with every
moutllful, and tile more leisurely I eat eacll mouthful, the more of clleer and strength in coming to me.
I am eating to gluri(y God-the Great Supreme
Power of which I am a part-a chi1d."
This is a good " Grace before meat."
Then demand forgetfulness tllat you llave a
stomach. Don't think all the time of your stmttach
or digestion. Eat as a bird eats, knowing only that
its food is going wllcre nature intends it shoi.1ld, and
that after being tasted, eujoyed and swallowed, it
has no further concern witll it. If )'OU have an ailing stomach continually in your mind'r:r eye, you will
surely have one in the material. Because what you
tllink you make. What you so nmcll keep in mind
you draw more an«l more to you.
What shall yon eat f Eat wllat most pleases
yom taste. Nature ha.s given yon the sense of taste
a.s a sentinel to guard your stomacll. If you don't
like any food, don't eat it. Eating food fm· strei1gth,
when it gives little pleasure to the taste-wllen it is
eaten more from a certain sense of duty than with a
keen relish docs little ofauy lasting good. Eating that
to which the taste is indiflcreut to if uot absolutely
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repugnant, is simply a forcing on both body and spirit
of wilat they do not want. Wilen they benefit at
all it is because your mind is in a certain degree of
faith that the diet yo~ force on yourself is going to
do you good. If you could eat in the same mind m·
mood of articles wilich ilave disagreed with you, you
would find after a time their previous ill eftects
would gradually cease. You would uot probably be
· able to have tilem so agree with you immediately,
because no person who has for years believed that
he or she could not partake of any dish without
injury can immediately grow into a condition of
absolute faith that it need not disagree with them.
The freshest meats, vegetables and fruits contain
the most torce. Eaten iu the rigilt mind they will
add the most of their force or .spirit to yours.
Salted meats and pickled vegetables have little
force for you to absorb. Wllat remains of them
after the salting or pickling process, is the most
earthy element. Their strongest life bas gone. For
fruit or vegetable no " preserving process " retains
tile life which belonged to them wileu first plucked
or dug.
If you are hungry at night, before retiring, eat in
moderation. If you go to sleep with the body
craving food, your spirit is the more likely to go
into the domain of food craving wltile tile body is
unconscious. As a result, it will not bring to tlte
body such spiritual elements of strength as it would
were the body satisfied.
. You may have grown up with tile idea that eat.:
ing just before sleeping was very unhealthy. TL!is
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thought then becomes an actual part of yourself,
and will make the practice a source of pain to you.
The animal eats and sleeps afterwartls. Its
digestion goes on as w~ll when asleep as
awake. So would ours did we give uatlll'e more
her own way. In England millions eat a late supper at nine or ten in the evening. The average
English health is as good as ours.
If an article of food disagrees with you once, that
is no proof that it need do so again. Your real
and only self is a bundle of beliefs, opinions and
habits coming of such beliefs and opinions. Your
stomach digests or does not digest in accordance
with some possibly long cherished belief regarding
its functions, which you may have held unconsciously and never questioned. Yon may have
always believed that a certain food MUST not agt·ee
with yon, or if eaten at a certain time MUST not
agree with you. The force coming of that idea
long held has nmdt\ it disagree with you. When you
reverse this mental enor aud make this idea work
the other way you will gmtlually put its power in
your stomach, improve your digestion and cease to
be ruletl or anuoyed by an unruly organ whose
whims you may have so long. been nursing and
encouragiug.
If you crave meat, eat it. If you deny the body
its demands you tlo it a wroug. 'l'rne, meat is a
food grosser anti coarser than some others. But
your body also is relatively gross as compared with
your spirit. lt is of the earth eartlly. 1t demau(}ij
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matter akin to itself and of the t a.rth earthy to give
it sustenance.
You can while eating meat desire the best and
purest for body and spirit as easily as wt en eating
fruit. If you do this you are makin~ meat a conveyance to your spirit of such hi~l er thought.
You can also, if in the wroni.· otate of mind, put
in body and spirit a great deal of wrangle, brutality
and other lower passions even if eating cracked
wheat and strawberries.
The spiritualization of the body, or in other words
the making of the body the more willing and capable instrument to conform to the demands of the
spirit and carry om; its wonderful powers does not
come from mechanical forms or forced methods. It
does come from the earnest demand of the spirit or
in other words from aspiration. Aspiration carries
you gradually beyond the desire or demands of the
grosser appetites. It enables you to use them if
need be, but prevents their using you. If you starve
the body in any way yon do not lessen or destroy
the appetite for the thing desired or craved. Yon
may eat meat in mind, thougll you deny the bod.v
meat. This in its result is worse than if you ate
meat, providing your body desires it. For in eating
it there comes a temporary lull of the craving for it.
In total denial there may be a perpetual cravin~.
The mind is tllen continually consuming what is
denied the body. This concentrates much of your
power or tllougbt on the thing denied when it might
be placed elsewhere tL' better purpose.
The lower or grosser desires are not subdued by
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the self-denial of a strong will, They are repressed
but not destroyed. .Ar repressed, they are ever
ready to break out in some form. Tile person liO
hal'Sh to his own body is often qually harsh and
ugly toward all othe. '8 "'h<' do not accept or practiCQ
his harshness.
You C.'\n in a sense "spiritualize your body by
starving it." In other words you may make your
self more sensitive to the thought about you.
You may feel the more acutely every mind about
you. But you will recollect that you are in this
way laying yourself open to both good and evil
influences that the evil in some shape may be
largely in the majority, and that if you make your
body weak tllrough excessh'e fasting you have the
less strength m· positiveness for resil;ting or throwing off evil thought.
There is in meat a positive element. Like pig
iron it is heavy, strong, inelastic, blind and unyielding. It is the spirit of the stubuoruness or ferocity
of the animal. By its consumption we absorb of
such sph·it. But we can temper this the grosser
quality, refine it and make it useful to us.
We must deal with the worltl and live with it.
We cannot on this stratum of life shut ourselves
entirely out and live away from it. Real happiness
never is attained by such method. It is our business to deal with it, to see it and take it at its best
and give it our best.
But in dealing with the world we may need a certain positive element given by and absorbed in part
from animal organizations. 'Ve need it in the
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assertion of our own rights. We may need it to
keep ourselves positive and avoid absorbing the
erroneous thoughts of others. We need not be
gross blindly, stubborn or brutal. But our spirits
can temper or refine the lower animal element of
meat into a geut.Je firmness or a determination
which is decided without being rude, violent or
ferocious. Tbe element d~Jived from meat may
be one aid to the spirit in the attainment of such
qualities.
Our race will cease to eat meat in the future.
It will grow gradually both out of the necessity of
its use and the desire for it also. It is a cruelty
and an injustice to take the life of the animal
for our use. But the iujustice is in a sense a
necessity.
Our spirit.s are the product from grosser to finer.
In other bodies ages since we were tin grosser aud
coarser tha,n to-day. In future a.ges our spirits and
bodies will be far more refined than at present. So
the gross material which is a necessity in one stage
of being ceases to become so in anotbe1·.
Aspiration will ultimately free the body of all
excessive gross a.ppetite.' The. unruly appetite will
drop off entirely. There will be no temptation as
formerly. That which tempted will lose its power,
its fascination.
As your spirit refines so will all your physical tastes
refine. You will naturally become more and more
pa1ticular in your selection of food, and especially
so in a leisurely method in partaking of it. This
method itt;elf will be a bar to all excess.
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But this crucifytllg the body denying through
our wills what it crave~, an<l rigorom~ly refusing its
cravings, U. not dependence on the Supreme Power.
It implies lack of faith and trust in that Power. It
is the faint ar..\ futile endeavor to do for ourselves
-to make ourselves higher beingM-when only that
Power can so raise us.
If you will leave your body alone and put your
faith and tru11t in the Great Spirit to lift it out of
inordinate and excessi\·e grosser appetite and all
things wi.Jich are crude, you will become virtuous
and temperate through and through. If you try
to root out the gt·os~;er hy these external or pi.Jysical
method~;, yom·s will be only au out!!ide virtue with
an in!!ide of ever rept·essed but ever consuming
desire.
This thought may occur to some : " But this
may be made by others an excm:~e ft,r every kind of
exce~;s."

FirHt, never mind wf1at other·~; may do or think.
Yom· firKt consideration i!! for· yourself. There is
altogether too much ~;olicitude f<,r tho reformation
of othen~, while with every one of us are defectli
crying for cure and giving U!! pain l_Vhile they so
Cl'Y·
You will not become a glutton if your mind iR
turued againKt gluttony .or any excess. It i!! the
mind bent ou refinement that oofiueK the body.
But the body eanuot reform the mind.
We are uot to he refimne,l, or, in otlwr wol'(ls, reorganized Kpiritually and phytdectlly through pro}ler
eating alone. Our growth iuto the higher and
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better will be a rounded but symmetrical growth
not coming of a chanp:e or reform in any one thing
or department of bein~. · The whole (or holy) man
and woman will grow aJ a perfect flower grows,
every leaf and petal growing together and proportionately.

THE
SOURCE OF YOUR STRENGTH.
Copyrighted by F. J. NDDILUI, 1889.

The supply of your physical strength is not gene.
erated within your body. You draw it to you from
without.
Your mind or spirit is not within your body. It
is where most you send your thought. If it is concentrated, and you are absorbed with th~ thought or
recollection of a person one hundred miles distant
from your body, your mind is mostly with that per-:son. But if your mind is intent and absorbed in
the act of lifting a heavy weight, then it is mostly
concentrated on those parts of the body necessary
to use in lifting that weight.
The source of all strength of muscle is in your
mind. Your amount of physical strength depends
on your capacity to call force to act on whatever
part of the body you wish to use. Force, spirit and
thought mean for us the same thing.
When yon lift a weight, you call to you a current
of thought whose a<Jtion as turned on your muscles
is to overcome the resistance of that weight.
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You will drop that weight or feel a great diminu·
· tion ofpower,if" hileliftb.g youaresuddt:.nly alarmed,
or if. some person sudJenly diverts your atten·
tion. Why f Because the force or mind you put
into such effort is suddenly drawn from the muscle
machinery you use in lifting, and its current turned
in another direction. It is as the steam shut off
from one portion of the machinery, and turned
where it acts on another.
Walking, running, lifting, any effort of muscle is
as much a mental act or an effort of spiritual power
as oratory or writing. No human body can move a
step without thought to move that body.
Fear can paralyze every muscle, make Lhe body
weak and trembling, and rob it of nearly all physical
strength. Why f Because a current of thought
or force has been turned from nerves and muscles
acted on in physical effort, and the current cannot
at once be turned back again.
A fear current of thought or "panio" acts on all
parts of the body, depresses every organ, and brings
unpleasant physical sensations. A "panic" is a·
fear current of thought invited and given way to
at first by a few, communicated to the many, and
gathering strength as each successive mind opens
itself to it.
There is no power in muscle or any other part
of your body to lift, or walk, or run, or perform any
other physical exercise save the power or thought
you call to it in so exercising. The material of
your body is analagous to the piston, the cogs
and other gear of the steam engine, only to be
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moved, to lift, to draw or to do other work, when
the power of steam operates on them.
When you lift a weight, you demand force to lift
that weight; you put your mind in the attitude of
calling for strength. Any other thought that occupies your mind in doing any physical act, is a lessening of the power brought to bear on that act. For
this reason a great many people exhaust themselves, because unconsciously they try to do two
things at once, and will not allow for one physical
act (though it be but the opening of a door), the
time necessary to direct their force properly in the
doing of that act. Here is one great source of
physical weakness, for this mental habit extends to
the doing of all things.
When you become very tired it is because you
have temporarily lost the capacity of r.alling unseen force to act on your body. Yet then your
material body is no more tired than the iron rods of
the steam engine are tired when they cease working.
The engine may no longer be able to run because
the force behind it may be exhausted. The body
likewise is no longer able to run chiefly ber.ause its
supply of force is cut off and cannot for a time be
brought to bear upon it.
You can by constant practice call a great deal of
power into some special department of your body.
You may in so doing become a great walker or
rower, or very strong in the arms and lift more than
others. .But you are then cnltivati!Jg one set of
muscles at the expense of some other department ot
your ~ing, and will suffer from so doing in time.
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Tho "athlete" umy lmvo great physical strength
in some portion of his hocly at twenty-five. llnt i~
it enduring f What in so many cn.ses is his physical condition at fifty f
There is a great den,} of mTor us regards " hnrdy
men," or a, "lumly ont-door lit(.,," or ''hardening t.he
umscles," all involving the idea that a great dc1al of
activo out-door lifo and phytdcai exercitm makes
"tough, hardy men." 1 have Ih·cll with fl'Ont.lcrHmen,
sailors and farmers, heen one among tlwm, n.tul
know that many of tlwso aro physically on t.he down
gr11o1ln nt fifty. A ma,n may noli be well n.t all,
though Htnmg in the arm~o~, stm-bnmed and "wiry."
Ito often lives out hiH hc,Rt fhun t.wnnt.y t.o thfrt.yfive, and iR gmy, grizzled, and wm·n at fi,rty-flvo,
or a hmulltl of aches n.tulrht•unmt.iHm.
Yon want for t.ho l'tlc'\liza.tion of tho grmLtA.lHt lm.pphwHH a body on whoRo dl'Jln.t'htwnt.s thiK powor you
ea.ll to yon can be tlqnall,r cliNt.rihukld-can a~:t
rc,llolllly on any tmrt yon whdt- c·:m ho tnnwclroncllly
from Otlll par·t to anoUwr. You want t.o htl Hlmng
in oVtll'Y part. Yon tlo not want groat Ht.r·t~ngt.h of
nrm ot' ll'g at ri~o~k of hti m·y to heart or hmg or
Motno other organ, a111l this rc.~Hult IK wr·y likt!ly to
c•ome to t.hoHo who c.mlt.ivat.o :mel clcwc,Jup cliHpmpurtlona.t.tlly Horun p:trlieular· Hot of lllllHelt•s.
You want all'lo a Hl·l't~n~-tt h ot hotly whit~h c~omeR
tA., Htay-whidt knows no clc•c•r·PaHn a111l whic~h ~o~hall
tWI't' hwrc·aHc~.
'J'hiH ,\'1111 llllt,\' HU,V il-l illlJIIIHSihJn-is agaiJtHt, (.ho
m·clPI· ot' N ahu·c~, whic·h, ali mankincl in tho plWit
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have believed, decrees ultimate decay and death for
all seen forms of life.
It is not man's province to decree for Nature. As
men seek, she is ever showing tl.lem new and unexpected possibilities. The railroad will in time give
way to some less cumbrous method of locomotion.
The telegraph is not the ultimate for catTying news,
and mari's physical and spiritual being is as yet
scarcely on the verge of the possibilities coming
to it. ·
To bring a body whose strength. shall be equally
distributed you will depend on the Supreme Power,
and demand for yourself an influx of equally distributed strength.
When you so depend on that power your spirit
will attend to this equal distribution and use of
force on your body.
This, the highest result comes of a spiritual or
thought power and not of a physical power-not
from physical exercise.
Every person lives not only in a world or atmosphere of their own peculiar thought and material
occupation, but attracts to them from the unseen side
of life ·minds and intelligences of similar tlwught,
ta:Stes, likings and occupations. The professional
pedestrian attracts to him intelligences whose passion is merely walking, and who, having no physical
bodies of tlleir own, indulge their love of walking
through him, and give him also. tile strength and
inspiration of their thought while he walks.
For others can give you a. literal strength til rough
sympathy in any effort of yours in which they are
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interested. When hundreds cheer at sight of some
favored champion in any contest of physical strength
they give him a strength support and inspiration
as real as that coming of any food or drink. And
minds not having any material body to use, can and
do act similarly on minds having a body to use, in
all kinds of effort.
Minds on the unseen side of life are of every conceivable gl'ade of intelligence even as here. Wisdom
is there far aboYe ours. So is stupidity, folly and
wickedness. Y~u attract to you of these exactly of
your own mind, motive, tastes and sympathies.
Such minds may care more for what brings them
immediate pleasure than of the result coming in
time of such pleasure-just as you may also do with
yourself. They give their strength to the pedestrian,
so enabling him to prolong the great strain on his
muscles. They give it to gratify themselves. When
he has lost nearly all his own capacity for drawing
power, still their minds concentrated on him carry
him along. Their wills united to his own give him
temporarily a great deal of force, but nltimarely
such force gains nothing.
Their power so concentrated can for a time impel
the pedestrian to renewed effort and keep him
braced up and on a tension, just as excitemeldi
braces you up for renewed effort for a season.
There is a limit to this condition. That is when
the SJ>irit loses capacity for calling more force to act
on the body. The body.tllen fails. Its owner is
prostrated. Reaction, and perhaps the body's death
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follows. Death of the body means inability of the
spirit to act on it and use it.
The fol)owing of disembodied minds who havb
been giving a person their strength in some physical exercise, care nothing, because this strain must
at last wear that person's body out. When his body
fails their further use, they leave and fasten on
some other embodied mind having similar tendencies.
This extends to every occupation on our stratum
of physical life. The artist, the writer, the merchant, the lawyer, who are doing a great deal of
bminess, who work from morning till night, and
sometimes far into the night, who surprise others by
. their entlurance, are hi reality not doing all oftheir
own strength. They are acted on and driven by
unseen forces about them-forces and intelligences
alike in tastes and inclinations, forces powerful but
still unwise and selfish.
The result is that now so common-the body so
impelled will suddenly drop. Or the overdriven
mind will drift into insanity or senility. These unwisely driven minds bold their bodies but for a few
years, relatively speaking.
The day laborer often wears out, and is an old
man at forty-five, because he bas all his physical
life been similarly attended, aided and strengthened
in his lifting and tugging from " sun to sun " by
minds who have no taste or desire, save to lift, tug
and carry, and who having no material body, lift,
tug and carry through !'lome one who has, from the
same motive as the gambler, who, having no money
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of his own to stake on the cards, plays in a sense
and realizes something of the excitement of the
game in watching others.
The material of tlle body through incessant use
may wear away, and when so worn away spirit or
force cannot act on the part necessary to use, even
as when a pin or cog in the engine becomes worn.
There is damage and disorder very likely to ensue
when the force of steam is brought to bear on that
machinery.
Your spirit not only gives strength to the body
to use in physical eftort, but when the body rests
during sleep or otherwise, it sets immediately at
work to repair waste, and supply new material
where it has been worn away by excessive use.
Tlle person using his or her body improperly, or, in
other words, the person whose permanent state of
mind does not call for a body proportionate in all its
part8 and powers, will have the wear of that body
very imperfectly repaired.
If you have been in any degree in this injurious
method of life and becoming convinced of your
error you give your body more rest, you will probably experience a diminution of strength. You
may then not be able to walk or otherwise exert
yourself as before. This it would be natural to
regard as an unfavorable sign.
But it is not. It is because your mind having
changed its altitude, your old following of mind who
have been giving you of their strength Llave now
fallen off. You are let down on the basis ofyour
own individual strength which may relatively be
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small. You are in a condition ana.la.gous to that ot

the person who when temporarily insane has the
strength of a giant. In his right mind he may be
very weak. Why! Because in the delirium of
insanity be was supplied with a fleeting strength by
the disembOOied insane attracted to him through
his mental condition.
In such lassitude or languor the body is really
gaining strength and building itself upon a sound
basis-just as in the relaxation attendant on sleep,
the body is gaining strength.
Languor, la.ss:tude and "tired feelings " are the
demands of body and spirit for repairs. Very many
periods of illness are only varying kinds and symptoms of exhaustion caused through bodies racked,
strained and worn to that degree that spirit or foroe
is no longer able to act on them.
To-day thousands in every occupation do not
think themselves well unless they are always on a
tension. They demand a stimulation and a strength
for doing their work which must last as long as they
choose to do that work. They would grant Nature
no time for recuperation and repair, and when
Nature, through languor, lassitude or disinclination
for effort, says she must have some time to repair
the physical machine, they consider themselves
"sick," and demand some medicine which shall
immediately start them afresh, and keep them on
that tension which erroneously they regard as an
indication of perfect health.
"But business requires this constant activity and
exertion. We have no time for the. leisure you
speak of," says one'
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Yes, business does require all a person may havb

to give-time, strength and an incessant drain on
vitality. Men at last educate themselves to this
routine and can be happy in no other.
But our business system which gives mo~;t to the
person who for a few years can exceed in strength
and activity many others and turns him mercilessly
out so soon as he shows weakness, is not in accord
with Nature's laws. Busin~ss often says: "You
must work or starve," while Nature is saying, "If
you keep on in this abuse of mind and body the
two will soon part company."
Is there gain of strength through physical exercise f
Not as much as is generally imagined. The time
to exercise is when you feel like so doing and can
enjoy it. And stop when you begin to feel tired.
A boy runs and a young ~~nimalpla.ys because they
cannot help it. That is healthfully impelled exercise.
If you walk for sake of exercise and are fatigued
and exhausted thereby, you have done yourHelf an
injury. You have given out more strength than
you received. You have called a current of will to
you to shove your body ahead, when the body may
have in some way protested. In this mood
you call also to your aid the wills and force of others
on the unseen side of life who are in error like yourself on this point.
There is not au effort of yours, mental or physical, but meets with aid aud sym}>athy fl'Om minds
akin to yours in tastes, occup~•tions and sympathies
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on that side of life not seen of the physical eye, but
which is closely woven into and bound up with our
own.

Such aid and sympathy may be beneficial or injurious.
You are exercising beneficially when you are quiet
and call to yourself the thought of strength, vigor,
dexterity in the use of muscle and grace in movement. You exercise beneficially as you watch the
movements of a spirited horse or playful dog, or
any other furm of animal life which moves from
the pleasure realized in movement. Because in so
doing you draw to yourself the thought current of
strength and vigor. This in time will enter into
you, assimilate with your phyRical organization, and
gradually bring newer elements in your body.
It will gradually re-form or re-make new blood,
muscles, sinew, nerve and bone. When the newer
elements you so call to yourself are sufficiently imbued with their new life, they, or rather the spirit
acting on them and of which they are the reflection
or material correspondence, will demand physical
exercise. You will run or jump or otherwise use
your muscles, because you feel like it and are impelled to do it like the child at play.
Now, on the contrary, you may be demanding
physical exercise of the body when it has no desire·
for it.
You exercise beneficially when at:. JOU think of
your body, you demand a wholly strong body, but
not one you shall in thought plan for yourself. You
will temper your demand with a deference to the
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Higher Wisdom or Supreme Power, which knows
far better than you bow to bring you a body exceed. ing in power anything you can at present imagine.
Once you could move with the elasticity of the
boy of seventeen or as the girl of seventeen should
move, and in the future will move, at fifty.
You, a grown up mail or woman would very
soon tire to run about as a child does all day at play
with its companions. In this respect the child is
capable of more physical effort than you, though it
cannot lift so heavy a weight as you. Why is this!
Because the minds of the group of children at
play are unconsciously concentrated in drawing to
their bodies a current of playful thought. Place a
child by itself, deprive it of its companions, and soon
it will mope and become slow in movement.
It is
cut off from that peculiar thought current and is
literally "out of its element."
You need to bring again this cmTent of playful
thought to you which has gradually been turned off.
You are too· serious or sad or absorbed in the serious
affairs of life. You can be playful and cheerful without being puerile or silly. You can carry on busi. ness all the better for being in the playful mood when
your mind is off your business. There is nothing
but ill resulting from tile permanent mood of sadness and seriousness-the mood which by many so
long maintained mak~ it actually difficult for them
to smile at all.
•
At eigllteen or twenty you commenced growing
out of the more playful tendency of early youth.
You took hold of the more serious side of life.
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You went into some business. You became
more or less involved in its cares, perplexities and
responsibilities. Or as man or woman, you entered
on some phase of life involving care or trouble. Or
you became absorbed in some game of business
which, as you followed it, left; no time for play.
Then as yon associated with older people you
absorbed their old ideas, their mechanical methods
of thinking, tbeir acceptance of errors without question or thought of question. In all this you opened
your mind to a heavy, care-laden current of thought.
Into this you glided unconsciously. That tbought
is materialized in your blood and flesh. The seen
of your body is a deposit or crystallization of the
unseen element ever flowing to your body from your
mind. Years pass on and you find tbat your movements are stiff and cumbrous-that you can with
difficulty climb a feece and that you cannot climb a
a tree, as at fourteen. Your mind· ha-s all this time
been sending to your body these beavy inelastic
elements, making your body what now it is.
You cannot undo this result by physical exercise
-by moving tbe body about when you bave so
earthy a body for such spirit as you can bring to
act upon it.
Your change for the better must be gradual, and
can only be accomplished by bringing the thought
current of an all-round symmetrical strengtb to bear
• on it--by demanding of th~ Supreme Power to be
led in the best way-by diverting your mind from
the many unhealthy tboughts which habitually have
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been flowing into it without your knowing it, to
healthier ones.
" But bird and beast weaken and decay with years.
Must not our bodies conform to the Law which
governs theirs !" one may ask.
Beast and bird are in the same Law governing
us. No form of material organiza.tion is outside of
this Law. Beast and bird also draw force from
without. They have intelligence, and intelligence
means a degree of spirit. But they are more limited as to spiritual force than mankind. Our average of life is longer than theirs, because the demand
of our own race to live is stronger than theirs. The
mental force impelling that demand is stronger.
Like the beast, the bodies of those of our race
have in the past weakened and decayed. This will
not always be. Increase of spiritual knowledge· will
show the cause of such decay, and will show, also,
·how we can take advantage of a Law or Force to
build us up, renew ever the body and give it greater
and greater strength, instead of blindly using that
Law or Force as has been done in the past to weaken
our bodies and finally destroy them.
When you get in the right current of thought,
and your errors in mind are one by one gradually
rooted out, there can be no limit to your increase
of physical strength-but you will not use it to
drudge or in incessant pulling, hauling and
lifting.
'Ve are made for far higher uses and far greata"
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enjoyments, and life is a far different existence
from what it is as seen and judged from the physical senses.

WHAT WE
NEED STRENGTH FOR.
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M. Blowitz, the noted European correspondent
of the London Times, in an article published in Harpwr's Magazine, remarks as follows :

" I believe in the constant intervention of a Supreme Power, directing not merely our Destiny in
general, but those of ou·r actions, which influence our
Destiny.
"When 1 see nothing in Nature is left to chance,
that immutable laws govwrn every movement, that
the faintest spark which glimmers in the firmament
disappears and reappears with strict punctuality, I
cannot suppose that anything with mankind goes by
chance, and that every individuality composing it is
not got,erned by a definite and inflexible plan."
In our August number we stated that all strength
or power, used either in working muscle or in any
exercise of thought, in which muscle is not required,
is drawn from without. By "without" I mean
that it is drawn from the Supreme Power.
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We use the term " Supreme Power" ofteri-our
readers may think unnecessarily so. We feel the
great insufficiency of language for expressing a
tithe of this Power which moves the planets-which
extends through endless space-which moves us,
and from which we draw 'our strength for the performance of the smallest act-the lifting of a finger
or an eye-lash. We do not assume to know its n~
tore or origin. We believe it is unfathomable for any
human mind and to any mind in any advanced stage
of being. We believe it is that Power alluded to in
the Biblical Record betore which archangels " veil
their faces," which we in~erpret as inferring that the
highest known order of being feels its relative littleness the more it realizes the immensity of this
Power, and the more it apprehends of its workings
the more does it see the impossibility of understanding or explaining a Force, which had no beginning
and can have no ending.
All of us are parts of this Power. We can and
must constantly increase its manifestation through
ourselves. Tbe fact that we are parts of it and can
so increase it, needs to be brought again and again
to our attention, because the more it is brought to
ns the more its practical reality and use will be clear
to us. The more we use it intelligently for our
happiness, the more will our minds become educated
to draw upon it every moment of our lives; in
all effort, all art, all business.
We need to grow to such a faith in the reality of
this Power and our ability to draw it to us as the
engineer has faith in the reality of the steam in the
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boiler, his ability to draw steam from that boiler
and the power of that steam to drive the m:r
chinery.
This faith for us is the source and secret of all
happiness. It is not to be gained, or realized by
hard study, or drudging midnight memorizings from
books old or new. It will come to you in all fullness, in all richness, in all inspiration, as you learn
more and more to keep your mind in the right
attitude to receive it, and as you do all knowledge
will come to you as easily, readily, as the rain pours
from the clouds.
The right attitude is simply that of an earuest
desire to receive of this Power.
As this truth becomes to you as real as the Sun daily
seen in the Heavens, you will know more and more
that you have a real power to depend upon. Your own
mind will answer all questions, and your power will
· gradually increase whether used through the body
or otherwise. For previously in imagining your
power as originat.ing within your body, you were,
through such belief, cutting off its flow to yon from
without. When the first feeling of physical fatigue
came on, unconsciously you called for further supply of power from within.
Yet a flow to yon of power answers even this demand. But it was power you used in the wrong
direction. It did not act on the machinery of your
body to drive it ahead, but to rack and strain that
machinery, as if the force supplied by the boiler
was driving all the looms of the cotton. mill back
ward instead of forward. You may have continued
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in this injurious mental habit, and it is for this
reason that you may now be less able to call power
to act on the body, since this reverse action has
injured your physical machinery, worn it away
or thrown it out of gear, and put the body out of
proportion.
Your body will by degrees fashion itself more
symmetrically and become more shapely when yon
get your mind in the right cun·ent of thought.
The Supreme Force enters also into your daily
business. When you have done all you can, without strain, cease doing further, call on that Power,
fall back in trust upon it as the child does on its
parents. Demand or pray to learn more and more
to trust to it. When you are in the trusting mood
you are calling this force to you.
The most practical men, the projectors and pushers of great undertakings, the relatively few moving men of the world, often unconsciously call for
this Power, and often unconsciously put their minds
in the right state for receiving it far more than is
generally imagined. When things look dark, discouraging and perplexing, when a depressed state ·
of mind comes, as come it will at times, such minds
say in homely, every day phrase, " Well, I've pulled
through before and I guess I will somehow this
time."
Now this attitude of mind is a partial trust in a
Supreme Power, or in other words a trust in something outside of ourselves.
·
The words matter not in which an idea is· expressed, and when a man or woman who is not
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afraid of taking responsibilities, sees the outlook
dark ahead, and a momentary fear comes upon them,
yet they say, "Well, I guess I'll rnb through somehow;" they get a certain rest out of this thought.
They are calling to them the greatest Force in t-he
universe.
You need not always keep this kind of demand in
memory, for when you have once got into the right
channel or mental attitude yon call unconsciously for
force in the right direction, and it comes and works
in the right direction whether you think of it or
not, just as in all these past years yon may have
unconsciously worked force in the wrong direction.
You cannot gt>t out of your old habit or mental
attitude all at once. The error or habit is one often,
twenty, thirty or forty years' growth. You will frequently slip back into it as you may into habit of
gait, gesture or manner you wish to break-all of
which are habits framed first in mind before
being acted out in body. But as you have now
received this idea it can never leave you, for no
truth once received can ever leave you. It comes
to stay and grow, and in its growth slowly and
surely push all error out.
In any effort physical or mental, you want to
cease trying to make eftort through what erroneously
you may have thought your power within your
body. You need to learn or get your mind on the
track of calling for power from without and giving
yourself entirely up to its action on you. You
want to say in your mind, ''I plan a motion with my
leg or arm or other portion of the body. It is
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enough for me to plan that, I call now for the force
from without to move my body, and as it comes all
I should do is to direct that force to the organ I
wish to use. Then you are in the way of ceasing to
try to manufacture that force, but only to direct or
govern its action precisely as the engineer directs
the steam to such part of the machinery he wishes
to use.
Similarly in all business undertakings you will
have your plan, aim and purpose. Then call for
power to move that plan or purpose. You may rest
move you
assured that such power as it comes
to action. But when it does not come in the form
of new idea you will retard your business more than
advance it tllrough working and making strained
effort simply because you think you must be doing
something.
_
You need not try to think continually of this idea
in making your usual efforts, because you cannot
always keep any one rule in your memory to the
exclusion of everything else. This would retard
yon ratller than advance. The memory is a fu.culty
which will become wearied with the endeavor ever
to keep any one thing before it, and wearinessln
any department of ou~ beings is always to be
avoided.
·
You can safely rely on tlle spirit of this truth to
help yon, give yon increase of strength and correct
your old errors. That spirit does not need memory
to hold it. It is beyond a.nd behind memory, and
when we try and force it on memory, we are again
committing the enor of trusting to the material in-
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stead of the spirit. When the spiritual part of our
beings· once accepts a truth it is then really educated in that truth. The spirit goes then to work in
its own way to educate the body. It has many ways
ofits own for forcing this or any other truth on the
notice of your material self and your material .
memory.
The person skilled in any art, the musician, the
orator, the marksman, the painter, all who produce
wonderful results can tell very, very little concern-·
ing the methods by which they accomplish such
results. They know that in time results come, and
results often unlooked for. Through long practice!
Yes, but not labored practice. No eftort either in
art or business really puts one ahead when such
effort is laborious a,nd irksome. It does set one
back. When Power comes from the Supreme
Source and is recognized as coming from that source
it makes the effort a pleasure.
In his effort and plan the most skillful worker
puts his or her mind in a condition of surrender to
the Supreme Force. He ceases trying hard to do.
When so he ceases his spirit has most freedom to
act and call to him power to act with. So quick is
this action that it escapes the power of words to
describe it, and the expert in any art may fill pages
with words in the attempt to give the rules or
methods how he does things and be no nearer
explanation than before.
Calling force to you from the Supreme brings
inspiration, and your walk can be inspired as well as
your speech, and "inspiration" is effort without
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strain-effort of any sort wllicll gives pleasure in
its performance, whether it be music or marKsmanship o1· business. Jnspiration forgets the body the
im;trument the spirit uses. Inspiration holds no
effort as "work,'' but only play. Inspiration knows
no laws or methods made to attain it by man, and
in its higher and higher flights is ever evading and
going beyond such man-made laws and methods.
Yon need strength for many purposes of far
more importance to you tllan in the use of this
power hy limb or muscle, or any material organ.
What if a giant in mere muscle finds himself suddenly rooted in his tracks and unable to stir hand
or foot f · You know results akin to this are accomplished through what was ~ailed mesmerism forty
years ago, what is called hypnotism now by many,
and what may have sot.ne other name given it thirty
years hence. What really is it f Tile power of
one mind to master and control another mind, and
this is done with the same power . by which one
physieal body 111asters another, only it is applied
witllont using muscle.
This power all posses::~ in embryo. When educated how to use it the man or woman of the
future can never be ruled by the mere physical
strength of others. Power used separate and apart
from the body wonld not only paralyze the prizefighter's muscles, but yon would throw your own
mind into him, send his own to sleep, anti make him,
if you desired fbllow you about as a dog follows its
master.
This is not a remote possibility. It is crudely evi-
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deuced and worked now. It must develop into far
greater proportions. It must be known as the property of all, to greater or less degree, as strength
of muscle is now the property of all in greater or
less degree.
But this is only one form of power working apart
from the body. It can be used with a bad motive
as muscular power is used for bad purposes. It is
so used now, though people are unconscious that
they do use it. But thousands of minds are to-day
influenced, swayed and controlled by other minds.
Mesmeric power is but another form of such control. Such power is used in every household in the
land. Slaves are to be uum bered by thousands
who have no idea they are slaves, nor how they
become. so. Masters exist also who know only
they have mastery. Stranger than all, those really
possessing the most power are often ruled by the
weaker in mind through total iguoranc'e of their
own thought power.
You may need power to overcome this mind-crippling and body-destroying bondage where you have
unconsciously, and possibly for years, put yourself
under another person's will.
The power gathered by man's spirit can overcome and rise superior to all material agencies. It
can make the body insensible to heat or cold. It
was the power which enabled tlle three young Jews
to walk through a glowing furnace unharmed. It
made the serpent's venom harmless to Paul. It
. brought all the so-callt. .d mimcles attendant on the
departure of _the Israelites from Egypt.
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These powers mean the" Lost Arts."
Mind more highly developed can make the body
superior to the laws of gravitation. Those who in
the Biblical record are spoken of ~ " ascending to
heaven," or being" traru~lated," did so by virtue of
a strength which when applied lifted the body into
the air. When the spirit has grown to this power
it can dissolve the material elements composing the
body and reform or re-arrange them at will.
These possibilities and far more belong to you,
and you need to know how to avoid wasting your
power to realize them.
Possibly you say on reading this, "But if these
are our possibilities, they may not come to me for
millions of years in the existence of my spiritual
being; they are too far off in realization .for my
serious consideration."
This thought is a bar to all advance or growth
in any direction. If you limit the utmost possibility
for yomself you can conceive now, you limit and
stop the very next step in your spiritual growth
you might taK:e to-day. Your being reaches and
projects its possibilities into the Eternity of the
Future just as far as it can think and imagine possibilities, and wllen yon say "they cannot be," or they
are so Pemote that it is almost equivalent to their
not being, you have thrown a rock far ahead into
Eternity to block your train.
But you need not talk indiscriminately of these
things to every one. Yon need not lose your head,
forget the footing yon should maintain in tbe
present world of material things ~nd try
tly
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to-morrow, or pit; yourself against a prize-fighter
because yon have in embryo a power to subdue
muscle which need not use muscle.
You do not assert that the apple seed is a full
grown tree, yet you know that from that tiny seed
can come a tree. You will not say of the apple
seed that it can only become a sprout-and no more.
Neither should you say of your own powers that they
can only develop relatively into f;prouts, yet you
will not assert that your spirit now but a seedling
has all the growth and fruitage of a matured tree.
The tendency with all to-day is through ignorance
to let our strength esr,ape us or BO use it as to bring
no increase of power. We need this power to keep
our minds in the proper condition to throw off all
thought coming to us of any form of disease, for
the thought of any disease brings some form of
disease when we accept and believe it. Millions of
people are now always thinking disease-that is,
making it in thought first and ot' course in the
material afterward. They had rather at their
breakfast tables talk of theit· ailments than of
health. Their I;Dinds are much of the time fastened
on some form of physical ailment. These minds
are ever sending their thought from them. The
air is full of it. It fastens on us unawares and
affects us with unpleasant symptoms. Many people
on a hot day never make any mental resistance to
the unpleasant effect on them of the heat. They
send this great volume of non-resisting thought
from them. This current of thought meets you.
You give way to it and suffer like the others.
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Yo1.1 do not then suffer so much from the actual
beat as you do from the thought thrown oft by
others of the unpleasant. effect of heat.
Why can the laborer work in the glare of the hot
sun when people of more leisure about him are fanning themselves and melting with heat! Because
the laborer's mind is concentrated on his work, and
in this attitude does not receive the unpleasant
thought of heat. He perspires as freely as those
who are suftering, but the flow of perspiration
causes him no unpleasantness. Put the same man
in clean linen, a broadcloth coat and with nothing
to do but walk about "like a gentleman," and be
will very likely sufter from the heat, because be has
nothing to do; nothing to concentrate his mind
upon, and for that reason his mind is in the proper
condition to receive the thought of heat as it affects
others unplea.<;antly.
.
We must have in time a strength which will
enable us at any time to turn the mind from anything which discomforts the body to something else
like the laborer in the sun, and thereby ward off
these unpleasant thoughts. 'Vhen we can so turn
them aside, we turn also aside the unpleasant results they cause the body.
When you receive or absorb an evil or unpleasant thougllt so coming from another or others,
as you think it yon receive also the unplMSant
symptoms it llas caused another or others.
We need a great deal of strength as drawn from
the Supreme Source to throw oft these evil forces.
We contend now with that volume of thought
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which does not resist evil but accepts it as inevitable, dwells on it, and is therefore ever making
more and more of the cough, the cold or other unpleasant feeling of the body and sending it out.
This volume or current of thought so formed is
as· real as a current of water or air.
The thought or force of millions on millions of
minds now works in the wrong direction. It accepts a thousand physical ills as inevitable. It
sends out continually the idea that the decay and
weakness of old age are inevitable. It nurses and
sympathizes with all its physical ailments instead
of resisting them. It has a mind trained to nurse
and develop sickness. Disease is expected and
invited. It says and believes that children must
have the measles, whooping cough and other ailments peculiar to infancy, and holds without question that humanity must ever remain heir to pain,
sickness and death.
All this thought and far more of the same order
goes to form a " Power of Darkness." It is the
Power of the lower thought. It besets you at
every tum.
You need strength to resist this power now.
Such resistance is the step for us to-day preparatory
to other steps, and more wonderful results in the
future.
Our chief need now is to use a great deal of the
stren&th we draw from the Supreme Power to build
us into a higher order of beings. We need to have
great care how much of this force in the shape of
sympathy we give others.
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Before we can make others a whole " we must
make ourselves whole."
As we have said time and again, and as we are
often obliged to say to ourself, our thought is our
force for all things, and we need to keep a great
deal of this force to help ourselves. If it is scat-·
tered broadcast, if we give interest and sympathy
to all who call for it, if we are always lending our
intereet and sympathy to people· who repudiate
these truths, who deem them visionary, who do not
live in the same world of thought as ourselves, we
give them of our strength as much as they can
appropriate, and in retw·n we get from their association error and disease. We are dragged down by
the ills they fasten on us, and they are helped very
little.
But is this the brotherhood of man f one may
ask. Is this in accord with the Christ precept of
love to our neighbor!
You will recollect that Christ also said: ''Let
the dead bury their dead." !1~ ·.other words, let
those who will not or cannot see the ever expanding laws of life go their own way, be joined to tht>ir
idols antl sutler in their own way. If you have what
you have proven to be a better way of living, and
your neighbor i~ suflering because he cannot believe
it or apply it, you will dO' him uo .~ood by your constant outflow of sympathy, thought or effort for
him. You will thereby do yourself much harm.
But if he ca.n take hold of the Law along with
you, and see it as-you see it, and try to live by it
as you may try and lh·e by it, he is then doing you
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a great deal of good as you are doing him good.
Your mutual belief is a great strength and support
to both of you.
Those who can walk together in one mind or belief are of great ht>lp to each other. Those who try to
walk together, with differing minds or beliefs, only
cripple each other.
You can think with kindness of your neighbor;
thou~th you cannot live with him. But when you
get into any person's life, whose motives and beliefs
are contrary to yours, you will waste force on thttm
and injure yourself.
In friendship, sympathy and association we cannot get much into any other person's life without
bearing that person's burthens.
What troubles them must trouble us; their cares
must, through sympathy, be our cares, as their joys
are our joys. But if that person cannot believe as you
do, that person's mind is against you. He that is not
with you in heart and soul is against you -possibly
not consciously against yon, but whether conscious
or not, the injurious result to you is the same. If
a man, through carelessness, drop a brick on yoUr
head the damage is the same to you as if he wilfully flung it. Those wlwm we may call our friends
and wlw think themselves really so, may by their
difterent way of life and of thinking, drop unawares
many bricks ou our heads, and when we feel obliged
to go out of their way to a\'Oid them, we may be
a.ccused of being harsh and unnatural.
"I come not with peace but a sword," said the
Christ of Judea.

l'J

WU.AT WF.l NRFlJ) KTRFlNOTR F'OR.

Ohrist knew that the new ideas of whlf~h he was
the forcrunn•:r would he fflCognl7..4ld hy Horne whatte
gmaU!r Hpirl tua.l gmwth fmahlf~ them to " rocei ve"
them, and that tlwy would he l'fljt>.-<:u"l hy otherK,
hccaUKf! tlu~lr rnhulK WfJre UJO dull aml tmltmial to
fC<'AJive them-that of tho~~e who lward him, the
fatlwr miglit mjfJc~t them, while tho KOn acccptf:d, thfl
mothfJr ru:flfJ{It while the daughter rflj('A}U!fl, that one
memb•:r of the fimrily had an tJar which conlfl hear
tlu1 new id•:a that tho othc~r memlK1r had only a
pbyKieal fJar whieh waK clf:af to all but physical
tbingK, ancl th~lt no man nor any agcmcy, Have the
Infinite' },orefl, clfmld m~lke theKe duller mirulK more
capa.ble of mulcr~~tanding him.
JJife lm.H ~ua •wer-growing c:harm ami intorest,
wlum we <:an feel from month to month th~lt wo am
gaining more ancl more TnllKtm·y of tim trulUlrfal
agcmeiflH uhout uK, tha.t c:xtrmnmJ of heat or ClfJid fliKflfJrnfort UH leHH tha.n fonnm·ly, tlHLt Wfl ca.n put on a
mowl of rnirul aH Wfl woulcl a. !>mit nf arnwr to throw
off all tn~lrnwr of a.nnoyanc:t!H fmm fliHagmeahle
IJN•f'lo or Kllrrouncling~, or· harKh noiKeK, or unpleaH~mt KightH Hlltlflfmly thl'llKt U{IOJl UK, th~lt fnKtt~ad of
lK!iug tlwir Hlavn we cm.n rnako onrKelvcJH mhre and
nwr·e mwouKC:iouH of tlwm, th~lt wlwn In tlw mom·
tug the whirrudeal hody imdstK th;'t it 1HlK JW apptltitc, awl we ti!cll uo disposition U• t;'k" ~ur amount ol
food Jlf!Clf!KKary for itK KUHtAmanc:tl, Wfl c:an <lfJrnmand
ancl bring to us a vigoronH :tp(Hltitc!, awl that the
"\Vintc:r'~ c:ol•l," wo tlwnght wn muKt mhlure for
WCtlkH Wfl ean throw oil' iu a fi!W dayK or IHHirM.
TlwHo are ft1W 1 a, vm·y fi1w of' tlw thingH that we
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need strength to accomplish, and the more we
silently call on the Exhaustless Bank of Supreme
Power for that strength the more will be given us,
and we shall go on from· victory to victory, from joy
great to joy greater, and from power grE>.at to power

greater

ONE WAY
TO CULTIVATE COURAGE.
Copyrighted by F. J. NlWllLUII, 188D.

Oourage and presence of mind mean the same
thing. Presence of mind implies command of
mind.
Oowar.dice and lack of mental control mean
about the same thing. Oowardice is rooted in
hurry, the habit of hurry or lack of repose.
All degrees of success are based on couragemental or physical.
All degrees of failure are based on timidity.
You can cultivate courage and increase it at
every minute and hour of the day. You can have
the satisfaction of knowing that in everything you
do you have accomplished two things-namely, the
doing of the thing itself and by the manner of its
doing, adding eternally to yourself another atom of
the quality of courage. You can do this by the
cultivation of deliberation-deliberation of speech,
of walk, of writing, of eating-deliberation in
everything.
There is always a bit of fear where there is a bit
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of hurry. When you hurry to the train you are in
fear that you may be left, and with that comes fear
of other possibilities consequent on your being left.
When you hurry to the party, to the meeting of a
person by appointment, you are in fear of some ill
or da.mage resulting from not being on time.
This habit of thought can, through an unconscious training, grow to such an extent as to pervade a person's mind, at all times and places, and
bring on a fear of loss of some kind, when there is
absolutely no loRs to be sustained. For instance a
person may hurry to catch a street car and act and
feel as if a great loss would occur did they not get on
that particular car, when there may be another close
behind, or at most two or three minutes' waiting will bring it. Y ct the fear of waiting those
three minutes grows to a mountain in size, and is in
that person's mind a most disagreeable possibility.
Through mere habit a similar condition of hurry
may characterize that person's walking, their eating, their writing-in short,everythingthey do, and
will render it more and more difficult for such person to act with coolness and deliberation.
The quality of mind or emotion un1lerlying aU
this hurried mental cmulition anti consequent hurried act, is fear. ~~ear is bnt another name for lack
of power to control our minds, or, in other words,
to control the kind of thought we think or put out.
It is this kind of m1conscions mental training
(which is very common), that begets a permanent
condition of miull more and more liable to large and
small panics at the least interruption or trivial dis-
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appointment. It makes disappointments when
none are necessary. It is the ever opP.ning wedge
letting in more and more the thought current of fear.
For if you so cultivate fear of orie thing you are
cultivating and increasing liability to fear in all
things. If you alJow yourself to· sit in fear for half
an hour that the" carriage may not call for you in
time to get to the boat or train, you are much
more liable to be seized with a series of little panics
at every trivial occurrence or obstacle occurring on
that particular journey.
In this way does this habit of mind enter into
and is cultivated in the doing of so-called little
things. You are writing or sewing, or engaged in the
performance of some work which is intensely interesting to you, and in which yon do not like to be interrilpted. If sewing, you reach for your sciss-ors which
have dropped on tbe floor. You do this in a
momentarily impatient mood and with a spasmodic
jerky action. Your mind, as the phrase runs, is
"on your work." You will not take it off your work
while reaching for the scissors. You are trying in
mind to go on with your work and reach for the
scissors at the same moment. You make the
movement of muscles and the action of the body
momentarily disagreeable aad irksome, because you
refuse for the second to put into that act the force
which it demands. Wilen unconsciously you refuse
to do this, any oot will become irksome and dis- ·
agreeable, because there is not force enough let on
to do the oot with ease. It is the endeavor to do
it with a weak body. You have the power of
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throwing your force instantly into any muscle, so
making the act easy and pleasant. This capacity
for turning ou force on any part you will increases
through cultivating it. And yon can do a great
deal more and do it better through this cultivation
of deliberation, for deliberation can be as quick as
thought, the more the mind is trained in that
direction.
If you pick up a pin or tie a shoe-string in a
hurry, you do so not only because such act is
irksome to you, but because you fear it · may deprive you momentarily of some bit of pleasure.
There you have again opened your mind to the
thought cmrent of fear-fear of losing something.
The cultivation of courage commences in the cultiYation of deliberation in so-called little acts like these.
Deliberation and courage are as closely allied as
fear and hurry. If we do not learn to govern onr
force properly in the doing of the smallest act we
shall find such government far less easy in the
doing of all acts.
If we analyze what we fear, we shall find we are
in mind trying to deal with too much at once of
the thing feared. There is only a relatively small
amount to be dealt with now. In any transaction
-in the doing of anything there is but one step to
be taken at a time. We need to place what force
is necessary, and no more on that one step. When
that is taken we can take the next.
.
The more we train our minds so to concentrate
on the one step, the more do we increase capacity
for sending our force all in one given direction at
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once. Such force extends, and should be so used
in the so-called minutest details of every-day life.
In this way deliberation and deliberate act becomes habitual, and we are in a sense unconscious
of making ourselves deliberate, even as when long
trained in the opposite and wrong direction we are
unconscious of putting on the hurried frame of
mind.
Timidity is often the result of looking at too
many difficulties or terrors at once. In material
reality we h!tve to deal with but one at a time.
If we are going to what we fear will be a disagreeable interview with a harsh, irascible, overbearing person, we are apt to go, occupying our
minds with the whole interview, setting ourselves
down in the very middle of it, and seeing it in mind
as necessarily trying or disagreeable. Perhaps we
were thinking of it this moming while we were
dre:ssing. But it was then our proper business to
dress. To dress was a necessary step for the interview and to dress well also. Possibly it occupied
our thoughts while eating. But it was then our
proper business to eat and get all the pleasure possible from our food. That was another step. The
more reposeful our eating, the more vigorous will
become our taste, and the more strength will our
food give our bodies. Possibly the fea.r of this interview was on us as we walked to the place
appointed for it. But it was then om· propet· business to walk and get from our walking all the pleasure we could. That was another step. Pleasure
is the sure result of placing thought or force ou the
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thing we are doing now, and pain of some sort in
both present and future is the certain result of
sending thought or force away from the act which
needs to be done at this moment. When we dress,
eat, walk or do anything with mind placed on
something else, we are making the present act irksome ; we are training to make every act irksome
and disagreeable; we are making the thing feared a
certainty, for what we put out in thought as unpleasant is an actual thing, a reality. And the
longer we continue to put it out the more force
we add to it, and the more likely is it then to be
realized in the physical world.
To hring us what all want and are seeking for,
namely-happiness, we need to havP- perfect control
of our mind and thought at all times and places.
One most important and necessary means for gaining
this, lies in this discipline regarding so-called little
or trivial things, just as the discipline and movement of an army commences with the training of
the private soldiers' legs and arms. If you hurry
and slur over these so-called petty details, you are
the easier thrown off your guard or confused at unexpected occurrences, and in life it is tile unexpected that is always happening.
'Ve need to keep always our mind present with
us. We want it always on the spot ready to use in
any direction. Our tllought is not in the spot
when we tie a shoe-string and think a mile from
that shoe-string-when we mend a pencil and dwell
in one of to-morrow's cares. It is ttlen away, and if
it has for a lifetime been in the habit of so straying
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from th9 act in hand to the act afar off, it becomes
more and more ~ifficult to bring it back to use, and
more difficult' to use it promptly when it is brought
back. Our thought moves from one thing to
another with more than electric speed, and we can
unconsciously train this quickness to be e\'er dart-·
ing from one thing to another until it becomes
almost impossible to keep it on one thing for ten
consecutive seconds. On the contrary, through cultivation of repose and deliberation in all things we
cau train ourseh'es to mass and fasten our thought
on anything so long as we please, to throw ourselves
into any mood of mind we please, and to throw ourselves at will into sleep or a semi-conscious, dreamy
state as restful as sleep. These are very small
parts of the possibilities for the human mind.
There is no limit to its growth or tile increase of its
power, and no thing coming witllin the limits of our
imagination but can. be accomplished by it. The
steps to tllese attainments are very small, very
simple and relatively easy-so simple and easy tllat
some reject them for that reason.
Unquestionably, these powers and many results
coming of their exercise were known ages ago to a
relative few. But any power or any condition of
mind consequent upon it can be made more clear
to an English speaking people, tllrough the use of
an English word or form of expression than by
terms taken from other languages.
The North American Indian and the Oriental
bad in cases the power of so dismissing all thought
and making their minds in a sense a blank as to be-
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come not only insensible to fear·, but this mental
condition rendered their bodies almost insensible to
physical suftming. It was tlle power of inducing
this mental condition which enabled the Indian
when taken captive to withstand every device of
torture inflicted by his captors, and ·to sing his
death song under the infliction of tire and a Klow
pt·ocess of bodily mutilation too hm·r·ible for description, and whieh ver·y fi~w of our raoo could endum without pa.Ksing into the frenzy of agony.
The Indi:m Is fur more repoKCtitl and deliberate
than the majority of our ra.ee, in both mental and
physical movement. Urwonsciously cultivating this
repose, and living a life less artitidal than ours, he
increa.Ked hiK Kpiritual power, oue sure r·esult of
which is that CJommaud of mind over body which
can leKKCn physical pain, and as an ultimate possibility baniKb it altogether.
Deliber·ation of movement, or in plainer English
movement of muscle so slow that our mind ha.H
time to follow it, gives one time to think in great
and small emergencies. But the lack of such training causes uuconscious I>hysical ootion. So confirmed becomes this habit, that the body moves ere
we are aware of it. Awkwardness, lack of address,
lack of tact ar·e all due to this lack of l'.mnrna.ud of
mind caused by laek of deliberation, or in other
words, a trained incapacity for· taking time to think
or plan the tu·oper thing to do.
'l'be terTor·-Htricken person if the ship seelll8 in
sudden danger r·uns up a.rul tlown the deck to no
purpose, and this physical action is an exact corres-
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pondence of the life-long condition of his mind
whose thought has been ever so darting from one
thing to another, just as the whim seized him.
The more deliberate person whose mind is trained
to take time to think and hold or concentrate its
thought, holds himself steady, and so gives himself
time to see what may be the opportunities for
escape. And these two persons would pick up a
pin in a very difterent manner and with very
difterent mental action and method.
To train then for courage is to train for deliberate movement in all things, for that is simply training to mass and hold your force in reserve and let
out no more than is needed for the moment.
No quality of mind is more needful to success in
all undertakings than courage, and by courage I
mean not only courage to act but courage to think.
In every day business, thousands dare not think of
taking a step which would involve an outlay of
money above the average of their expenditure.
They are appalled at mention of so large a sum.
Th~y will not, out of pure fright, entertain the
idea long enougu to familiarize themselves with it.
Now if they reversed this mental action, and instead
of immediately giving way out of life-long habit to
this fright, would take time. and allow the thought
to rest in their minds instead of driving it out,
there would in time come to them ideas concerning
ways and means for meeting the additional expense,
and thereby making a larger sum of nioney in the
same time it took to make the small sum.
For instance, you say to the woman who hires
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out to wash by the day and has never done anything else, "Mrs. A., why don't you start a laundry !
You can make a great deal more money in S'o
doing."
"!-start a laundry! where in the world is the
money coming from to start a laundry f" is her
reply. Here the woman instead of entertaining
your idea gives way immediately to fright concerning what seems to her the immense sum
required, and following the same unreasoning,
headlong, panicky style of thought, sets up in a
moment an opposition to your proposit.ion. She
dare think only of working for da.y's wages as
she is called upon by those who hire her. And
thousands for this rea.son dare not think or find it
disagreeable for them to think of getting into some
· broader, more responsible and more profitable
sphere of business, because they bunch at once all
its possible difficulties into a mass, and out of mere
habit will look only at that awful and imaginary
bunch.
But Mrs. C., the more deliberate washerwoman,
hears your proposition and entertains it. In time
she says to herself, " \Vhy suould I not start a
laundry T Other people have and have succeeded."
She lives in the idea, talks to one and another
about it, and finds out how they started. The
longer slJe keeps in this cunent of thought the
more plainly does she see the ways and means by
which other people baNe "set up for themselves."
Finally, the idea so grows upon her, that she takes
some step toward that end, and then another

.
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and a~~other, and so by degrees drifts into the
business.
' A person is cool and collected in face of any
great danger, because he has the power of holding
his ·mind to the thing to be done on the instant.
Cowardice has no such power, and can see in mind
not only the souroo of danger, but a score of possible
results which may or may not happen to him. In
battle one man may attend to his duty with a vivid
and by no means agreable condition of mind as he
sees men struck and mangled all about him. But
the force or thought he can bring to bear on the
performance of his duty is greater in amount than
that coming of the realization of the !ilaughter
around him, ami commands and holds his body to
his post. The man who runs, or would if he had tlJe
chance, cannot fix his mind on anything but the
fearful possibilities of the moment.
In the so-called trivial act of picking up a pin, or
threading a needle, or opening a door, I do not argue
that all one's force or thought should be placed ou
the act, but only enough to perform the act well
while the rest is kept in reserve. It is in substance
the same as in picking up a weight, you would not
try to expend the force in lifting one pound that
you would in lifting fifty pounds. You do expend
a great deal more force in the act of picking up a
pin when your mind is preoccupied with something
else, for you are then trying to do two things or lift
two weights at once.
You will rem-ember that anything which is done
in mind, expends quite as much force as if done
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with the body, RO that the personR who linger abed
in the morning and think with dread of the breakfasts to be cooked, or the roomR to be Kwept, so far
as expenditure of force iH concerned, will he doing
those acts then and there while lying on their hacks.
In expending juHt force enongh to perform any
act (a capac~ity which will gradual1y grow upon you
as yon familiarize your~~elf with this idea and set
your desire or demand upon it), yon cultivate and
increase continually that deKirable state of mind,
which in every day language is known as " having
your wits about you." That means, in other words,
always having, no matter what yon are doing, your
mental eyes optm in every direction, and while outwardly you seem an intent and occupied in the one
act, your mind or spirit like a vigilant sentinel is
continually on the look-out, KO as to !,rive you notice
in the fradional part of an instant of all that iH
going on about you, and aiKo to direct you how to
meet the event whatever it may be. 'l'his iH not
only the eharactel"istic of eoumge, hut of-tact and
address. It waK this electric vigilance and mind
watchfulness that gave an American offic•~r during
the U.evolution, who, in the confm;ion of battle,
suddenly fomul himself in front of a British regiment, the deliltf:ration to ltsk, " \Vhat tmopK are
the~~e t"
"'l'he U.oyal Seot11," was the reply.
"Royal Scots remain as you am," wa.-; his answer,
and he rode otl to his own lines. 'rhat man had a
mind trained to give him time to thiuk.
On one occa.:.;ion, ~Irs. Faneu, tlw celebrated English actress, di8Covcred where her l'art reqiiircd l.Jer
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to hem a handkerchief that the property man had
forgotten to lay out the handkerchief, needle,
thread, etc. Without a moment's hesitaiion she
sat down and imitated so naturally the motion and
manner of a lady in sewing that most of her audience never suspected the omission. That act in. volved self possession, coolness, deliberation, presence of mind, courage. Do not all these terms
imply a similar state of mind T A woman habitually hurried and flurried could not have done this,
and I believe that when Mrs. Farren saw proper to
pick up a pin, she dill so in a much more deliberate
manner than would the habitually hturied, flurried
man or woman.
Oultivate deliberate act and movement in all
things, and you lay more and more the solid foundation for courage, either moral or physical. But
deliberate act does not always imply slowness.
Just as thought moves with electric rapidity, so
may it move the body when occasion requires, but
the thought mus~ be clearly planned, seen and outlined in mind before it is allowed to act on the
body. It is so seen or planned, and so acts on or
use the muscles in t!Je rapid thrust and parry of
theskilled fencer, and similarly with the professional
danseuse, in fitct in all superior accomplishments,
be they of painter, musician or other artist. These,
· however, in many cases, are but partial controls of
mind. Outside of his art, the artist may have
little mental control or deliberatiou, and as a result
be "nervous," vacillating, easily disturbed, whimsical and timid. The· mind is our garrison to be
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armed at all points and disciplined to meet any
emergency.
We deal with the making (or self-making) of
whole man and women, whose minds are not culti-·
vated all in one direction and nt•glected everywhere
else. It is far better in the end to be growing
symmetrically and to be finished so far as we have
grown "all around," than to have our power all
concentrated on one talent or capacity, and becoming what the world calls a ''Genius." The inside
history of Genius is often a sad one, and shows
that it brought little happiness to its possessor.
Scores and hundreds of the little acts of everyday life, such as picking dropped articles from the
floor, opening and shutting drawers, laying or reach.
ing for articles on the toilet table, and attending to
minor d~tails of dress; are <lone unconsciously in
this hmTied condition of mind, especially when some
more important object engages onr attention. We
snatch, we clutch, we drive recklessly about in the
doing of these things, and we weaken our bodies
and become tired out, and finally "panicky," and
easily frightened through this mental habit, for fear
and cowardir,e slip in far more easily when the
body is weak.
This habit cannot be changed in a day or a year
when it has pervaded a lifetime. Neither can the
ills, mental and physical, resulting from such habit,
be cme<l immediately. There can be only gradual
growth away from them.
If in reatling tbi~ you feel convinced that there
is "something in it," and feel also a conviction that
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some portion of it suits your own case, your cure
has then commenced. Real conviction, the conviction that comes from within, never leaves one or
stops working to get us out of the evil way and put
us in the ·good one. It may seem buried and forgotten for seasons, and our erroneous habits may
seem growing stronger than ever. That is not so.
But as convictions take root we are seeing our
errors more and more clearly. We forget that at
one time we were blind and did not see them at
all.
If this book brings to you a conviction of a long
established error it is not I individually who brings
or convinces. It is only that I put out more or
less of a truth, which takes hold of you and the
chord of truth in you senses it. If I apply the
torch to the gas-jet and light it, it does not follow
that I make either the fire or the gas. I am only
a means or agent for lighting that gas. No man
makes or invents a truth. Truth is as general and
widely spread and belongs to every individual, like
the ah· we breathe, and there is pleasure enough in
being its torch-bearer without pr·esuming to claim
tfie power of its Oreator.
Above all demand more and more courage of the
Supreme Power.

THE MATERIAL MIND

vs.
THE SPIRITUAL MIND.
Copyrighted by F. J. NDDJWl, 18811.

There 'belongs to every human being a higher
self and a lower self-a self or mind of the spirit,
which has been growing for ages, and a self of the
body, which is but a thing of yesterday. The
higher self is full of prompting idea, suggestion and
aspiration. This it receives of the Supreme Power.
All this the lower or animal self regards as wild and
visionary. The higher self argues possibilities and
power for us greater than men and women now
possess and enjoy. The lower self says we can only
live and exist as men and women have lived and
existed before us. The higher self craves freedom
from the cumbrousness, the limitations, the pains
and disabilities of the body. The lower self says
that we are born to them, born to ill, born to suffer,
and must suffer as have so many before us. The
higher self wants a standard for right and wrong of
its own. The lower self says we must accept a
standard made for us by others-by general and
long-held opinion, belief and prejudice.
"To thine own self be true," is an oft-uttered
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adage. But to which selfT The higher or lower!
You have in a sensA two minds--the mind of the
body and the mind of the spirit..
Spirit is a force and a mystery. All we know or
may ever know of it is that it exists, and is ever
working and producing all results in physical things
seen of physical sense and many more not so seen.
What is seen, of any object, a tree an animal, a
stone a man is only a part of that tree, animal,
stone, or man. There is a force which for a time
binds such objects together in the form you see
them. That force is always acting on them to
greater or lesser degree. It builds up the flower to
its fullest maturity. Its cessation to act on the
flower or tree causes what we call ciecay. It is constantly changing the shape of all forms of what are
called organized matter. An animal, a plant, a
human being are not in physical shape this month
or this year what they will be next month or next
year.
.
This ever-acting, ever-varying force, which lies
behind and, in a sense, creates all forms of matter
we can spirit.
To see, reason and judge of life and things in the
knowledge of this force makes what is termed the
''Spiritual Mind."
We have through knowledge the wonderful power
of using or directing this force, when we recognize
it, and know that it exists so as to bring us health,
happiness and eternal peace of mind. Composed
as we are of this force, we are ever attracting more
of it to us and making it a part of our being.
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With more of this force must come more and
more knowledge. At first in our physical existences we allow it to work blindly. Then we are in
the ignorance of that condition known as the material mind. But as mind through its growth or inc~ease of this power becomes more and more
awakened, it asks: " Why comes so much of pain,
grief and disappointment in the physical life T "
'' Why do we seem born to suffer and decay T"
That question is the first awakening cry of the
spiritual miud, and any earnest question or demand for knowledge must in time be atllswered.
The material mind is a part of yourself, which
has been appropriated by the body and educated by
the body. Something as if you taught a child that
the wheels of a steamboat made the boat move, and
said nothing of the steam, which gives the real
power. Bred in such ignorance, the child, should
the wheels stop moving, would look no fanl!er for
the cause of their stoppngc than to try to find where
to repair them, very much as now so many depend
entirely on repair of the pltysical body to ensure its
healthy, vigorous moYement, never drean1ing that
the imperfection lies in the real motive powerthe mind.
The mind of the body or material mind sees,
thinks and judges entirely from the material or
physical standpoint. It sees in your own body all
there is of you. The spiritual mind sees the body
as an instrument for the miud or real self to use in
dealing with material things. The material mind
sees in the death of the body an end of all there is
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of you. The spiritual mind sees in the death of
the body only the falling off from the spirit of a
worn-out instrument; It knows that you exist as
before only invisible to the physical eye. The
material mind sees your physical strength as coming entirely from your muscles and sinews, and not
from a source without your body.
It sees in such persuasive power, as you may have
with tongue or pen, the only force you possess for
dealing with people to aecomplish results. The
spiritual mind will know in time tbat your thought
influences people for or again~t your interests,
though their bodies are thousands of miles distant.
The material mind does not regard its thought as
an actual element as real as air or water. The
spiritual mind knows that every one of its thousand
daily ~ecret thoughts are real things, acting on the
minds of the persons they are sent to. The spiritual mind knows that matter 11r the material is only
an expression of spirit or force ; that such matter
is ever changing in accordance with the spirit that
makes or externalizes itself in the form we call matter, and therefore, if the thought of health, strength
and recuperation is constantly held to in the mind,
such thought of health, strength and rl'juvenation
will express itself in the body, making maturity
never ceasing, vigor never ending, aml the keenness
of every physical sense ever increasing;
The material mind thinks matter, or what is
known by onr physical senses to be the largest part
of what exists. The spiritual1nind regards matter
as the coarser or cruder expression of spirit and the
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smallest part of what really exists. The material
mind is made sad at the contemplation of decay.
The spiritual mind attaches little importance to
decay, knowing in such decay that spirit or the moving force in all things is simply taking the dead
body or the rotten tree to pieces, and that it will build
them np again as before temporarily into some other
newphysical form of life and beauty. The mind of
the bodythinksthatitsphysicalsenses of seeing, hearing and feeling constitute all the senses you possess.
The higher mind or mind of the spirit knows that
it possesses other senses akin to those of physical .
sight and hearing, but more powmful and far reaching.
The mind of the body has been variously termed
"the material mind," the " mortal mind" and the
"carnal mind." All these reft!r to the same mind,
or, in other words, to that part of your real self
which has been educated iu error by the body.
If you had been born and bred entirely among
people who believed that the earth was a flat surface and did not revolve around the sun, you would
in the earlier years of your physical growth believe
as they did. Exactly in such fashion do you in
your earlier years absorb the thought and belief of
those nearest you, who think that the body is all
there is of them, aud judge of everything by its
physical interpretation to them. This makes your
material mind.
The material mind seeing, what seems to it, death,
dissolution and decay in all human organizations,
and ignorant of the fact that the real self or intelli-
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gence has in such seeming death only cast off a
worn-out envelope, thinks that decay and death
is the ultimate of all humanity. For such reason
it cannot avoid a gloom ot· sadness coming of such
error, which now pervades so much of human life
at present. One result or reaction from such gloom
born of hopelessness is reckless spirit for getting
every possible gratification and pleasure, regardless
of right and justice so long as the present body lasts.
This is a great mistake. All pleasure so gained
cannot be la.st.iug. It brings beside an hundredfold more ruisery and disappointment.
The spiritual mind teaches that pleasure is the
great aim of existence. But it points out ways and
means for gaining lasting happiness other than those
coming of the teaching of the material mind. The
spiritual mind, or mind opened to higher and newer
forces of life, teaches that there is a law regulating
.the exercise of every physical sense. When we
learn and follow this law, our gratifications and possessions do not prove sources of greater pain than
happiness, as they do to so many.
By the spiritual mind is meant a clearer mental
sight of things and forces existing both in- us and
the Universe, and of which the race for the most
part bas been in total ignorance. We have now
but a glimpse of these forces, those of some being
relatively a little clearer than those of others. But
enough has been shown to convince a few that the
real and existing causes for humanity's sickness,
sorrow and disappoiutmeut have not in the past
been seen at all. In other words, the race has
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been as children, fancying that the miller inside was
turning the arms of the windmill, because sotne person had so told them. So taught they would remain in total ignorance that the wind was the mot.ive power.
This illustration is not at all an overdrawn picture of the existing ignorance which rejects the
idea that thought is an element all about us as
plentiful as air, and that as blindly directed by individuals and masses of individuals in the domain of
matetial mind or ignorance, it is turning the wind- .
mill's arms, sometimes in one direction, sometimes
in another ; sometimes with good and sometimes
with evil results.
A suit of clothes is not the body that wears such
snit. Yet the material mind reasons Yery much in
this way. It knows of no such thing as clothing
for the spirit, for it does not know tllat body and
spirit are two distinct things. It reasons that the
suit of clotlling (the body) is all there is of the man
or woman. "'hen that man or woman tumbles to
pieces through weakness, it sees only the suit of
clothes so going to pieces, and all its efforts to make
that man or woman stronger are put ou the suit
instead of making effort to reinforce the power
within which has made the suit.
There are probably no two individuals precisely
alike as regards the relative condition or action on
them of their material and spiritual minds. With
some the spiritual seems not at all awakened.
·with others it has begun to stretch and rub its eyes
as a person does on their pllysical awakening, when
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everything still appears ·to them vague and indistinct. Others are more fully awakened. They feel
to greater or lesser ext,ent tbat there are forces belonging to them before unthought of. It is with
such tbat tbe struggle for mastery between the
material and spiritual mind is likely to be most
severe, and such struggle for a time is likely to be
accompanied by physical disturbance, pain or lack
of ease:
Tbe material mind is, until won over and con. vinced of the truths, constantly received by the
spiritual mind at war and in opposition to it. The
ignorant part of yourself dislikes v~ry much to give
up its long accustomed habit-s of thinking. It costs
a struggle in any case at first to own that we have
been mistaken and give up views long held to.
The matelial mind wants to move on in a rut of
life and idea, as it always has done, and as thousands are now doing. It dislikes cbange more and
more as the crust of the old thougbt held from year
to year grows more thickly over it. It wants to
live on and on in the bouse it bas inhabited for
years; dress in the fashion of the past ; go to
business and return year in and year out at
precisely the same hour. It rejects and despises
after a certain age the idea of learning any new.
accomplishments, such as painting or music, whose
greatest use is to divert the mind, rest it, and enable
you to live in other departments of being, all tbis
being apart from the pleasure also given you as tbe
mind or spirit teaches the body more and more skill
and expertness in the art you pursue.
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The material mind ~ees as the principal use of
any art only a means to bring money, and not in
such art a means for giving valiety to life, dispelling weariness, resting that portion of the mind
devoted to other business, improving health and increasing vigor of mind and body.
It holds to the idea of being " too old to learn."
This is the condition of so many persons who
have arrived at or apast "middlA age." They want
to "settle down." They accept as inevitable the
idea of " growing old." Their material mind tells
them ..that their bodies must gradually weaken,
shrink from the fullness and proportion of youth,
decay and finally die.
Material minds say this always bas been, and
therefore always must be. They accept the idea
wholly. They say qllite unconsciously, "It must'
be."

To say a thing must be, is the very power that
makes it. The material mind then sees the body
ever as gradually decaying, even though it dislikes
the picture, and puts it out of sight as much as .possible. But the idea will recur from time to time as
suggested by the death of their contemporaries,
and as it does they think "must," and that state of
mind indicated by the word " must" will inevitably
bring material results in decay.
The spiritual or more enlightened mind says :
"If you would help to drive away sickness, turn
your thought as much as yon can on health,
strength and vigor, and on strong, healthy, vigorous
material things, such as moving clouds, fl'esh
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breezes, the cascade, the ocean surge; on woodland
scenes and growing healthy trees; on birds full of
life and motion; for in so doing you turn on yourself
a real current of this healthy life-giving thought,
which is suggested and brought you by the thought
of such vigorous, strong mateJ·ial objects.
And above all, try to rely and trust that Supreme
Power which formed all these things and far more,
and which is the endless and inexhaustible part of
your higher self or spiritual mind, and as your faith
increases in this Power, so will your own power ever
increase.
" Nonsense ! " says the ultra material mind. "If
mJ body is sick, I must have something done to
cure that body with things I can see and feel, and
that is the only thing to be done. As for thinking,
it makes no difference what I think, sick or well.
At present in such a case, a mind whose sense of
these truths new to it, has just commenced to be
awa~ened, will, in many cases, allow itself to be for
a time overpowered and ridiculed out of such an
idea by its own material mind OI' uneducated part
of itself; and in this it is very likely to be assisted
by other material minds, who have not woke up at
all to these truths, and who are temporarily all the
stronger through the positiveness of ignorance.
These are as people who cannot see as far ahead as
one may with a telescope, and who may be perfectly
hones.t in their disbelief regarding what the person
with the telescope does see. Though such people
do not speak a word or argue against the belief of
the partly awakened mind, still tbeit· thought acts
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on such a miml as a bar or blind to these glimpses
of the truth.
But when the spiritual mind bas once commenced to awaken, nothing can stop its further
waking, though the material may for a time retard it.
"Your real self may not at times be wbet·e your
body is," says the ~;pi ritual mind. It is where your
mind is-in the store, the office, the workshop, or
with some petson to whom you are strongly attached, and all of these may be in towns or cities far
from the one your body resides in. Your real self
moves with inconceivable rapidity as your thought
moves.
"Nonsense," says your material mind; "I myself
am wherever my body is, and nowhere else."
Many a thought or idea that you reject as visionary, or as a whim or fa.ncy, comes of the prompting
of your spiritual mind. It is your material mind
that rejects it.
No such idea comes but that there is a truth in
it. But that truth we may not be able to carry out to a relative petfection immediately. 'fwo
hundred years ago some mind may have seen the
use of steam as a motive power. But that motive
power could not then have been carried out as it is
to-day. A certain previous growth was necessary
-a growth and improvement in the manufactur~
of iron, in the construction of roads, ancl in the
needs of the people.
But the idea was a truth. Held to by various
minds, it bas brought steam as a motive power to
its present relative perfection. It has struggled
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against and overcome every argument and obstacle
placed in its way by dull, material, plodding minds.
When you entertain any idea and sa..v to yourself in substance : " Well~ such a thing may he,
though I cannot now see it," you remove a great barrier to the carrying out and realization by yourself of
the new and strange possibilities in store for you.
The spiritual mind to-day sees belonging to itself
a power for accomplishing any and all results·
in the physical world, greater than the masses
dream of. It sees that as regards life's possibilities
we are still in dense ignorance. It sees, however, a
few things-namely, perfect health, freedom from
decay, weakness and death of the body, power of
transit, travel and observation independent of the
body, and methods for obtaining all needful and
desirable material tuings through the action and
working of silent mind or thought, either singly or
in co-operation with others.
The condition of mind to be desired is the entire
dominancy of the spiritual mind. Bnt this does
not imply domiuancy or control in any sense of
tyrannical mastership of the material mind by the
spiritual mind. It does imply tllat the material
mind will be swept away so far as its stubborn resistance and opposition to the promptings of the
spiritual are concerned. It implies that the body
will become tlle willing servant, or rather assistant
of the spirit. It implies that tlle material mind
will not endeavor to set itself up as the superior when it is only the inferior. It implies
that state when the body will gladly lend its
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co-operation to all the desires of the spiritual mind.
Then all power can be given your spirit. Then
no force need be expended in resisting the hostility
of the material mind. Then all such force will be
used to further our undertakings, to bring us
material goods, to raise us higher and higher into
realms of power, peace and happiness, tO accomplish what now would be called miracles.
Neither the material miud nor the material body
• is to be won over and merged into the spiritual by
any course of severe self censure or self denial, nor
self punishment in expiation for sins committed,
nor asceticism. That will only make you the more
harsh, severe, bigoted and merciless, bot.h to yourself
and others. It is out of this perversion of the truth
that have arisen such terms as "crucifying the
bo~y" and "subjugating the lower or auimal mind."
It is from this perversion that have come orders
and associations of men and women who, going to
another extreme, seek holiness in self denial and
penance.
'' Holiness" implies wholeness, or whole action of
. the spirit on the body, or perfect control by your
sphit over a body, through knowledge and faith in
our eapacity to draw ever more and more from the
Supreme Power.
When you get out of patience with yourself,
through the aggressiveness of the material mind,
through your frequent slips and falls into your be. setting sins, through periods of petulance or illtemper, or excess in any direction, you do no good,
and only ill in calling or thinking for yourself hard
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names. You should not call yourself '' a vile sinner " any more than you would call any other person a "vile sinner." If you do, yon put out in
thought the "vile sinner" and make it temporarily
a reality. If in your mental vision you teach yourself that you are " utterly depraved " and a " v:ile
sinner," you are unconsciously making that your
ideal, and you will unconsciously gtrow up to it until
the pain and evil coming of such unhealthy growth •
either makes you turn back or destroys your body.
For out of this state of mind, which in the paRt bas
been much inculcated, comes harshness, bigotry, lack
of charity for others, bard, stern and gloomy and
unhealthy views of life, and these mental conditiocs
will surely bting physical disease.
When the material mind is put away, or, in other
words, when we become convinced of the existence
of these spiritual forces, both in ourselves and outside of onrt~elves, and when we learn to use them
rightly (for we are now and always have been using
them in Kome way), then to use the words of Paul:
"Faith is swallowed up in victory," and the sting
and fear of death iF! removed. J,ife becomes then
one glmiouH adv:tnce forward from the pleasure of
to-day to the greatt~r pleasure Qfto-morrow, and the
phrase" to live" mean~:~ only to enjoy.

MARRIAGE
AND RESURRECTION.
Copyrighted 1889,

BY

F. J. NDDII.UL

A mind or spirit is in affections, interests, tastes,
desires and inclinations precisely the same after
the death of its body as before. It goes to no far- .
off place. Were it you whose body had dropped as
it were from your spirit, and you bad left your busband behind, and you really loved him, and that
love was returned by him with equal intensity, you
would be as near him _a s you were with a body.
As a wife, suppose for the moment you have lost
your body. How near him were you before you lost
that body T How near in tastes, inclinations and
sympathies! Did he really like all that you liked f
Did he care to go wherever you went T Or did you
care to go wherever be went T Did you really and
mutually like to be in each other's company for·
hours and hours, and, at such times, did the hours
fly so rapidly away as to cause you wonderment f
If this was the case, then you can get very near
your busl>and now. If he continues to hold you as
you do him, in love and appreciation beyond all
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other women, then you can be still so near each
other, and have also a sense of ever growing
nearer and nearer to each other, that no other
embodied or disembodied man or woman can come
between you, and whoever it is, either husband or
wife, that is left with a body, will feel by aegrees
the sense of loneliness or bereavement depart.
What attracted you to the man who became
your husband, or the woman who became your
wife T Was it the similarity or nearness of your
tastes and inclinations T If so, it was a closeness
and mingling of both your minds.
That same closeness and mingling of minds, and
the accompanying sense of rest and companionship
is a possibility where one mind has still an earthly
body and the other has not.
Now, please entertain this idea, for it holds good
with all who have really and mutually loved each
other, be it husband, wife, parent, or child who are
now separated by what T
By the loss. on the part of one of an earthly
body. Through the loss by one of an instrument
- by means of which expression and emotion could
be made plain one to the other. Do not here proceed to rake and scrape up all manner of objections
to the possibility of your realizing in time the nearness of the mind and the thougllt of the person
you call here lost or dead, for if you do you will
find objections without end, and they will all serve
as bars to such much desired and much needed
commingling of miuds.
W tl who are left with bodies on earth regard the
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" loss " of our friends from an extremely one-sided
point of view.
The wife who bas lost her body has lost her busband also. The loss may be even more bitter than
his own. For she, though without a physical body,
still knows that be lives and that she lives. He
regards her as " dead " in the usual sense of that
term. That makes ller as dead to him. It is as if
you on coming into some loved one's presence
whom you were wont to caress and fondle, should
become suddenly invisible and deprived of the
power of being beard by that person. Your touch
makes on llim or her no impression. You are as a
'' notlling" wllere an hour before your presence was
welcomed, seen, heard, felt and enjoyed. That is
something very like the condition and ·experience of
those who, having lost their bodies, are lost to their
friends having bodies.
Tlle tears that are shed by the living of earth for
t.heir loss are very often responded to by the living
unseen close to them, who have the additional
sorrow to bear of finding all their eftorts to console
and comfort those nearest and dearest to them of
no avail. They cannot say, as they desire to, in an
audible voice, " I am here. I live. I am yours, all
yours, and it is my only wish to help, cheer and
comfort you."
But how much greater than the grief of tllose
called the " living" may be that of those, who losing
their bodies, but not their attraction, affection and
nearness for another are obliged through the laws
of attraction to remain near those they love, and as
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the years roll on see themselves gradually forgotten,
or in remembrance faded out, and sooner or later
have their places filled by others.
The time will surely come when those who remain
with bodies here will in mind and many material
ways act with those who have "passed on" as if
they were with them in the flesh. When such are
treated as though they were "alive" the ground
will bs broken for making them alive in every
sense.
The one on the "other side," husband or wife,
son or daughter, being the same as ever in love, desire and inelinat ion, deplores deeply the loss of that
instrument, t.he body wherewith it was before accustomed to express its affections and emotions. It
sorrows at the loss of its own body since 1t sees how
that body was the means for a tangible communication with those it so much loves.
If, then, those here who have "lost" near and
dear friends (those near and dear having "lost"
them also), could instead of thinking of them as
dead and" lost," try and reverse the action of their
minds and think of them as living though unseen,
they would remove one banier between them and
those for whom they grieve.
If, secondly, they would entertain the idea that
those they have erroneously called " dead " are not
only living but want very eagerly to come back to
their old homes, their chambers, their accustomed
seats at table, to all the old association, companionship and endearment, they would remove another
barrier.
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But you may ask: " How can I believe that my
lost ones live and want to come to meT "
We do not expect of you implicit belief. But
you can try and give these ideas a place and a
hearing in your mind. If they are truths, they
will in time prove themselves.
You may say with regard to this assertion and
others that we have put forth : " But yours are
only theories ; how can you prove them T"
We cannot prove them through any material
means. But if anything in this order of thought
appeals to you as containing a truth, it is for you
to prove it yourself. You have also a spiritual
machinery to work with, to experiment with, to test
with. No one can work that part of your being ""
save yourself. You would be none the better oft,
you would be none the more believing were others
to prove these things a'nd tell yon. You will always
doubt until you prove for yourself. Our work ends
in simply stating our belief to the best of our
ability.
It is a law that if a truth or any part of a truth
is entertained in mind and not at once violently opposed, it will more and more assert itself as a
tmth. If it is an untmth it will die out.. If it be
a truth, and, as first stated, mixed with some untruth, the untruth will in time fall away from it,
and only the pure gold remain.
It is also a law that every demand of human
mind must in time bring its supply. Demand
may extend for generations without being supplied. Age on age people longed for swifter loco-
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motion and means of conveying intelligence. At
last steam and electricity came in response to that
silent demand.
Age and age have people mourned for their socalled " dead " and wished them back. Is this demand to be the exception unfulfilled and unresponded t~ 7
But something was needed to supplement this
demand and make it more imperative. What f
The knowledge, the feeling rather, by those who
remain on earth by those having material bodies,
that their demand and cry to be reunitedwith their
loved ones was responded to just as eagerly by the
so-called "dead " who wanted the material bodies
just as much as their friends wished they should
have them.
This reinforced demand is now made, and from
this will results the sooner come. It matters not
by how few it is made. It matters little that the
few who do make it cannot have the full unquestioning belief they would like to have in these possibilities. It is made, and there are those who, as
they read it in this little book, will say through
that knowledge which comes from within: "It is
true." And from every one of these there will go
a thought to a heart or hearts in the other domain
of existence who will send back this in responHe,
" It is true" ; and say also, " We ha.,.e also lost
you. We desire, as eagerly as you, a tangible com·
munication with you. With om· minds united on
the seen and unseen side of life in this demand there
must come ways and means in time to eftect it, for
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·. with God, or the Infinite Spirit of God, nothing is
impossible."
In the near future there will be families to whom
those dearest to them who have lost their bodies
will return and manifest themselves in some way to
the physical senses. As knowledge and faith on
both sides increase, these proofs of the possibility of
spiritual control of matter will become more and
more plain. We say ''both sides," for knowled~e,
faith and effort are as necessary on the part of those
who are in the unseen world to accomplish tLis result, as knowledge, faith and effort are necessary
for us in co-operating with them to bling about
such result. There is ignorance on that side as well
as this. If a mind is ignorant of ~hese truths on
losing its body, that ignorance is not immediately
dispelled.
It is a great error to suppose that all wisdom, all
knowledge and all happiness comes to a mind ou
losing its body. They may remain for long periods
as ignorant as before. Ignorance is the mother of
misery and pain. '.rbey can learn only of those to
whom they are mo~t attracted. They cannot get
away from those to whom they are most attracted.
You may be a person about whom there is ever
some mind without a body, drawn to you because it
finds in you more desirable company than elsewhere.
As you learn these things such a mind will learn of
. you. It can learn of no one else. It feels in the
atmosphere of your thought a warmth and rest it
can feel nowhere else, and so feeling it absorbs all
your thought and knowledge. The rest or company
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which a mind having lost its material body can feel
when in the company of a mind with a body, even
when the embodied h; not aware of such a presence,
is analagous to that certain .feeling of comfort and
re8t yon may feel in a beautiful grove, or a comfortable, cheerful house, even when no person is in
it. There are tongues unseen and unheard which
can convey thought and idea. There are conveyances of thought other than by means of the
physical senses.
What will come in some cases from the unseen to
the seen will not be puhlic manif~stations. They
will be little noised or trumpeted abroad. They ·
will not be m:ule Hhows for curiosity hunters, nor
used as a mcam; of' money making. That class and
calibre of mind best fittetl to realize these re1mlts will
hold these matters a8 sacred as you hold anything
pertaining to the inner privacy of your life to be
sacred.
Nor must these results be expected in a day, a .
month, or a year. Those only who are able to
" abide in faith " for times and seasons can realize
them.
For us to state methf,dically, or give as a recipe,
the means by which such results are to be brought
about, would be as impertinent an assumption of
knowledge as for the buil•lt~r of the first·crude railway in England, in 1826, with its stone sleepers, its
thin inm slips of rails, to have assumed then to
foretell all the improvements in the cars, engines,
machhwry and tracks of 1R89.
Knowledge aud power ever build on themselves,
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and build unexpectedly also. Who will venture today to say what electricity may not aecomplish
within the next half century 7 · Who will venture
to-day to say that some new force or factor may not
now be lying latent a~d unthought of which may
accomplish results far exceeding any yet realized ou
this planet 7
If two persons, husband and wife, one being in the
seen, the other in the unseen side of existence, ardently desire to communicate and be tangible to
each other, they can be so, if they are really husband and wife, providing that the following beliefs
can be established in the minds of both.
That minds cannot die and that the death of the
body is not the death of the mind or real being.
That just as minds are in union and harmony
here where both bad bodies, so must tbey be when
one loses its body.
That those havin~t lost their bodies must not be
thought of by their friends here as living in some
far-oft locality, enjoying all the beatitudes aud relatively indifferent to those on earth, but as in the li \'CHest sympathy with you in your joys, your sorrows,
and aU the details of your life, great and small, as
tbey were when in possession of a body.
The longer these truths are entertained the more
will they grow into your life. You need not try to
convince yourself of tuem. They will force themselves on you, and from month to month and year
to year, you will, when alone, discover yourself almost to your surprise, thinking and even acting as
if the unseen were about you with physical bodie&.
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If such is your state of mind, it will be a great
help to those near you on the unseen side. They
cannot do so when you hold them in mind as
" dead" and buried in graveiards.
A tme husband and wife, each must always
be first in th·e other's mind and heart under all circumstances. If that first place is taken by any
other, when one of the two has lost .its body, then
they are the more divided. A barrier is placed
between them. Love between man and woman is,
as to its intensity and perfection, a matter of
growt,h. It is possible for such love to reach a point
where husband and wife will be always bride and
bridegroom to each other, and their happiness in
each other constantly increase rather than diminish,
and there is no relatively perfected marriage unless
such feeling exist between tile two..
If there is a love like tllis, and in llis bouse the
husband has a room devoted and consecrated to the
wife who bas lost her body, and excludes from it all
save such as are in a live sympathy with him and
her on tile otller side, then into that room where
the Eleen should enter, his wife without a physical
body can come and mingle her thought with his
own far more readily than elsewhere. It should
be regarded strictly as the wife's room, be used for .
no otller purpose whatever, and its furnishing and
ornamentation should conform to her known and
remembered tastes. So coming, at first intangible
to any of his physical seme, she can also at
times so mingle her thou~ht with his own as to
ioothe and cheer him. So coming, as faith and
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belief with him as to her reality grows more and
more, sbe, though unseen and unfelt, will still
become more of a reality to him. As, on his
part, the thought and conviction grows, and as
the old errors regarding death, or the attitude of her
mind towards him are graduaHy dispelled, there will
be developed a power which will enable her to
make for herself in that room a means of communicating with him, faint at first, but gradually increasing in strength, until she materializes a
physical body also at first extremely limited in
power.
But this possibility will require time, faith,
patience and a love which can survive the loss of
the other's physical body.
The thought of two such minds (being from each
a real element) ever flowing toward each other
with the same earnest desire to realize them,selves
more fully to each other, will eventually become of
such concentrated power that it can take a. physical expression, and it being the earnest desire of
both to make a body for one, such thought will go
to form the body of that one.
As thoughts are things or real elements, thoughts
can and do often take some form· of material expression, good or bad.
Indeed, every physical expression in nature, be it
of mineral, plant, bil·d or animal, is the material
embodiment of a thought.
"Magic" implies that power now latent in
human minds of concentrating thought in such
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volume and power as to take on in material
substance the form of the object thought of.
This power and science was known to a few ages
ago; but it seems to have been a masculine science, so to speak. The use and necessity of the
feminine thought in conjunction with the masculine does not seem to have been recognized.
Perfect results and great results will·only be realized in every phase of life when the value of the
feminine thought as mingled with the masculine
forms out of both a power far exceeding either
singly.
A few men to-day realize the value of the wife's
counsel and advice in all business matters. But.
this is the merest shadow of the value of the feminine element to man.
The more perfect the union between the man and
the woman the quicker would results come to them
in every department of life.
Love is not a mere "sentiment." It is a gigantic
force to carry forward enterprises and move nations.
Women bold a power to-day they know not of.
Were it possible for all women to refuse men further
thought of sympathy, man's business and man's
body would tumble to pieces, and the result would
be equally disastrous to women.
This is not a possibility. But the masculine and
femiuine thought forces co-operate imperfectly
through ignorance on the man's part of the use
and value of the feminine thought to him, and
ignorance on the woman's part of the use and
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value of the thought flowing in sympathy to the
man.
It leads only to misery for a mind with a body to
desire to "die" in order to join some loved one on
the other side. It leads only to disappointment if
the mind on the " other side," as is sometimes the
rase, wishes the mind here with the body to lose
that body and " come over," as it is termed. Minds
in ignorance on the other side do aid this desire
with minds here, and in so doing, by force of their
will added to the other's, drag them over. Many a
husband, wife, or other person very near and dear
to the disembodied, has been thus drawn, as it
were, from their bodies. To desire continually to
die is a most powerful aid to die. The result in
the end to both when on the ·unseen side is only
disappointment. They find ultimately that they
are unfinished. They find less pleasure in each
other's company than they anticipated. They find
they can only get as near each other as they are
now in mind, taste, occupation and inclination.
They feel (where they are separated by lack of
mutual tastes) that separation much more painfully
than they did here. They see or feel what each
really thinks .and feels about the other, just as
clearly as if they spoke such thoughts to the other.
They see each other's minds as through glass, and
the sight is most uupleasant.
One result of relatively perfected lives on this
planet is to be the attainment of that spiritual
power as to be able to take on or put oft " earthly
bodies " at will, and this can only come of a true
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maniage and of the power given each to the other
by the true husband and wife. If either of these
true partners are left with a body, wisdom on the
part of the one on the " other 8ide " will dictate
his or ller doing all possible to encourage tile one
on earth to continue to live on earth, for with
increased knowledge the one left with a physical
body can be of far greater help to the other than if
that body perish.
All the force man uses is transmitted him
through the feminine mind and element. It is
only the one feminine mind which through the
ages belonging to the other masculine half that can
transmit him the highest force or thought, and this
belongs to !Jim, and him only, and cannot be usefully appropriated by any other man.
No individual spirit, male or female, exists without its one eternal complement (or completement) of
the other sex, and the laws of demand will all the
sooner bring those together who really belong to
each otller.
These are they whom God hath joined together
and whom no man in this or succeeding physical
incarnations can put asunder.
The ultimate fruition, perfection, power and happiness of life can only be realized through the union
and mutual growth of the man and woman destined for each other through eternity. The death
of one body does not destroy the true marriage,
and in such case if any other come -between parties
united by the Infinite there is no true marriage.
The relative perfection of life consists in perfect
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health, increasing strength, increasing capacity for
all enjoyment, the finding ever of new sources of
enjoyment, complete power over the body, so that it
can be used in the physical worltlso long and whenever it is desirable to use it.
• This is only the beginning of life and of powers
and possibilities far exceeding these and now unknown to any of us are involved in living.
It is only through the eternal union and help
which the one masculine and the one feminine
spirit can give each other that these possibilities
can be attaiited, through the workings of the Laws.
These two must in time find each other, and their
mutual fitness must prove itself, and the unfitness of
any other union will also in time prove itself.
No life can be complete in health, in fortune and
other and gl'eater possibilities without the true and
only marriage.
This marriage will grow to more and more perfection in power and happiness, and its honeymoon
is not only lasting, but everlas tin~ and ever increasing.

IMMORTALITY IN THE FLESH.
Copyrighted 18811 by I'. J. NDDJWL

We believe that immortality in the fiesh is a possibility, or, in other words, that a physical body can
be retained so long as the spirit desires its use, and
that this body instead of decreasing in strength and
vigor as the years go on will increase, and its youth
will be perpetual.
We believe that the reputed fables in the ancient
mythologies referring to the" immortals" or beings
possessed of powers other and greater than " mortals~ have a foundation in fact.
This possibility must come in accordance with
the law that every demand or prayer of humanity
must bring supply. There is now a more earnest
demand tllan ever for longer and more perfect
physical life, because now more minds see the
greater possibilities of life. They appreciate more
than ever the value of living in the physical. Such
demand often takes this form of expression, " I have
just learned how to live and it is nearly time for
me to die."
The body will grow to these results through a
gradual series of spiritual processes, operating on
and ever-changing, spiritualizing and refining the
material.
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These processes do not retain the body a person
may have now. They retain "a body," and an everchanging and refining body.
All disease (lack of physical ease) or sickness
comes of a spiritual process, the aim of which is the
reconstrnctiqn of the physical body, first in thereeeiving of new elements, and second in the casting
·
out of old ones.
Back of this physical reconstruction, however,
there is going on the far more important reconstruction of the spirit out of which is built the body.
These processes are continually going on with the
body, operating through the skin, the stomach, and
other organs, as well as in the periods of physical
prostration or indisposition above referred to.
All sickness is an effort of the spirit renewed by
fresh influx of force to cast oft old and relatively
dead matter. But as this intent has not been
recognized by the race, the spiritual process or
effort with its accompanying pain and discomfort
has been held and feared as a signal or approach of
death. So with no knowledge of spiritual law,
and judging everything by the material, the temporary and necessary weakness of body accompanying the process has been considered an unmitigated
ill. Such belief has in the past only aided the spirit
to pile on itself more and more of belief in the
untruth that after a certain term of years no power
or force in the universe could prevent the physical
body from " aging," shriveling, weakening, and
finally perishing.
The body i.R continually changing its elements in
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accordance with tlle condition oft he mind. If in cer·
tain mental conditions it is adding to itself elements
of decay, weakness and physical death. Ifin another
mental condition it is adding to itself elements
of strength, life and perpetual life. That which the
spirit takes on in either case are thoughts or beliefs.
Thoughts and beliefs materialize themselves in flesh
and blood. Belief in inevitable decay and death
brings from the spirit to the body the elements of
decay and death. Belief in the possibility of an
ever-coming inflowing to the spirit of life brings
life.
If new life is being thus added to you, there must
also be an accompanying throwing off of the old or
relatively dead matter of the body, just as when an
influx of new life comes to the tree in the spring it
casts off the dead leaves which may have clung to
it all winter.
Through similar inflowing of new life or force
does the animal and bird yearly shed the old fur or
feathers and take on the new, and correspondent
changes take place throughout tlie whole organiza·
tion of bird, animal and man.
This spiritual law works in all forms and organi·
zations of tlle crudel' form of spirit we call " matter." In the human being this influx of force is
greater than in the lower forms of life. It does not
flow equally to all human beings. Some receive more
than others. But in the course of advancement
men and women are to come who will receive so
much of this influx as to be obliged to see these
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further possibilities of existence, and also to realize
them.
When new ideas or thoughts are received by our
higher mind or self, th~y are warred against by our
lower or material mind. The body is the battle
ground between these two forces, and therefore
su.fters. As minds come to trust even to a small
extent in the Supreme Power and entertain the
idea that physical disease and physical death are
not absolute necessities, the higher Power must
prevail. Some old error will be cast out; some new
idea will come to stay ; the body will be better and
stronger after each succeeding struggle, and these
struggles will also gradually become less and less
severe, until they cease altogether.
.
People have in the past lost their physical bodies,
because, being in ignorance" of the fact that sickness
is ~ process for the spirit to throw off the old
material thought and take on new, they have used
their forces in the wrong way to retain such thought.
They retain it by their belief. Your belief will
make your sickness a benefit or an evil to you. If
you can but entertain the belief that it is a spiritual
process for getting rid of old worn out elements, you
assist greatly the mind in the performance of this
process. If, however, . you believe that sickness is
entirely a physical corirlition, and that no benefit
and only evil comes of it, you are using force only
to load down the spirit with more and more eiTOr
of which your flesh and blood will be in quality
an expression, until at last your spirit rejects the
body it has been trying to carTJ, and dropa ita
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burthen. It rejects at last the whole body through
the same laws by which it rejects a part of it when
that part is spiritually dead.
If you receive with scorn the thought that your
physical body through fresher and fresher renewal
of it!:! substance cannot be made perpetual, you
close to yourself an entrance ·for life, and open
another to decay and death.
We do not argue that you " ought" to believe
this. You may be so mentally constituted that
you cannot now believe it. There are many things
to be in the future which none of us have now lihe
power to believe. But we can if the thing deemed
impossible be desirable, pray or demand a faith
which shall give us a reason for believing, and such
faith will come in response to demand.
Faith means power to believe in the true, or tlle
capacity for the mind to receive true thoughts.
The faith of Columbus in the existence of a new
continent was a power in him to entertain such idea
greater than others of llis time. People who to use
the common expression "have faith in themselves,"
have also an actual power for carrying out their undertakings greater than those who llave no faith in
themselves. When you demand faith in possibilities .
for yourself that now seem new and strange; you
demand, also, the power and ability to draw to
you the capacity to see or feel reasons for truths
new to you. If you demand persistently tlle truth
and only the truth you will get it, and tlle whole
truth means power to accomplii:!h seeming imyossibilities.
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"Thy faith bath made thee whole," said the
Christ of ,Judea to a man who was healed. To us
this passage interprets itself as meaning that the
person healed had an innate power of believing that
he could be healed. This power which was of his
own spirit (and not of Christ's) so acted on his body
as instantly to cure his infirmities. Christ was a
means of awakening this power in that man's spirit.
But Christ llimself did not give the person that
power. It 1vas latent in the person healed. Christ
woke it into life, and probably only temporary life
and activity, for we do not hear that any of the recorded cases of sudden healing in those times were
permanent. They fell sick again and finally lost
their bodies. Why f Because the faith or power
they drew to themselves for a brief time did no.t
come to stay. They had not learned to increase it
continually tllrough silent demand of the Supreme
Power. Tlleir spirits went b~'ck into the domain of
"material belief. 'Vhen tlla.t belief again materialized
a load on tile spirit haru to carry aml they were sick,
not one was at hand like the Christ to awaken it
into a temporary faith or power.
No person can become permanently whole (which
implies among otller powers, immortaHty in the
flesh) and entire and permanent freedom from
flisease, who is ever trusting, or leaning on any
other save the Supreme to gain the power of faith.
In this respect every mind must stand entirely
alone. You cannot draw the highest power if
you depend always for help from another or
others. If you do you are only borrowing or absorb-
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ing their faith. Such borrowed faith may work
wonders for a time. But it does not come to stay.
When that of which you borrow is cut oft, you will
fall into the slough of despond and disea.se
again. You bad really never drawn from the right
source-the Supreme.
Our most profitable demand or prayer made consciously or unconsciously is "Let my faith be ever
increased."
When you reverse your mental attitude regarding
sickness .and do but entertain the belief that it i8 an
effort of the spirit to throw oft errors in thought
which as absorbed and received from earliest infancy are materialized in your flesh, you graduall.v
cea.se to load up with error. You commence al8o the
process of unloading and casting out all former
;errors in thought. The sickness you had many years
ago in fear of ueath has in a sense packed away
that particular remembrance of such mood of fear
in your being, and with it the belief that accompanied such remembrance. That belief has been
working against you all these years as all wrong
belief must work against yon.
It is literally a part of your real being, as all past
individual remembrances and experiences are a
literal part of our beings.
It is retained in your spiritual memory, although
its material remembrance may have faded out.
That remembrance is in thought a reality. But it
is the remembrance of a false belief, teaching that
death and decay can never be overcome. This be- ·
lief, the reversed action and state of your mind will
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cast out. But such casting out must have a correspondent expression in the flesh. The physical
expressions of all your former coughs and colds,
fevers and other illneHs must reappear, at first possibly seYer<l, but gradually in a modified form. You
arc then unloading your· old false b<·lit.>fs. But if
your belief il~ not reversed and yon go on as before,
regarding physical decay and death as inevitable,
then with every illness in such ment:\1 condition
you pack away another error, another untruth, and
another addition to the load of untruths, who!!!c certain effect· is as added to the rest is to weaken,
crush, and finally cause the body to perish.
There is no period in the " physical life" too late
for receiving or entertaining the truth. There is no
period too late fi>r stwh truth to commence its process of physical renewal, and though that particular
physical life may not he perpetuated, yet the spirit
in receiving such truth receives a force which will
be of priceless value to it on the unseen side, and
by its ai1l it may be able the sooner to build ·for
itself a more perfect spiritual body, and the ultimate
of the r<llativcly perfected Rpiritual body itJ the
power to he awl Jive in the physical and spiritual
realms of exiHtmJCe at will.
If you hold to the idea that mankind are always
to go on as in the past, losing their bodies, and are
also to remain without the power to keep those
bodie~ iu }'erfilct health, then you set your belief
against the etemal fad that all things in this planet
arc erer moving forward to greater refinement,
greater powers, aiHl gr·cater possibilities.
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Medicine and material remedies may greatly
assist the throwing off-process. A skilled and sympathetic physician of any school may be of tnuch
assistance. Everything depends on the mind and
belief in which you take the medicine and the physician's advice. If you regard both as aids to your
spirit in throwing off a load and building for you a
new body, you give in such belief great help to the
spirit, so to throw oft. and build. But if you regard both medicine and physician as aids only to the
body, and a body also which you hold must at best
weaken and Jw.rish some time during the next
thirty, forty or :fifty years, you will load up with
belief in error faster than you cast it off, and the
load becomes at last too heavy for the spirit to
carry.
What causes the man or woman to be " bowed
down by age 1 " What causes the stooping shoulders, the weakened knees, the tottering gait 1 Because they believe only iu the earthly and perishable. The spirit is not earthly nor perishable. Bnt
you can load it down literally with an earthy quality of thought which will "bow it down toward the
earth with such burthen."
It is not the physical body of the old person that
is bent and bowed down. It is that part which is
the force moving the body, that is, his or her spirit
loaded with material thought which it cannot
appropriate or assimilate t!Jat becomes so bent,
bowed and weak. The body is always an external
correspondence of your mind or spirit.
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A body thus ever renewing, beautifying, freshening and strengthening means a mind behind it ever
rene~ing with new ideaR, plans, hope, purpose and
aspiration. Life eternal is not the half dead life of
extreme old age.
The person who can see only the physical side
and temporary expression of life, who eats and
drinks in t!Je belief that only the body is aftected by
less eating and drinking, .who believes that the
body is sustained only by force, generated within itself, and that it is not fed of an unseen element
coming from the spiritual realm of element, and
who believes tllat nothing exists but what he can
see, hear and feel with t!Je physical sense (that is
the material which is always the temporary and
peris!Jable), draws to l1imself mostly those forces
and elements which cause tlle temporary and perishable,. and thest:J ::toting iu his body make it temporary
and perishable.
Death of the body begins with thousands many
years ere they are in their coffins. The pale face,
and parchment-colored skin, means a half dead skin.
It means a portion of the body on which the spirit
works the casting-out process of dead element, and
taking on of the new very imperfectly. In the
freshness of infancy and early youth, the spirit cast
out and took on more vigorously. As years went on
untruth was absorbed by that spirit. Its growth in
knowledge was more aml more retarded. Responding physical changes became slower and slower.
The body commence& to show "signs of age," that
is to die. Because such spirit was less a.nd less fed of
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lihat element. which brings constant renewal of new
thought which is new life.
So far does the belief and faith in weakness and
decay prevail with tlle race- that wisdom is often
allegorically portrayed as au old man, gray, baldheaded, bowed and sustained by a staff. That
means a wisdom which cannot prevent its own body
from falling to pieces.
In that form of being we call the child (a spirit
or mind having come in possession of a new body),
there is for a period a greater spiritual wisdom than
when the child is physically more matured. It is
the unconscious wisdom of intuition. It is for a
time more open to the truth. For such reason, up
to the age of eighteen or twenty, the spiritual casting off and taking on processes with the body are
more perfectly performed. These relatively rapid
changes in the physical maintain the bloom and
freshness of youth. Sooner or later, however, the
higher spiritual process ceases gradually to operate.
Beliefs in the false, as taught or absorbed from
others, materialize themselves in the body despite
all the resistance of the higher miud as expressed in
pain and sickness. The load of belief in the earthy
and perishable accumulates. The body assumes an
appearance in correspondence with such thought.
At last the higher mind refuses longer to carry such
a burthen, flings it off, and leaves a dead body.
The death of the body is then the final process for
casting oft cruder. element from the spirit which it
can no longer use or appropriate.
_But it is very desirable for the spirit to be able to
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keep a physical body which shall refine as the spirit
refines, because in such equality of refinement between the spirit and its instrument, our increase in
happiness is greatly advanced, and the relatively
perfected rounding out of our powers cannot be
realized until this union between spirit and body is
effected.
When the Christ of Judea said to the elders of
Israel of the little child, "Except ye become as this
child ye cannot enter the Kingdom of Heaven," he
meant as the text interprets itself to us, that they
should beeome as open to that inflowing of force as
that spirit (the child) was at that period of its existence.
Were such influx maintained, the youth of the
body would be perpetual.
The child is more "led of the spirit" than the
grown .up person. It is trwre natural. It discards
policy. It shows openly whom it likes and whom it
does not. It has often more intuition. It will dislike a bad man or a bad woman when its parents
see no evil in that person. It knows or rather feels
far more regarding life than its parents give it
credit for. But it cannot voice its thoughts in
words. Yet the thoughts are still there. It has
not learned to train itself to the double-faced custom
of the world which smiles in your face and sneers
behind your back. It is relatively natural. Its
spirit for a time gives itself free expression. When
the spirit loses tllis freedom of expression when we
pretend what we are not, when we say "Yes" outwardly aud think "No" inwardly, when we court
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only to gain a favor, when we feel anger or disappointment or irritation within and pretend content
and happiness without, we become more and more
unnatural in all tasted and desires. 'Ve blunt and
for a time destroy all the higher spiritual senses and
powers. We become unable to distinguish truth
from falsehood. We are unable to feel spiritually
what faith means much less draw this great and
indispensable power to us, and without this dl'awing
power the physical body must be cast oft by the
spirit.
The body in dying does not" give up the ghost."
It is the ghost (the spirit) that rejects the material
body.
Its spirit, through casting off unbelief, becomes
more and more accessible to thoughts and things
that a.re true, and, therefore, grows to more and more
power, it will, acting in all parts and functions of
the body, operate the casting-off process more and
more quickly, as it does in the material youth. It
will refuse or reject through the physical senses of
touch or taste anything which would injure or
adulterate it. It can attain to such power tha~ an
active polson if accidentally placed in the mouth
would be instantly detected and rejected, or if swallowed would be instantly cast from the stomach.
It is not the physical stomach which rejects food
unfit for it or casts out the nauseous dose. It is the
spirit which moves the organ to such action through
a knowledge of its own, that the cast-out substance is
unfitfor it. It is so unfit because there is no spirit nor
quality in the rejected element which can assimilate
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with and help the spirit. As your spirit grows in
power this sensitiveness to all things which can do
it evil, be tl.1ey of the seen or unseen world of things,
will increase. It grows keener and keener to the
approach or presence of everytuing evil, and casts
it oft. It will warn you instantly of the evil or designing person. It will tell you what is safe and fit
foryour association. It will at last cast out or refuse to receive all eviltl10ughts which now you may
daily receive unconsciously, and which work more
harm tllan anytlling material can· do, for by them
· the spirit is po1soned.
As faith increases many material aids wlll be
called in by tile spirit which will greatly help the
renewing processes. These aids will come in the
selection of foods, in cl10osing proper associations
and other changes of habit and custom~
But it h; the spirit which must prompt and. direct
these material aids. When such prompting comes
you will be obliged to follow it. The fo(\d to be
avoided, you will not be able to eat. Yonr taste
will reject it. The association injuriom; to you, you
will not be able to keep company witll. The habit
to be changed will drop oft easi.ly and naturally.
But if you make any rigid rules for yourself in
these matters in the hope they will tend to spiritualize you, you are allowing the material self to take
the matter in band. The material or lower mind
is then trying to give the law and rule and refine
the spiritual or lligher self. I~et the spirit increased
in fa.ith, do tuc work, and when the time comes for
you to reject any animal food or any of the grosser
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element in any form, the desire and relish for these
will llave gone.
In stating our belief tllat immortality in the flesh
is a possibility, we do not infer that it is one which
any now, physically alive, may realize. N eitller do we
infer it is one they cannot realize. Nor do we argue
that people should immediately set to work in any
material sense in order to "live forever." We hold
only tllat it is one result which must come sooner or
later of that spirit evolution or growth from tile
cruder to the finer, which llas always been operating
on tllis planet and on every form of matter. Matter is spirit temporarily materialized so as to be
evident to correspondent pllysical sense.
As we grow in the faith of these spiritual processes for casting out tile old and taking in the new,
and consequently realize the accompanying greater
refinement or spiritualization of the body, we shall
ai!l more and more those who are nearest us in the
unseen side of life. For as we become more spiritualized in the flesh they are llelped more to materialize of the spirit. In other words, we shall become
physically tangible each to the otller, because in the
materhil thought we cast off there exists an element which they can appropriate to make themselves more material. Their spiritual bodies are
also under the same laws as regards the throwing
off and taking on process. \Vhat they tllrow off as
coarser to them is the finer and fit for us. This
element we spiritually absorb. It is for the time
and conditio!! a certain spiritual food and life for
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us. Through what they throw off we are aided to
spiritualize the body. Through what we throw oft
they are aided to materialize the spitit.

FAITH: OR,
BEING LED OF THE SPIRIT.
Copyright, 1890, by F. J. NDDIUK.

Faith h; an element which enters into every successful business. Wheu it is more highly de\'eloped,
as with all persons who gain great successes, it
means a certain power to see clearly in the mind
what the greater mass of people may not be able to
see.
It is a self prophesying quality or power, and in
every suct·essful enterprise or business which has
involved new methods, its projector has prophesied
to himself his success, because the superior quality
and clearness of his thought made him able to see
the merit, possibility and success of his enterprise,
business or invention clearer than most other people
could see it.
Faith is spiritual knowledge. It is knowledge
entirely ditlerent from that gained from books or
from any ordinary process of education. It is tltat
knowledge wltich tlte spirit gains as it goes out and
lives in its own invisible world of element. It is
not merely knowledge. It is an acting and irnmediat1: power fur moving eveuts aud persons.
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We have senses for the most part in embryo far
finer, more powelful and fa1ther reaching than our
physical senses of touch, taste, sight, smell and
hearing. The physical senses are very limited in
their range. Our physical eyesight extends but
for a few miles. But there is a spiritual sight
which is infinitely more powerful. It is not
obstructed by walls or by any material substance.
This and the other spiritual senses make your
higher mind or superior thought. Every effort of
genius on any field comes of the working of these
finer senses.
Some term them the "inner senses." It would
be more appropriate to call them the outer senses,
for they go out from the body and act at great
distances from the body.
The spiritual realm of life is infinitely larger than
that seen and felt of the physical senses. There is
no ''empty space." An active, working, live world
of things, of people, of everything we can conceive,
though unseen by us, lies at our doors. We live
and move in it unconscious of its existence, because
our physical senses have no power to see or feel
it.
But our spiritual senses can, if exercised, feel and
know more and more of this world in which we are
so wonderfully mingled.
Our spiritual senses, when developed, will see a
thousand fold more of the properties, not of" matter," but of the spirit or force which lies behind all
forms of matter, shapes them, builds them, and disintegrates or takes them to pieef's; and when they
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are more developed a thousand fold more will be
known of healing and aiding properties in herbs and
vegetation. They will learn us also of aids t{) our
spirits, coming of physical surroundings, modes of
living and associations.
We see spiritual knowledge in the animal and
bird. Some call it intuition, pthers instinct. For
us, bird and animal and insect possess a certain
degree of mind or spirit. That same quality of
intuition tells it when to migrate to colder or
warmer regions, what course of flight to take, bow
to build its nest and guard its young.
We hold that mind extends to all forms both of
what we call animate matter and inanimate matter.
We see then a spirit in the bi-r:d and animal. If
th_ere is a spirit there must also be some degree of
spiritual power accompanying it, and also of faith,
for faith is the trust and use of the spiritual senses,
and bird, animal and insect in their ran~e of being
trust and use these senses far more than we.
The physical body with its phy!'ioal senses serve
as a neuessary rough envelope or covering to our
spirits. It is also a protection to the spiritual or
finer senses until they have grown to a certain
strength or development, and in all stages of our
existence an ever refining and relatively material
body is necessary as such protection to the ever
refining spiritual senses. Therefore the more perfected individual lives of the future, must always
retain an ever refining material body as a necessity,
indispensable to the symmetrical rounding out of
our spiritual powers.
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Faith is a wiMdom and a force in Nature far above
that based on human reason or material knowledge.
It is a force which as acting on us may cause us to
do things seemingly inconsistent and imprudent,
yet when in the course of years the whole is summed up we may find that we have been led to better
results than could otherwise have been gained.
In such cases we have been "led of the spirit," or
in other words, obeyed the promptings of the spiritual senses instead of conforming to that rule of life
which is governed entirely by the physical senses.
There was a boy whoMe parents bad designed for
him the education and schooliug of the college. He
refused it. He clisliked the schooL He was cast
adrift at an early age and obliged to look out for
himself. He followed his impulses. He served in
one occupation after another for a time, got discharged or left in disgust ; engaged in anotber
with similar result, aud so went on for several years
in what seemed a shiftleMs, vacillating course of life.
Yet this earlier life of change and apparent indecisiou led him at last into the occupation he had capacity and liking for aud in whkh he made his
mark.
This hoy we hold as having in stwh life been "led
of the spirit." That implies for him the possesBion of another allll a higher mind or Bet of mental
faculties, distinct from the lower senses. Such
higher miml belong8. to all of us. In the boy'M case
it would not lc~t him stay where he did not belong.
It prompted him to leave thi8 Hituation or that calling. It impelled him to leave positions which, if
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held, would ha>e given him a life-long maintenance.
It made him half learn a trade and give it up in
disgust. In the world's estimation it made him
seem shiftless, vacillating, undecided, and infirm of
purpose or resolution.
But his higher self or spirit was all this time leading that boy tlJrough the changes in order to plant
him in the riglJt spot. It knew better than he or
any about him where he belonged. It snatched
him from this or that place before he became
crusted over with the barnacles of that m::~.teriaJ
t.hought, which argues that tlJere are no paths for
m~n and women to tread save such as have been
trodden before. The Infinite Force ha:i innumerable new paths and plans for men and women, few
of which are now known, and you as one of those
men and women have also your peculiar path and
plan into which you must be led of your own spirit
and not of any otlJer person's advice or suggestion.
It led the boy to a position of iufiueuce and
prominence, but it did not lead him to the highest,
for worldly success tempts people to reject the
higher impulse or prompting which, if· obeyed,
would can-y them farther on and to far greater
results.
Many founders of great fortunes in this country.
commenc.ed as boys or young men cast adrift and
obliged to plan and do for tlJemselves. Iu their
scope and aim of life we find them " led of the
spirit." Had they been carefully brought up, cared
for by their parents, carefully educated, and on
coming of age been placed in positions through the
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aid of others, their own spiritual power would llave
been checked, they would have absorbed a load of
the old conventional thought about them, their
miginality of plan and method. in business would
have been far less Jikely to llave developed itseif,
and they would not have been so much led of their
own spirit into the new path it had destined for
them, years before they realized it in materia]
thin1s.
Men like these were not afraid of taking great
risks and responsibilities, because as led of their in~
dividual spirits, they hatl a certain belief and trust
in their ventures. That belief and trust came of
their higher mind or self which, with its spbitual
senses unknown to them, went out, and felt and saw
the possibilities in their projects, and then returning
to the material mind, brought it that certain force
and inspiration which goes by the name of oour:age and confidence. It was an unconscious tmst
in that force or iuspira,tion so brought tllem }that
caused them to succeed-so far as they did sucbeed.
But you will remember that what the world now
calls suooess in life is relatively a very poor success
as compared with the more perfectly developed vves
and successes to be gained in tlu~ future when
people are not to lose their bodies so soon after
"making their fortune~;."
Such men as "led of the spirit" and by a eertain
amount of faith attain to great success in making
money. But beyond this their fa,ith fails. In other
words, it becomes fixed on money or high worldly
.position as the great aims of existence. Their faith
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at this point, they become blind to other
and ;greater possibilities for them. They become
af~hl to alter their method of life to any extent,
for--fear they cannot so rapidly gain money or fame,
'C?r·;blind prejudice and unbelief keeps them in one
..r.ut ef life.
With such limitation of faith in their ot.her powerst with no demand. of the Supreme to be led to
ihe greatest happiness, they may gain the whole
world and lose their souls. Or in other words, they
gain money and fame and lose, first, the power to
·enjoy what it can bring them, and next lose their
bodies.
We mean in saying that your faith can be continually increased by prayer or demand, that by
constant demand of the Supreme Power you will
continually receive clearer and more powerful
thought ; that your spiritual and more powerful
senses will come more and more iutp practical use ;
that you will believe more and mor~..in their reality
&.nd use.until at last you will dePend on them as
implicitly as DOW you depend oq your physical eye
in going down stairs.
/
You will not " try to be].ieve." That is not believing at all. You do not try to believe that a tree
is a tree. You know it is a tre~. / \\.,.e need to be·
Jieve with just as much certainty in the spiritual
parts and uses of our being. So we shall in time.
Tuen ''Faith is swallowed up ~ictory."
Tue mood of demand or prayer will become habitual, and we shall be in it ~hether we are consci:rJ, l)f being so or not,-just as your mind now
/

'

/
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may be in mood habitually joyous and cheerful, or
gloomy and looking at the dark side of things,
whether yon know such is your mood or not.
Paul says, " Faith is the subs tan~ ot things hoped
for." We interpret this as meaning that faith is
literal element, or that quality of thought which as
recei ,·ed attain8 at last to such wonderful and unexplainable power as actually to make and bring to
the person who receives it the thing "hoped for,"
be those things houses, lands and possessions, or
powers greater than as yet have been realized or
even thougbt of.
Our spiritual 1:-ienses make our higher mind or
superior thought. What we call "human reason"
is based in its conclusions on the evidence given by
the lower or physical senses of sight, touch, etc.
A person's evidence would be worth nothing in
comt when if asked on the witness stand how he
knew that some event llad happened, by replying,
"Because I felt that it had happened." Yet these
spiritual senses can, as we exercise them and as we
gww into a more natural and healthy spiritual condition, make us feel coming events, coming changes
in life. '!'hey can make us feel or sense what is true
and what is false. 'J'hey can warn and turn us
aside from any danger. How they do this we canuot explain. It goes beyond the bounds of human
wisdom or science, which by the way endeavors to
explain mauy thiugs which after all are not ex·
plained. No one as yet can tell the cause of life in
the tree or why tbe leaf of one differs from that of
another, or why one plant puts out a flower so dif-
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ferent in form and color from another plant, or why
the crystal of one mineral varies in shape from the
crystal of another, or why the lungs and heart work
night and day without any conscious eftort on our
part, or from whence comes the force that sends
the earth whirling round the sun, or why, despite
all explanation of the material parts of the eye and
their uses, that it has the wondmftil power of reflecting the images of houses, trees and persons to
the invisible mystery we Cc'tll mind.
We state these things, because when we are taxed
for not explaining some things more· clearly, we
think it well to suggest that the more we look at
n~tme the more and more of mystery and the
unexplainable do: we find, and as we gather more
knowledge the more of the mysterious and unexplainable shall we continue to find behind what
knowledge we have gathered.
Knowledge of wllat T That certain forces as we
find them when used iu a certain way produce certain results for making us happier. Like electricity.
Of its nature or substance we know very little.
But by using certain forces we gather it. Next
we use it. It will do certain desirable things for us
if used in a certain way. It will kill our bodies if
used in au other way.
So · wit.h faith. That also will in a. sense kill or
cme according as we use it. There is a one sided
faith, a power of belief which may bring a great
material success for a time. But if we refuse to go
any farther, if we say in substance, "I don't want
any more of this inflowing of force or idea., because
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I fear to fo11ow these promptings, then you close up
your source of vital supply. You will not be led
of the whole spirit. You fear to trust to that
power which has carried you a certain distrmce.
Then you commence to lose energy, to fossilize, to
die.
'rhe Supreme Power will not allow men to refuse
to be led of the whole (holy) spirit. Wlwnman docs it
warns him by pains and aches, and troubles of mind
and body that he has gone out of that '! straight
and nar·row path" by which alone be can realize
eterual haplliness.
As he keeps on refusing, that same Power allows
his present body with its stupid material mind t.o
drop off. It says, in substance, to that man's spirit:
"Yom present body is a uselcHs enctunbrance; I
will take it away' aml give you another. With that
you will gmw quicker; you will learn, if ever so little, to be led of the spirit, aml through such leading
gain true knowledge without intense material a})plication. And if you fail with tha,t body to loam to
. trust to your whole spirit, you mm~t get another,
and perhaps many others, until yon sec clearly first
of all that t.he real you is not your physical body at
all; that the real way of life is to be led of the spiritual senses, that when you obey their first faint
promptings asking of the Supreme to be led aright,
you are cultivating and bringing these senses into
active play in tlw practical atlairs of life, and so ·
as you cultiv:ttc proof on proof will come to you of
their reality and usc. Then it will be impossible to
go astray or f~til in anything.
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The ignorant, uncultured, unschooled person often
has more of this element or force than the book
learned and accomplished. For this reason the
man of success is not to-day, as a rnle, the scholar
or the student. He is the man, however, possessed
of the greater spiritual power, and every great fortune comes of a superior spiritual power.
Ohrist recognized the superior development of
these spiritual seuses in the twelve unschooled men
whom he called as Apostles. He recognized their
power to believe or see principles as be saw them.
In the unschooled Shakespeare, Burns and many
another poet, these spiritual senses asserted themselves with such power as to overcome lack of
worldly education. Such also is the power of these
senses, that when once fairly awakened they can
very quickly take bold of and master tlle world's
education, wllich is desirable, certainly, but not
essential to eternal happiness.
Knowledge which comes when led of the spirit
does not require laborious study. In the ordinary
sense it requires no study at all. The spiritual
sense knows immetliately the thing needed for a
certain result,just as the monkey, when bitten by a
poisonous !lnake, knows the plant which will serve
as an antidote, or as animals hefore an earthquake
show uneasiness and alarm, or as a cat, if carried
iu a bag miles away from its home, will find its way
back tllrough the forest never seen by her before.
How sllall we cultivate and bring out our spiritual
or higher senses t
Just as we C'lltivate and improve our physical
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powers aud senses. That is as we become aware
of the reality of any spiritual sense by exercising
it, trying it and experimenting with it. By such
means it is first proved and then strengthened.
We know little relatively of this power at present. But we give here a very few tmggestions,
wllh;h are of va.lue to us and may be to you in the
cultivation and exercise of your mental powers.
On meeting any new acquaintauce you may have
an impression favorable or unfavomble to him or
her. Such impressioh demands some consideration,
because it is the report which your spiritua,l sense
is giv .ng yon regarding that pm'Son's cha.racter.
The more you trust to this sense, use it and cultivate it, the keener it becomes, the more quickly
will you read people'8 character and temperament.,
and thereby save yourself ti·orn painful experieuce
and financial loss, which you might havd to sustaiu
in order to "find a person out."
When in this way you come to re~,guize the re,
ality and use of a ~ingle spiritual sense you give
your spirit great aid in asserting it aud increasing
its power. 'l'h~tt sense or power in you is like an
individual. If you recognize great ta.lent in a man
in your employ a!Hl you encourage that talent, ynu
stimulate its growth. But if you deny the man's
talent, either purposely or because you are too dull
to see it, you cripple it and retard its growth.
To give the spiritual senses opportunity to act,
the body anti physical senses should for periods be
kept very quiet.
~o in life aud business, wllen you find yourself in
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a position in which you don't know what to do, ami
when e\·ery plan seems beset with difficulties-when
yon are pnzzletl and undt.."Cided, then do nothing:
Wait. Your S{Jiritual sen~ or power will then go
out and do fi,r you. It will bring at some unexpected moment a plan, ur a person, or au impul:o~e
to move with the physical sense and body in some
direction. The plan will pro\'"e the successful one.
Or the person will be the very one you needed to
·assist you in carrying out your purpose.
This spiritual sense works with many people in
the practical affairs of life and in business fiu more
than they realize themselves. llany a man will
testify (if be recollects his past expetiences at all,
and many do not), that after worrying and fretting,
and lying awake nights" thinking it u\'"er," and rushing his body about from place to place, or person to
person, that the agency or idea enabling him to
carry out his design <:arne wuen ue had almost gin·n
up in despair. or when his mind was not ou that
plan or purpose. lkt:ause tuen he ha1l callt!d his
material miJHI and st·nst.>s iu, and so given tue spiritual sense a chance to work. "'ith more knowledge of tue )>hysical conditions necessary to allow
the spitit ual beiug to work, and witu more faith in
the reality and use of these senses, they would
have worked far ttnicker and brought him the forces
and agents to carry 11Ut his purpose titr quicker.
Sometimes in couversatiou you tiJrgt:t tbe _name
of some person spoken of. You bother your
material me1uory with t!Je attempt to recall it. In
most c~s you are uusuccessful. Yet, after a little
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time, and when you have ceased trying to recall it,
the name comes to you. HecauHe a Hpiritual seu11e
bad gone out and recalled it, it could not bring it
to you so long as your material memory was so
actively employed.
The real artiKt in hiM highest efforts, be he painter,
actor, poet, mnsicilm or orator, forgets he has a
body and forgetl4 the poHKeKHion of hit~ pl.Jystcal
senHCs. His SI>irit has then full Hway. HiM sptritu~J.l
senses are then acting. Then they control hiM body.
Of llis efforts no two arc alike. lllor the Kpirit
brings to each Korne·new inspiration, some new
coloiing.
'rry, when you cannot Hleep, to forget you have a
body. Say to yourself, " I dern~uul with the help
of. the Supreme Power that my phylo!ical Kight, hearing and senHe of touch he put in aheyanoo ; 1 demand uucousciousneKs of their existmJCe or use."
'rhis thought iH oue means for liberating your
spiritual senses and bringing thmn iuto play. For
wheu they most work, the body has Jess feeling, be
its condition that of sleeping oi' in an inspiration
of any etfort. It iK tho body's continua] a.~sertion
of itHeH, awl its phyHieal HenseH that checks the
Hpirit, preventK it trom aeting. When we have in
111ind the idt1:~ of fiJI·getting the body, we give a
great help to the play of the highm· senses.
'l'he power of forglltting anyUiing fhr :t seasou is
uulimitl1d. 'l'hiK power· il'l iuen~a11ml by practice.
By forgt1ttiug thn hody, wn 11wau the temporary
~;huttiug fhuu the mi111l all wmemhmuee and ex:ereise of the physieal KtlliKPH of touch, taste, sight,
8/JW/1 Ul' /Jc;tri ng
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You may not at first be able to do tlJis at all.
But you can commence snell exercise. You can
commence, if but for five seconds, by fixing your
eyes on any small object about you, say a spot on
the wall, a portion of the figure in the carpet, etc.,
and gaze at it.
Simple and silly as this m? y appear to you, it is
the A B C or commencing step of the power of abstraction. 'l'lmt is the power of temporarily closing
up the physical scnsel! and opening the spiritual.
This power has grown to wo11derful results among
peoples we call simple and ignorant, but who having
less "book kn~wledge" than we, wer·e in some
directions more "led of tlJe spirit." The North
American lrulian had this power of closing up or
deadening his pbysical sense of touch, so that torture had relatively little eftect on him. Thereby
was be able to siug his death song while his body
was undergoing horrible mutilations.
Do not expect immediate success in tbis or any
otlJer expm·iment for the purpose of liberating your
spiJitual senses. A relative Rnccess may require
months or years. It ma.y come slowly. But it
comes to stay.
Do not make any such eftort, mechanical or forced,
either. Make it only as the spirit or impulse
prompts, if it he but once a week, or once a mouth.
Do not make for yourself rigid rules and set regular
periods for " :sitting in silence or communing with
the gods," or staring laboriously at spots on the
wall. For if you do you will only sicken at last of
suclJ attempts and give them up. Trust to the
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spirit for times and places for these things and it
will lead you right.
This spiritual power is possessed by many
reptiles, insects and some animals, who, on the approach of the winter't> cold, have a natural power of
dismissing all physical sensation, and becoming as
we say "torpid" or sleeping lluring the winter
months. The snake and the toad lie in the ground.
Yet when the ground is frozen, they are not frozen.
Neither are myraids of insects frozen who lie all
Winter in cracks and crevices or under dead tree
bark. Why f Because the spirit of that form of
organization, though withdrawn to a large extent
from its physical body, is still sending enough life
to that body to prevent its decay or freezing.
The same principle extends to the tree. For
· that reason its sap doe!! not freeze in \Vinter (save
in rare extreme periods of cold).
One spiritual force pervades the Universe. But
there are millions on millions of different " manifestations" of this spirit.
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The thought contained in this issue is a partial
re\iew of what we have published for the last three
years and a half. These truths are here brought
again to. your attention, because in the ground we
have entered it is profitable at times to be reminded
anew of these laws so new to us. We are habituated to our old and wrong methods of thought, and
in the lmrry of every-day life and affairs are very
apt to forget these spiritual laws, even though we
are convinced of their truth.
None of us can expect to believe and live up to
new laws, principles or m8th8ds of life all at once.
Though convinced of thc:ir truth there is an
unyielding, stubborn p~rt of us which is hostile to
them.
That part is our material mind or mind of the
body.
THERE IS A SUPREME POWEU .AND RULING
FORCE WHICH PERVADES .AND RL'LES THE BOUNDLESS CXIVE.B.SE.
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You ARE A PART OF THIS POWER.
YOU AS A PART llAVE THE FACULTY OF BRING-

ING TO YOU BY CONSTANT SILENT DDSIRE, PRAYER
OR DEMAND MORE AND MORE OF THE QUALITIES,
BELONGINGS

.A...~D

CHARAC~ERISTICS

OF

THIS

POWER.

Every thought of yows is a real thing-a force
(say this over to yourself twice).
E''ery thought of yours is literally building for
you something for the future of good or ill.
What then is your mind dwelling on now in any
matter f The dark or the bright side T Is it toward
others ugly or kind T This is precisely t.he same as
asking " what kind of life and results are yon making for yourself in the future 1"
If now you are obliged to live in a tenement house
or sit at a very inferior table, or live among tlie coarse
and vulgar, do oot say to yourself that you must
always so live. "Live in mind or imagination in the
better bouse. Sit in imagination at better served
tables and among superior people. When you cultivate this state of mind your forces are carrying you
to the better. Be rich in spirit, in mind, in imagination, and you will in time be rich in material things.
It is the moo1l of mind you are most in, whether
that be groveling or aspiring, that is actually making physical conditions of life in advance for you.
The same law applies to the lmilding..up of the
body. In imagination live in a strong, agile ~y,
though yours is now a weak one. ·
Do no~ put any limits to your future possibilities.
Do not say: "I must stop here. I must always
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rank below this or that great man or woman. My
body must weaken, decay and perish, because in the
paBt so many people's bodies have weakened and
perishad."
Do not say : " My powers and talents are only of .
the common order and as an ordinary person. I
shall live and die as millions have done before me."
When you think this, as many do unconsciously,
you imprison yourself in an untruth. You bring
then to yom:.clf the evil and painful results of an
untruth. You bar and fetter your aspiration to
grow to powers and possibilities beyond the world's
present knowledge. You cut from you the higher
truth and possibility.
You have latent in you, some power, some capacity, some shading of talent different from that ever
possessed by any human being. No two minds are
precisely alike, for the Infinite Force creates infinite
variety in its every expression, whether such expression be a sunset or a mind.
Demand at times t.o be permanently freed from
all fear. Every second of such thought does its
little to free you forever from the slavery of fear.
The Infinite Mind knows no fear, and it is your
eternal heritage to grow nearer and nearer to the
Infinite Mind.
We absorb the thought of those with whom we
are most in sympathy and association. We graft
their mind on our own. If tlJeir mind is inferior to
ours and not on the same plane ·of thought, we, in
such absorption, t..'tke in and cultivate an inferior
and injurious mental graft.
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If you will keep company with people who are
reckless and unaspiriug, who have no aim or purpose in life, who have no faith in themselves or
anything else, you place yourself in the thought
current of failure. Your tendency tllen will be to
failure. Because from such people, your closest
associates, you will absorb tlleir tbou~ht. If you
absorb it, you will think it. You will get in the
same mood of mind as tlleirs. If you think as they
do, you will in many things find yourself acting as
they do, no matter bow great your mental gifts.
Your mind surely absorbs the kind of thought it
is most with. If you are with tlle successful you
absorb thougllt which brings success. The unsuccessful are ever sending from tllem thoughts of lack
of order, lack of system, lack of method, or recklessness and discouraged thought. Your mind if much
with theirs will certainly absorb these thoughts
exactly as a sponge does water.
It is better for your art or business that you have
no intimate company at all than tlle company of
reckleEs, careless, slipshod and slovenly ·minds.
When in your mind you cut from the unlucky
and thriftless, your body will not long remain so
near theirs. You get then into another force or
current. It will carry you into the lives of more
successful people.
When you don't know what to do in any matter
of business-in anything, wait. Do nothing about
it. Dismiss it so much as you can from your mind.
Your purpose will be as strong as ever. You are
then receiving and accumulatiug force to put on that
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purpose.. It comes from the Supreme Power. It
will come in the shape of an idea, an inspiration, an
event, an opportunity. You have not stopped while
you so waited. You have all that time been carried to the idea, the inspiration, the event, the opportunity,and it also bas been carried or attracted to you.
'Vhen in any undertaking we put our main
dependence and trust in an individual or individuals
and not in the Supreme Power, we are off the main
track of the most perfect success.
'l'be highest and real success means in addition to
wealth increasing health, vigor and a growth never
ceasing into powers and possibilities not yet realized
by the race.
As regards your business, don't talk to anybody,
man or woman, regarding your plans or projects, or
anything connected with them, unless you are perfectly sure they wish for your success. Don't talk
to people who hear you out of politeness. Every word
so spoken repr·esents so much force taken out of
your project. The number you can talk to with
profit is very small. But the good wish of one real
friend, if he give you a hearing but for ten minut~s,
is a literal living active force, added to your own,
and from that tinw working in your behalt:
If your aim is for right and justice you will be led
to those you can trnst and talk to with safety.
Your spiritual being or sense will tell you whom you
can trust.
When you demand justice for yourself, you demand it for the whole race. If you allow yourself
to be dominated, brow-beaten or· cheated by others
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without inward or outward protest, you are condoning with deceit and trickery. You are in ·league
with it.
Three persons engaged in ~ny form of gossip,
tattle or scandal generate a force and send it from
them of tattle, gossip and scandal. The thought
they send into the air returns to them and does them
injury to mind and body. It is far more profitable
to talk with others of things which go to work out
good. Every sentence yon speak is a spiritual force
to you and others for good or ill.
Ten minutes spent in growling at your luck, or in
growling at others because they have more luck
than yourself~ means ten minutes of your own force
spent in making worse your own health and fortune.
Every tlJought of euvy or IJatred seut another is a
boomerang. It flies back to you and hurts you.
The envy or dislike we may feel toward those who,
as some express it," put on airs." The ugly feeling
we may have at seeing others riding in carriages and
"rolling iu wealth," represents just so muclJ thought
(i. e., force) most extravagantly expended, for in its
expenditure we get not only unhappiness, but destroy
future fortune and happiness.
If tl1is has been your common habit or mood of
mind, do not expect to get out of it at once. Once
convinced of the harm done yon by such mood, and
a new force has come to gradually remove the old
mind and bring a new one. But all changes must
be gradual.
Your own private room is your chief workslJop
for generating your spiritual force and building
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yourself up. If it is kept in disorder, if things are
flung recklessly about, and you cannot lay your
hands instantly upon them, it is an indication that
your mind is in the same condition, and therefore
your mind as it works on others, in carrying out
your projects, ";n work with less effect and result
by reason of its disordered and disorganized condition.
III temper or despondency is a disease. The
mind subject to it in any degree is to that degree a
sick mind. The sick mind makes the sick body.
The great majority ofthe sick are not in bed.
When you are peevislJ, remember your mind is
sick. Demand then a well mind.
When you say to yourself, " I am going to have
a pleasant visit or a pleasant joumey," you are
literally sending elements and forces ahead of your
body that will arrange things to make your 'isit or
joumey pleasant. When before the visit or the
journey or the shopping trip you are in a bad
humor, or fearful or apprehensive of something unpleasant, you are sending unseen agencies ahead of
you which will make some kind of unpleasantness.
Our thoughts, or in other words, our state of mind
is ever at work "fixing up" things good or bad for
us in ad,·ance.
As you cultivate this state of mind more aud
more, you will at last IJave no need of reminding
yourself to get into such mood. Because the mood
will have become a part of your every-day nature,
and you cannot then get out of it, nor prevent the
pleasant experiences it will bring you.
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Our real self is that which we cannot see, hear or
feel with the physical senses-our mind. The
budy is an instrument it uses. "Te are then made
up ~ntirely of forces we call thoughts. \V"hen these
thoughts are evil or immature they bring us pain
and ill fortune. ·we can always change them for
better i:houghts or forces. Earnest steady desire
for a new mind (or self) will surely bring the new
mind and more successful self. And this will ever
be chaugiug through such desire for the newer and
ever more hUccessful self.
All of us do really " pray without ce~ing." We
do not mean by prayer any set, formality or form
of words. A r~rson who sets his or her mind on
the dark side of life, who lives over and over the
. misfortunes and disappointments of the past., prays
for similar misfortunes and disappointments in the
future. If you will .3Ce nothing but ill luck in the
future, you are praying for such ill luck and will
surely get it.
You carry into comt•any not only your body, but
what is of far more importance, your thought or
mood of miUt.l, and this thought or mood, though
you :;ay little o1· nothing, will create with otbei'S an
impression for or agaiust you, ami as it acts on other
miutls will hring you results favorable or unfavorable according to its character.
"That you think is of far more importance than
what you say or do. Because your thought never
ceases for a moment its action on others or whatever it is placed upon. \nmtever you do bas been
rlone lwcau=-e of a JH'e\·ious long he:u mood or state
of mind before snell doing.
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The thought or mood of mind most profitable in
permanent results to you is the desire to do right.
This is not sentiment, but science. Because the
character of your thought brings to you events, persons and opportunities with as much eertainty as
the state of the atmosphere brings rain or dry
weather.
To do right is to bring to yomself the best and
most lasting result for happiness. You must prove
this for yourself.
Doing right is not, however, doing what others
may say o1· think to be right. If you have no
standard of right and wrong of yom own, yon are
acting always on the standard held or made by
·
others.
Your mind is always working and acting on other
minds to your advantage or disadvantage whether
yom body is asleep or awake. Your real being in
the form of a thought travels like electricity through
space. So when you lay the body down to sleep
see that your miud is in the best mood to get during
your physical unconsciousness the best things. For
if you go to sleep angry or despondent your thought
goes straight to the unprofitable domain of anger
or despondency, and will bring to your physical life
ou awakening, first the element and afterward that
ill success which anger and despondency always
attract.
Health is involved in the Biblical adage, "Let
not the sun go down on your wrath." Every mood
of mind you get in lH·ings to you flesh.o bone and
blood of a quality or character like itself. People
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who from year to year live in moods of gloom or
discouragement, are building elements of gloom and
discouragement into their bodies, and the iU results
cannot be quickly removed.
The habit of hurry wears out more bodies and
kills more people than is realized. If you put ou
your shoes hurriedly while dressing in the morning
you will be very apt to be in a burry all day. Pray
to get out of the current of hurried thought into
that of repose. Hurried methods of doing business
lose many thousands of dollars. Powt'r to keep
your body strong and vigorous-power to have influence with people worth holding-power to succeed in
your uude,l'takings comes of that reposeful frame of
mind which while doing relatively little with tht
body, sees tar ahead and clearly in mind.
So, when in the morning, be you mao or woman,
you look at what is to b:} done and begin to feel
yourself overwhelmed and hurried by the household
cares, the writing, the shopping, the people to be
seen, the many things to be done, sit right down for
thirty seconds ami say, "I will not be mobbed and
in mind driven by these duties. I will now proceed
to do one thing--one thing alone, and let the rest
take care of themselves until it is done." 'l'he
chances are then that the one thing will be done
well. If that is done well, so will all the rest. And
the cunent of thought you bring t{) you in so cultivating this mood will bear you to far nwre profitable
sunoundings, scenes, events and associations than
will the sclmi-insane mood and current of hurry.
All of us believe in many untruths t.o-day. It is
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an unconscious belief. The errol' is not brought
before our minds. Still we go on acting and living
in accordance with our unconscious eiTor, and the
suffering we may experience comes from that wrong
belief.
Demand then every day ability to see our wrong
beliefs. We need not be discouraged if we see many
more than we think we have at present. They cannot be seen and remedied all at once.
Don't take a " tired feeling" or one of languor in
the day time for a symptom of sickness. It is only
your mind asking for rest from some old rut of ocCUpation.
If your stomach is disordered make your mind
responsible for it. Say to yourself, "This disagreeable feeling comes of an error in thought." If you
are weak or nervous, don't lay tile fault on your
body. Say again, "It is a state of my mind which
causes this physical ailment, and I demand to get
rid of such state and get a better one." If you
think any medicine or medical advice will do you
good, by all means take it, but mind and keep this
thought behind it. " I am taking this medicine
not to help my body but as an aid to my spirit."
Your child is a mind which having lost the body
it used in a past physical existence (and possibly of
another race and country), has received a new one,
as you did in your own infancy.
Tell your child never to tllink meanly of itself.
For if it becomes habituated to put out such
thought, others will feel it and tllink of the child
first and as a grown up person afterward to be of
small value.
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Nothing damages the indiviunal more than self
depreciation, and many a child is weighted down
with the elements of failure before it got's into the
world through years of scolding, snubbing and telling it that it is a worthless being.
Tell your child in all its plans to see or think only
success. To keep in the permanent mood of expecting success brings causes, events and opportunities, which bring success.
Let us also tell this to ourselves very often, for
we are but children, also with physical bodies a few
years older than the infants.
We have as yet but the vaguest idea of what life
really means, and the possibilities it has in store for
us. One attribute of the relatively perfecteu life
to come to this race is the retention or preservation
of a physical body so long as the mind or spirit
desires it. It will oe a bouy also free from pain and
sickuess, anu one which can be made or uumade, __
put on or taken off at will.
Say of anything that "it must be done " and you
are putting out a mighty unseen power for doing.
When your minu is in the mood of c "er saying
''must," whether you have in minu the particular
t!Jiug you aim at or not, still that force is ever
working on your purpose. But we need to be
careful as to what that force of must is put on.
"Must" without asking for wisdom as to where it
s!Jall be placed may bring you tenihle results.
Always in your individual aims and purposes
defer to the Higher Power and Infinite Wi.sllom.
T!Je thing yon may most uesire might prove a curse.
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Be always then in the mood of saying, " There is a
Power which knows what will bring me the most
permanent happiness better than I do. If my
desire is not for good let it not come, for in its place
I shall have something better."
If you send your thought in sympathy to every
one who calls for it, you may have very little left to
I.Jelp yourself. It is necessary to have great care in
the choice of those on whom we put our love and
thought. One may help build us up; another tear
us down.
We need to ask for wisdom that we may know
whom to receive in close association.
As you arc a part of God or the Supreme Power
and a peculiar part, you can always estimate yourself as the very best of such peculiar part. No one
else can approach or equal or excel you, as you
represent and put out your own peculiar powers,
gifts or shadings of mind and character. You will
in time command the world of your own mind, and
while others may compel your admiration, you will
do yourself a great injury if you worship them or
abase yourself or grovel before them even in mind.
Idolatry is tbe blind worship of anything or anybody save the Infinite Force from which alone you
draw life, power and inspiration.
The thought of a woman coming to you a man in
. sympathy or love whose ideas, aims and aspirations
are equal to or above yours, may prove to you a
source for strength of muscle, health of body and
clearness of mind. Her thought so flowing to you
is a real element. If a woman inferior to you
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mentally is your companion ormucll in yonr thought,
yoUl' mind will be much less clear and your health
will eventually suffer.
Be you man or woman, your· life cannot be complete and you cannot build yourself rapidly into
higher and higher powers until you meet and
recognize spiritually your eternal complement or
completement of the other sex. Anti from such
complement there is no departure.
When we eat and drink let us remember that
with every mouthful we place and build a thought
into ourselves in accordance with the mood we
are in while eating. So be sure to be bright,
hopeful and buoyant while eating, and if we cannot command such mood of mind, pray for it. To
ask night and morning of the Supreme Power for
the highest wisdom (that is the greatest good and
happiness), and to demand this in that frame of
mind which acknowledges the superiority of that
Wisdom over your own, is certainly putting you in
the cnnent of tllC greatest and most enduring health
aiHl prosperity. Because another and better current
of t110ught then begins to act on yon and will
gmdna.lly cany you out of errors and into the right.
It will lead yon by degrees into different surroundings, different ways of living, awl will in time bring
yon the association you really need and what is best
for you.

THE USE AND NECESSITY
OF RECREATION.
Copyright, 11110, by F. J.
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Divide the word " recreation" in two parts, thus :
re-creation and there is given it a clearer meaning.
Recreation is a re-creative process for mind and
body. In any healthy -amusement we draw and
build into ourselves a re-creative, recuperative, lifegiving current of thought. Healthy amusement
literally re-creates us. Life without amusementlife sad and serious, seldom, if ever, smilinglife plodding on in a monotonous rut and seeing
and finding less and less to enjoy is for the body a
de-creative and destructive process.
Re-creation not only throws off care, but adds to
the capacity to resist care. Re-creation enables the
miud to fin·get temporarily what is only au injury
for it to remember. Re-creation adds new life to
the body, because it brings new life to the ruind,
and life for the mind is life for the body. Re-m·eation gives strength to meet trial and difficulty. You
do not so much want to be spared trial as yon want
that strength which shall cause you not to fear it.
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You do not want to run away from the person or
the difficulty or the interview you dread as much as
you want that 8t.ate of mind when you meet that
person, that difficulty, that terrible lion in your
path, which shall not only rid you of all fear, bot
make the trial an entettainment for you.
Re-creation, and plenty of it, is one great source
for getting this strength, for it is our so much dwelling on difficulties and the difficulty of getting our
minds off our perplexities, caused in part through
the great lack of color or diversion in our lives that
adds to those very troubles by making us weaker to
resist them.
Were grown up people able to play more in the
spirit in which they played in their childhood, the
more would they retain of the elasticity, litheness
and vigor of childhood. Ohildren in playing
together do literally feed each other with a living
element (the spirit of their play), and get from it a
great stimulant and strength.
On the other hand, people drudging in companies
and engaged in any effort in which they are not
interested, feed ea.ch other with thought element or
spirit heavy aml sluggish in quality. People so
drudging whose lives are monotonous, colorless and
lacking in variety must become at last slow, heavy
and sluggish in every movement of muscle, as well
as mind.
Every effort we make and every kind of work we
may have to do, be it digging in the garden or
writing an essay, can be made a source of lifegiving amusement or re-creation. No matter what
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you do it is the same force (i.e., thought) which
drives whatever part of the body you may use in
the doing. If you dig, that force acts through the
muscles used in digging. If you are an orator. the
same force acts through your tongue to express the
thoughts coming to you as you stand before your
hearers. If a writer, the thought or force coming to
you acts through arm and baud as put on paper.
Our so-called most trivial acts may be made
sources of re-creation and pleasure. No act l.Jowever small should be irksome. We l.Jave occasion
an hundred times a day to do so-called little things
wherein we are impatient in the doing. \Ve snatch
the coat from its book. We reach for this or that
article on om· writing table, begrudging the time
and eff01t it takes. We shape in writing our )etters
in a hurry and take no pleasure in giving them
form or· legibility. We are using our muscles constantly in some way which gi\•es no pleas'!re. Every
movement of muscle which gives no pleasure is a
de-creative process. It adds its mite to the wearing
out of tl.Je body. It begets the habit of impatience
and unrest.
It is not work that kills people. It is the manner
of doing it. Reposeful work is rest. But the science
of repose reacl.Jes down to the crook of a finger, and
a habit of order which will not ·neglect the proper
place for a pin or a pen. Heaven is born out of the
da~· of small things.
Perhaps yon say, "If people should make physical effi11t in the slow, deliberate way you indicate,
tl.rey would have very little done by the day's end)'
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To this we answer, that whatever is done in this
mood would be well done and would not have to be
done over again. But what is of far more importance
in this reposeful, deliberate, and, it may be added,
pleasnre-gi\'ing way of ~rforming physical act14, a
great deal more at the same time would we be doing
spiritually. The greatest results in life do not come
of pushing material things about or of using anything material. .They will come to you, supposing
you have a set purpose in view in pmportion as your
thought or force works apart from your body on
others favorable to that purpose. When you are in
the current of hurried, fatiguing or irksome effort
that force works at great disadvantage. When you
are in tbe current of reposeful, pleasure-giving
effort, in every possible ~t your force worb more
and more on otlwrs night and day to your advantage. Results to you in mater;al things will come
quicker and quicker. New ideas will come faster.
Finally; you will gain ability to rest or gain
strength in all effort, be it of any to~ort. You will
as you call strength to you in any phyMical movement reserve of' it a little inKtcad of briviug it all
out in that cffcnt. ThiK is the secret of aU phyRical effort when it is plea~;ant. It comes of mental
or spiritual gr·owth and not from any oour·to~e of mater;aJ training.
~~Kpecially the room sacred to ourselves Rhould
h<! the ph.U.l<! above all for 1'(!-C~reative, mposeful,
deliberate emnt in the doing of all thiugK. By KllCh
doing awl in snel1 calm franw of mind do we make
a thought atrrwKphcre iu which our higheKt aud
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best fiiends, unseen of tbe physical eye, can enter
and mingle their thought with ours, so that our
happiest moments will be realized there. And this
realization of their presence and communion of
mind will ever increase, when once we are in the
re-creative mood of doing all things, so that finally
all sense of loneliness shall depart. More, we can
in such place and atmosphere receive the wisest
suggestion and impression as to the course most
proper to pursue in all our undertakings. Yot
will then have fairly entered when you can so enjoy
what most people call " being alone " in that vast
and unseen world of being, individuality and existence, which lies closer to us than our doors. }'or
it enters our doors. It is about us and all around
us, and is surely to be reached and realized by
some, in our own time as their minds so grow and
refine as to be able to sense it, first faintly and
feebly, but as time goes on its reality will be more
and more apparent.
In ancient times there lived in oriental lands
those of calm, contemplative and re-creative mood,
who while acting little with the body accomplished
great results through their sphitual power. A part
of their secret lay in the cultivation of reposeful,
re-creative 'effort in the doing of all things. The
other part lay in their knowledge and trust in the
Supreme Power, and ever drawing more and more
from that power.
In tbat world of to us unseen existence many a
poet, dramatist and writer bas in mind entered and
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temporarily Jived. So diu Shakespeare. His creations to ns are realities. Had they known better
the laws of their being, could they have emerged
from the domain of material thought and beliefs,
they would at last have believed in their finer and
spiritual senses, have more used and trusted them,
and so going forward step by step they would have
shaken off the fetters of mortality, put on immortality and recognized what even they deemed fancies
as truths. Their higher minds wrote down truths
which their lower and material minds scorned, discredited and rejected afterward.
But the better period has dawned. Though its
gray light as yet but tinges the sky, yet man does
to-day stand in knowledge oli tl1e threshold of his
more glol'iuus and beautifhl life. ·· Let us not despise
as trivial the steps and methods by which only it
can be realized; nothing is trivial.
Any effort cea..<;es to be re-creative the moment
it becomes wearisome. That is the time when our
force or thought ceases to put new element into
our mind or spiritual being.
lf you come into the thought atmosphere of people who find plea.'lure in harmless recreation, you
absorb of that atmosphm c. lt is lite and life-giving
element. It docs goo1l to mind and body. It builds
up b~th awl strengthens both.
When yon re-create a llli)l(l, ti·cshen it, get it for
a time off a too much wom track of tlwugllt, physical effmt or study, it i~ then cleared to receive new
ideas. Inspiration does not come of memorizing or
plodding or poring over books.
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It comes of keeping the mind in a proper con·
dition to receiye newer thought than ever was
printed in books, and newer device or invention
than ever before was seen in t.he machine shop.
We are all of us dual. That is, we possess and use
the mind of the body, and the other and higher
mind which acts through the more powerful and far
reaching spiritual senses.
The mind of the body or that portion of our mind
and force whicb acts directly on the body, often
needs a certain limited, gentle and pleasing outlay
of effort in the direction of seeing things of beauty
or exercise of muscle, or hearing. Such outlay or
exercise can keep it out of injurious currents of
thought. For instance, many men get a certain
rest in whittling. They can think clearer while so
engaged. In other words, the act of whittling concentrates their material mind on such exercise,
while the other and higher mind and senses are liberated, and can go forth and act, and that certain
repose a man feels while engaged in such act comes
of the temporary liberation and exercise of his other
and finer senses.
Thinking or getting new ideas does not come at
all of trying to think. On tlw contrary, it comes
of getting the mind in the most restful and contented mood. That is why some of my lady readers may get their best and most agreeable thoughts
or mental moods while engaged without hurry, in
their sewing or fancy work-or in any physical effort which you do not set out to do in just so _many
minutes, and care not whether it is finished tllis
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week or next. Work in this mood ceases to be
work at all. It becomes play, and as we have said
before, because it is worth twice saying, the gentle
unstrained physical effort in getting the material
mind on a certain tr-'Ck leaves the higher mind and
senses more freedom to act in.
In time to come all the world's physical work will
be done in this restful mood, and without hqrry or
straining to accomplish a certain amount in a certain time. Then all work will become as play. It
will also be far better done. But far more results
will come of such method of doing.
If you have any set purpose in view, and yon have
for the day done all physically yon can to attain that
purpose, stop further work. R-est, amuse yourself
in some harniless way and re-create. You are then
gathering force and putting it on that purpose. Yon
are sending then force constantly to push your purpose forward.
But if you keep your mind ever on the rack and
strain as regards that purpose-if you are making
effort all the time with the body only because yon
think you must "be doing something," you are
wasting force, driving the best results from you.
Though you may gain small successes, they will not
last and he as nothing wheu compared with the
greater and permanent result which comes of using
and trusting your spiritual power.
Then if your material mind will set up a worry
because things look dark or do not move fast enough,
demand Faith of the ~upreme Power.
The world'8 physical business, its building, its
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manufacturing is far too much hurried and strained.
We act too much on the assumption that life is
short, and so a great deal must be done in a short
time. In a sense this is true. The very mental
condition in which so many do business makes .life
short.
The race will realize in time to come that there
is time enough to do all tiJings repol'efully and pleasantly, and that such mood of mind it~ one great factor in keeping the body strong and vigorous, and
keeping tl.Jat body far longer tl.Jan it.o; present average duration.
The young man wiJo works all day at a trade is
sometimes advised to go to the reading room, or a
school of some sort in the evening, to " improve his
mind." Does he "improve it," after having worked
off so much force in tiJe day time to work off more
at night in the endeavor to fill himself with "facts,"
a part of whiciJ fifty years IJence may have proved
to be fiction f
There is re-creation in the study of any art when
there is pleasure in suciJ study. Tht're is neither
re-creation, nor profit in the study of any mt when
we are tired or it becomes irksome. The moment
you become tired is the moment to leave off. If
you continue to paint or sew, or write your sermon,
or if a lawyer pore over your authorities, or as a
meciJanic continue your wo1·k when mind and body
protest in some way against furtht•r effo1t, you have
no longer fresh tiJougl.Jt force or inspiration to put
on such work. You have sundered your connection
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with such tllought current. You have made connection with an inferior drudging, repeating itself
current of thought. You are receiving of that
thought element and putting it not only in your
work but in your body. As a consequence you will
leave off not only tired, but afterward the very
thought of your work will give you that peculiar
mind sickness or disgust for· it wllich always comes
of over-strain and fatigue. So when next you take
up such employment yon may feel such disgust for
the reason that you re-absorb the tired thought yon
left in your work.
So when our business, our trade; our occupation,
our art, be it what it. may, ceases to re-create or give
pleasure in the doing, or be done with entlmsiam
and zeal, it is not well done, and really does us and
others more harm than good. It is the tired overworked engineer whose exhausted faculties fail to
recognize the danger signal and runs his train to
destmctiou. It is the workman made careless
through fatigue who allows the flaw to go unperceived in the shaft which breaks and possibly
causes the steamer's wreck. It is the artist who
paints mechanically, or the actor wllo acts mechanically, with little or no )o,·c for his art or
pleasure in its exercise, "ho HeYer reaches the top
rounds.
Up to a certain age, varying somewhat as to
condition in life, the child is always leamiug somethiug Hew-some new game or sport. This is
always gh·ing it new life.
If you bri11g up a child
where it has no opportunity so to learn new things,
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it will be a 1ittle old man or woman at ten or twelve
years of age. When the boy or girl or young man
or woman are put into the harness of conventional
life, of tbe hard, serious, earnest work of life as we
call it (whieh should not be hard, serious work at all
were life what it should be and what it will be), when
the boy has learned his one trade or profession and settled dowQ to that and th~t alone, and the girl has also
settled down in life as wife and mother and house
carer, and tbat alone, then it is they commence to
become sad and serious-sober and careworn; an1l so .
life goes on till the enrt, and such minds exercised only
in a rnt-sucb spirit de-created through lack of re-creation drop after middle age gradually into a conwr,
is pushed aside by the younger element, become of
less and less use and importance in the social or
business circle, until at last their worn-out bodies
drop away from the spirit and are laid, as people
say, ''at rest," an assertion which may not be so
readily oelieved as more is known of what life really
means and what it involves.
Why is this! Because such minds are not recreated by the learning of some new thing-of some
new source of re-creation-of some new source of
rest whereby tbe thought o1· force is for a time diverted from some department of mind to another,
· some set of faculties to another, so that the lawyer in
sailing his yacht shall be a rested and more powerful
lawyer the next day-so that the matron in playing
her part in the theatrical representation may return
re-created and recuperated next morning to the govemment of that empire in embryo, her household-
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so that the preacher in his painting loses his preacher
self in the paradise of form and color, and returns to
his pulpit with a fresh gmwth and shade of thought
-grown in these periods of forgetfulness of preaching, and in tl.Jis way should we all be makers of and
givers of new life to each other.
For when you amuse or interest me o1· compel
my attention or admiration by the display on your
part of some great proficiency in music, in acting,
in conversation, in skill and dexterity of muscle,
you are proving and expressing some power and
quality of God or the Infinite Spirit working
through you, and in so centering my thought on one
thing, you gather my scattered thought or spirit
together, and in doing this you rest my spirit; and .
if you rest my spirit you rest my·body with it; and
if you rest my body you strengthen my body ; and
if yon strengthen it you put. in it tl.Je force or element •
to drive out disease.
When we cease to learn the new and take pleasure in such learning, the material part of us (the
body) commences dying.
The ultimate of existence is a never ending course
of learning and enjoying the new.
Paul says: ''Rejoice evermore." It is the same
as saying "play evermore." In other words, " Rejoice and receive pleasure iu the never ending
expressions of your spirit as tl.Jey are one after
another develope!l. Rejoice in your business, your
trade, your profession. Rejoice in your walking,
your dliving, your eating, your painting, your musio
-in all yon do."
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But the physician might say here : " I take
pleasure, to an extent, in the exercise of my profession. But sometimes it drives and wearies me.
I am the slave of its demand, day and night. I am
liable at any hour in the midst of my amusement,
or rest, to be cal1ed to see a patient. How can I
always rejoice f"
This question holds good with many professions.
Now, be your calling what it may, do you consider that you have full capacity and power for its
exercise when you are tired, when vitality is at a
low ebb, when your effort is strained, when you
take little or no pleasure in its exercise f Are you
then giving your best self, your best mind, your
strongest power to your patient, your client, your
patron in anything f Are you not, on the contrary,
dealing out an inferior article f
"But I must go where my business or profession
calls me," you answer, " whether I am physically or
mentally fit to go or not. I cannot say to a midnight caller in case of sickness, 'I am unfit to give
the patient the best of my skill now. He or she
must wait till to-morrow.'"
Yes, you can when yon trust more in that Supreme
Power which stands by every soul in proportion to
its trust in it. The greater success awaits those who
trus·t it, and the greatest success means being master
of your own time and independence to that extent
that you can say " No" to any demand or tempting
offer v-ben your highest conscience forbids its
acceptance.
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But all that interests and amuses minds does not
re-create.
That is an unhealthy an<l injurious taste ·which
takes pleasure in spectacles of human suffering, be
the suffering mental or physical. An audience which
can look for hours on the spectacle of a human heart
writhing in all the torments of jealousy or suspense
or grief, is influenced by a grade of the same sentiment which once with pleasure saw the Ohristian
captives suffering the same mental agony or fear as
they were torn to pieces by wild beasts. Great
talent is unquestionably thrown in such representations as great genius with the brush may expend
itself in painting dead human flesh or in blood flowing freely from live human bodies from the axe of
the executioner or the dagger of the assassin. That
is amusement which does not re-create with healthy
thought element. It brings violence and fear and
jealousy and all the lower order of thought more
prominently to the minds of those who see it. It
connects them with that domain or current of
thought. It renders connection the more difficult
with all that is quiet, beautiful, reposeful and constructive in nature. You absorb only elements of
destruction and weakness after seeing a dramatic
spectacle in which poison, the dagger, jealousy and
revenge form the principal materials. You leave
such a play worked up, exhausted, and the better
fitted to connect yourself with what you call the
Land of Dreams, with the same order of thought
and action when your bodies are in tho unconscious
state we call sleep, and as a result you are the more
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apt to come back to and take up your physical instru·
ment, your body, in the morning, unrefreshed, un·
recreated, because during sleep your mind or spirit
in its dual and to your physical self, nnconscions lif~,
may have beeu sending to your body only the agita.
ting violent destructive order of thought you saw
last night at the tragedy.
I once asked a noted Italian danseuse, a devotee
to the poetry expressed in physical motion, of what
use was the maitre de ballet, an accompaniment ot
the ballet more common years ago than at present.
"It is," said she, "because the presence of the man
gives an inspiration or stimulus to the woman."
There is for all effort, whether as termed mental
or physical, a higher and finer inspiration when
the sexes mingle as they should in all games or di·
versions. Man is not improved, or so much bene·
fited, or re-created when he goes by himself to his
base ball, his billiards, his howling alley, his sailing,
his driving. Left to himself in these amusements,
and without the restraining, elevating and refining element of the other sex, he becomes the
coarser. When man herds with man for long pe.
riods whether on ship-hoard, in armies or on frontier settlements, he becomes rough and coarse.
When woman meets by herself, as she does in so
many of our Eastern towns and villages where two.
thirds of the men have "gone West," she becomes
more narrow, gossipy, trivial, and is infected by that
over prudishness, which seeing so much evil where
evil is not, is the very essence of that evil which it
most affects to fear.
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Woman has as much nerve as man. She can be
as cool in time of danger. Woman has quite as
mncb vigor of muscle and endurance as man. The
Sandwich Island women are rated as better swimmers than the men. Oould a hod-carrier bound
over the stage like a danseuse T In Vienna you
you may see a certain class of women carrying hods
of brick and mortar up the long ladders like men.
How many men would care to change places with a
farmer's wife over her Monday's wash-tub! Or
any one of the thousands of poor men's wives in this
country, who are cooking, bed-making, bousesweeping, marketing, baby tending, with forty different things an hour for their minds. The more
objects you have to expend thought or force upon
in a given time-the quicker do you exhaust that
force. Is woman really so much the weaker sex T
Regard the girl acrobat on the trapeze, or the girl
rider at the circus. Is she not as lithe and graceful on skates as the man T Regard the girl in her
happier and "tomboy" days, when with the boy
she bas the glorious privilege of climbing trees, rolling down bay mows, roosting on barn ridge poles
and sliding down cellar doors. Doos she not enter
into all these things with the same zest and enjoyment as the boy t
Does she not the more enjoy them when in company with the boy T Does she not as a rule cease
to exercise what we will term the athletic side of
her nature, when custom says she must cross over
to her side of the house and act like a young lady
and put on a dress which fetters her limbs T And
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what then f With less physio.'ll f~dom, less of
the natural and more of the artificial, less of open
association, and, in so many cases, more of stolen
interviews, is honesty and purity ofmind increased.
Are the evils which society in so restricting the
association of the sexes endeavors to prevent, really
prevented f
Both men and women would be the stronger
physically were all their re-creative effort in each
other's company, for the reason that the elements
flowing in thought from each to each give a certain
strength and stimulation which is lacking when they
are apart. In this restriction of the sexes which
has crept upon us dming the ages, and had its
origin in the barbaric era when woman was held as
a chattel, man has actually deprived himself of the
only element which can refine him, and woman is
likewise deprived of an unseen element which would
strengthen her. It is this unnatural separation of
the sexes which long custom has made an unconscious habit in so many phases of life that begets
the very evils it is intended to prevent.
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